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Abstract 

The work presented in this thesis has been focused on solving the most important 

and long-lasting problem of destructive read- out in holographic recording in photore

fractive crystals. Several interesting methods for solving this problem were proposed 

and demonstrated by researchers for more than two decades . However, none of them 

were practical for read / write applications. The most promising all-optical method , 

which is still being pursued by some researchers, was two-step recording. However , 

the method suffers from low sensitivity and dynamic range, even in the optimized 

conditions. Furthermore, several experimental results were not explained due to the 

lack of a complete understanding of the dominant phenomena that were involved. 

Our strategy in solving the problem of destructive read-out of holograms was 

to first provide a complete understanding of the physics of the two-step recording 

method by appropriate modeling, and to explain the experimental results that had not 

been explained before. Such an understanding gave us a good idea about the major 

problem of the method, and we were able to find a solution to that problem by adding 

one dopand to the recording crystal. The method we developed both theoretically 

and experimentally in this thesis is called two-center holographic recording. The 

initial results of the method (without any optimization) offer more than one order 

of magnitude (and for some parameters, two orders of magnitude) improvement over 

the optimized two-step recording method. 

In this thesis, we provide a complete modeling for two-center recording that agrees 

very well with the experimental results, provides us with the understanding of the 

main physical phenomena that are involved, and helps us in optimizing the method. 

The next step is to relate the material and system parameters for the system design. 

We present in this thesis a standard framework for such a relation, and outline the 

main general steps in the system design using two-center recording. The idea devel

oped in this thesis opens us several avenues for further thinking and research, and 
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some of them are already being investigated by different research groups. 
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Chapter 1 Introd uction 

1.1 Holography: basic idea and applications 

Holography was developed in the late 1940s by Dennis Gabor [2]. However, first 

substantial advances in this field were achieved in the early 1960s stimulated by the 

invention of laser systems. A further important step forward was the work of Leith 

and Upatnieks who introduced holographic recording schemes with off- axis reference 

beams. A large number of investigations in the field of holography took place in the 

1960s and early 1970s [3 , 4]. Nowadays, holography has found many applications in 

industry as well as in science, and is still a rapidly developing field of research. 

The basic principle of holography is rather simple: Two coherent waves, an 

information- bearing signal beam and a reference beam of known shape, are superim

posed. The created interference pattern is stored as an amplitude pattern (amplitude 

hologram, absorption hologram) or as a phase pattern (phase hologram, refractive

index hologram, relief hologram). The stored interference pattern itself is called a 

"hologram." Subsequent illumination of the hologram with the reference wave causes 

diffraction of the reference light from the absorption or phase hologram and by these 

means the original signal wave is reconstructed. Unlike photography, not only the 

amplitude of the signal wave but also the complete phase information is correctly 

retrieved. 

Holography covers many different areas of applications. To name a few examples: 

(1) Security issues. To copy holograms requires sophisticated optical setups or , in the 

case of printed holograms, master stamps. Thus copying of holograms is rather dif

ficult. Therefore, holograms are used , e.g. , on credit- cards. (2) Holography became 

a direction of art. New effects can be realized. Furthermore, expensive objects in 

exhibitions can be replaced by holograms once again for security reasons. (3) Holo

grams attract attention which is used more and more in advertising of products. (4) 
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Holography became a very important measurement technique. Especially holographic 

interferometry is a powerful tool for non- destructive testing of object deformations 

and also for vibration analysis (a nice summary is given in, e.g., [5]). (5) Holographi

cal optical elements can be used in telecommunication for, e.g., optical interconnects 

or wavelength division multiplexers [6 , 7]. 

An application of special importance is volume holographic data storage [8]. This 

technique promises large storage capacit.ies, short access times, large data transfer 

rates and the capability of optical processing. Such storage systems have been in

vestigated since the 1970s. The basic components needed are a laser light source, 

a spatial light modulator which imposes the information on the object beam, the 

storage medium and a camera system to retrieve the data. Nowadays small, pow

erful and reliable diode or diode- pumped solid-state lasers are available. Liquid 

crystal light modulators became a product for the mass market , and CCD cameras 

('charge- coupled devices') are also rapidly developing if we think, e.g., about digital 

photography. These advances and an increasing demand for storage capacity renewed 

the interest in holographic storage systems and especially within the last years re

markable advantages were achieved and impressive demonstrations were performed. 

Examples are storage systems presented by Rockwell IntI. [9] and IBM [10]. 

The holographic storage systems are often called 'volume' storage devices because 

successful reconstruction of stored information requires fulfillment of the Bragg con

dition which is also called the momentum condition. The wavevectors of incoming 

and diffracted waves must match a grating vector of the hologram (conservation of 

momentum). Bragg mismatch can be achieved by rotation of the sample or of the 

reference beam (angular multiplexing) , by changing the wavelength of the read- out 

light (wavelength multiplexing) or by several other techniques. This allows the super

position of many holograms in the same volume and yields a volume storage method 

instead of conventional surface storage which is utilized, e.g., in compact- disc (CD) or 

hard- disk drives. Multiplexing many holograms requires small Bragg tolerance which 

can be achieved by using thick materials. The term "thick" refers to the thickness of 

the recording medium compared to the period of the light wavelength. Thus samples 
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where the light interacts over 100 11m or more with the material are thick in the sense 

of the Bragg criterion. 

1.2 Holographic recording materials: organic and 
. . 
InorganIc 

The critical problem of holography in general and of holographic storage in particular 

is the availability of a suitable recording medium with the desired properties such as 

high resolution (more than 10,000 Lines/mm), large dynamic range (high refractive 

index or absorption changes), large sensitivity (high diffraction efficiencies of the pro

duced hologram upon small recording exposures), long lifetime, low light scattering, 

reversibility / fixing on demand, and low price. Besides standard materials (silver 

halide photographic materials , dichromated gelatin , inorganic photo chromic materi

als, thermoplastics , photoresists; for a review see, e.g. , [11]) several other inorganic 

and organic materials are known which can be useful for holographic applications. 

Photorefractive crystals are very attractive candidates for holographic recording 

[12]. Nonuniform illumination with visible light excites charge carriers from impurities 

either into the conduction or into the valence band. These charge carriers migrate 

and generate a spatially modulated electric current density due to diffusion, drift, 

and the bulk photovoltaic effect [13]. Finally, the electrons are trapped by empty 

impurities. A space-charge field arises which modulates the refractive index via the 

electro optic effect and a volume phase hologram is formed. 

The photorefractive effect in electro optic crystals was discovered in lithium- niobate 

(LiNb03) [14]. Iron is known to be a photorefractive dopand of this material [15]. 

For visible light the charge transport in LiNb03:Fe is through the conduction band, 

and Fe2+ and Fe3+ are sources and traps of the charge carriers. However, besides 

LiNb03 several further inorganic photorefractive materials exist and are studied 

intensively such as the perovskite crystals barium titanate (BaTi03) and potas

sium niobate (KNb03) , the tungsten- bonze-type crystal strontium- barium niobate 
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(SrO.61Bao.39Nb206, SBN), the sillenite- type crystals bismuth- silicon oxide (Bi12Si020 , 

BSO), bismuth- titanium oxide (Bi12Ti02o , BTO) and bismuth-germanium oxide 

(Bi12Ge020, BGO) , and the semiconductor crystals gallium arsenide (GaAs) and cad

mium telluride (CdTe), to name just some examples. 

The crystals have several properties which are highly desired for holographic ap

plications: (1) High spatial resolution , (2) excellent optical quality and therefore very 

weak light scattering, (3) good long- term stability even in unpleasant chemical or 

electrical environments, (4) commercial availability of samples of reproducible prop

erties, and (5) large thickness (up to some cm) . 

The major drawback of inorganic photorefractive crystals is a relatively low sensi

tivity. For this reason several different types of organic materials are also intensively 

studied. Here we mention only four different systems: (1) Several photosensitive 

organic recording media are based on photo- assisted polymerization of, e.g., methyl

methacrylate (MMA) to poly- methyl- methacrylate (PMMA). This process gains sen

sitivity from irreversible chemical reactions [16]. Photopolymers of this type continue 

to be developed and tested [17, 18]. Light-induced shrinkage, light scattering, and 

the limitation to relatively thin samples are the major drawbacks of this class of ma

terials. (2) Photoadressable polymers contain azo-benzene chromophors which occur 

in the cis and trans states. Polarized light yields an alignment of side- chains con

taining azo- benzene chromophors which causes strong optical dichroism and via the 

Kramers- Kronig principle also large refractive- index changes [19]. The process is fully 

reversible, i.e. , intense un polarized light yields a random orientation of the molecules 

and erases the stored refractive index patterns. However, the sensitivity is much less 

compared to that of the photopolymers. (3) Organic crystals are also grown, e.g. , the 

system called 'DAST' (4- N, N-dimethylamino- 4'-N'-methyl-stilbazolium toluene

p- sulfonate) received some attention [20]. These crystals exhibit large electro-optic 

coefficients and they are shown to be photorefractive, but currently the overall per

formance of this material (magnitude of the refractive-index changes, response time) 

is disappointing. (4) Photorefractive polymers appear to be much more promising. 

Although previous work existed, a breakthrough in this area was achieved in 1994 
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[21] . Diffraction efficiencies up to almost 100% were achieved with 100 ;.tm thick 

samples. The process is the same as in photorefractive crystals: Inhomogeneous il

lumination builds space- charge fields up which modulate the refractive index via the 

linear electro- optic effect. The major problem of this material is that external elec

trical fields of the order of 100 kV /mm are required. The external fields are the main 

charge driving force and they are also necessary to align nonlinear molecules in order 

to create a linear electro-optic effect . 

Which class of materials is preferable, inorganic crystals or organic compounds, 

may depend on the actual application. Reversibility together with the ability of all

optical fixing is required for several applications, and in particular for holographic 

storage. No such fixing method exists so far for organic materials, but, as we will see 

below, inorganic electro-optic crystals allow all- optical fixing of data without loosing 

the ability of desired optical erasure. In this thesis, we only consider holographic 

recording in photorefractive crystals, particularly LiNb03 . 

The photorefractive effect in electro-optic crystals is completely reversible, i.e. , 

homogeneous illumination redistributes the charge carriers back and new holograms 

can be recorded. However, this implies also that the holograms are erased during 

reading due to the homogeneous read- out illumination. This has been known as the 

major problem in holographic recording in photorefractives for many years. Thus, 

methods are needed which allow to fix the stored information and to reconstruct all 

data without erasing the holograms. These methods can be considered as different 

schemes for persistent (non- destructive read- out) holographic recording. 

1.3 Persistent holographic recording methods: copy

ing and all-optical schemes 

Several solutions to the fundamental problem of destructive read- out in photorefrac

tives have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The techniques might 

be grouped into two categories: (1) Copying of the electronic space- charge pattern to 
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other properties of the material. Thermal fixing [22] and electrical fixing [23] belong 

to this group. (2) All- optical fixing. Two-step excitations [24, 25], read- out with 

wavevector spectra [26 , 27], frequency- difference holograms [28], and the interaction 

of deep and shallow traps [29] are examples for this type of fixing. 

Upon thermal fixing the electron pattern is transposed to a modulated concen

tration of ions (protons for example) [22] . This is achieved by heating the crystal 

during or after recording. At higher temperatures (typically 180 0 e) ions are mobile 

and drift in the space- charge fields. After cooling to room temperature the ions are 

immobile and the ionic pattern is fixed. Homogeneous illumination creates spatially 

modulated currents because of strongly modulated concentrations of electron sources 

and traps (Fe2+ and Fe3+ in LiNb03:Fe) [30]. Thus homogeneous light develops the 

hologram instead of erasing it. Although thermal fixing provides excellent lifetimes 

of the stored information [31], inhomogeneous thermal expansion of the crystals, and 

the inconvenience of heating and cooling are serious problems of this method. Fur

thermore, adding or deleting of one fixed hologram in a previously fixed holographic 

system can not be performed without heating the crystal again and, therefore, affect

ing the pre-existing holograms. Therefore , thermal fixing is not appropriate for read 

/ write storage applications. 

Electrical fixing is another copying approach [23]. The space- charge field to

gether with an externally applied electric field may exceed locally the coercitive field 

and causes switching of domains. The created domain pattern is a replica of the 

space- charge pattern, and the polarization changes are compensated by a modulated 

concentration of electron sources and traps [32, 33]. Once again, homogeneous light 

develops the space- charge pattern because of spatially modulated currents arising 

from the modulated concentrations of photorefractive centers. Although 1000 holo

grams were multiplexed in a single crystal by this technique [34], the storage capacity 

is limited because ferroelectric domains tend to have minimum dimensions which are 

significantly larger than the light wavelength. 

Two-step excitatons via an imaginary or a real intermediate state [24 , 25] are 

examples of all- optical solutions. The combined energy of two photons is necessary 
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to generate a free electron. In the case of two photons of equal energy, reduction of 

the read- out light intensity yields a quadratic drop of the erasure speed [24). This 

technique is not persistent, but a large asymmetry between recording and erasure 

speed can be achieved. Usage of different wavelengths for sensitizing (short wave

length , 'gating light') and recording (long wavelengths) yields a better persistence of 

the stored information [25]. Anyhow, both techniques employ pulse lasers of high 

intensity. 

Other all- optical techniques use wave- vector spectra to achieve Bragg matching 

[26 , 27), but losses of storage capacity occur because the cross-talk increases strongly. 

Frequency- difference holograms use lower harmonics which come into the picture 

because of the product between conductivity and space- charge field in the charge

transport equations [28, 35, 36]. Recording a new hologram (conductivity pattern) 

over an already existing one (space-charge field pattern) creates sub-harmonics which 

allow non- destructive retrieval of the information, because the photon energy of the 

subharmonic wavelength is not sufficient to excite charge carriers . The major problem 

of this technique is a substantial loss of dynamic range. 

Another solution to the problem of destructive read- out (sometimes called volatil

ity) is the usage of a combination of a deep and a shallow center [29]. Visible light 

excites charge carriers from the deep center either to the conduction or the valence 

band. Some of the free carriers are trapped by shallow levels from which they can 

be re- excited by long-wavelength light. After recording, the holograms can be read 

with the long-wavelength light without erasure because the shallow levels are empty 

if no sensitizing light is present. However, thermal excitations also depopulate the 

shallow levels and large light intensities are required to use this'process [29). 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

The work presented in this thesis has been focused on solving the most important 

and long- lasting problem of destructive read- out in holographic recording in pho

torefractive crystals. To obtain persistence (non-destructive read- out) for read / 
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write holographic storage systems, we need to use an all optical method as explained 

previously. 

To solve the problems of the existing methods and propose new methods in each 

research area, it is essential to carefully understand the basic mechanisms of the 

method along with the main sources of the problem. In Chapter 2, we explain the 

basic physical mechanisms in two- step holographic recording in LiNb03 : Fe crystals. 

vVe develop an approximate analytic solution set to the governing equations of the 

two- step recording. This analytic solution helps us a lot in the understanding the 

dominant mechanisms in two- step recording. With the help of this analytic solution , 

we explain all of the observed experimental results including ones that were not 

successfully explained previously. We then explain the major drawback of two- step 

recording as the short lifetime of the electrons in the shallow polaron levels. Knowing 

the source of the drawback, we propose the usage of doubly-doped LiNb03 crystals 

in which both traps are due to dopands and have very long electron lifetime. This 

method, which we call two- center holographic recording, is described in detail in 

Chapter 3. We show that using doubly- doped LiNb03 crystals results in obtaining 

very good persistence while improving the other performance characteristics compared 

to two- step recording in singly- doped LiNb03 crystals. We also develop a theoretical 

model t hat explains all t he experimental observations in two- center recording very 

well. Using this model, we propose and demonstrate a strategy for optimizing the 

performance of two-center recording by choosing the design parameters appropriately. 

Some important system issues in two- center recording are discussed in Chapter 4. 

We propose and demonstrate a solution for the problem of low sensitivity observed in 

the first demonstrations of two- center recording. We also develop a recording schedule 

for recording multiple holograms in the same volume using two- center recording. 

A conclusive comparison of two-step and two- center recording is presented m 

Chapter 5. It is shown that the performance characteristics obtained with low inten

sities in the early stages of two- center recording are at least one order of magnitude 

better than that obtained with much higher intensities in the highly optimized stages 

of two-step recording. The major conclusion made in Chapter 5 is that two-center 
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recording is the best existing method for persistent holographic recording in LiNb03 

crystals. 

In Chapter 6, we discuss the range of performance characteristics that can be 

obtained by using a doubly- doped LiNb03 crystal even if persistence is not required . 

It is shown in Chapter 6 that the performance range obtained by using doubly

doped crystals is much larger than that obtained by using a singly- doped crystal. 

Furthermore, we show that the main challenge in holographic recording is how to use 

the trade off among dynamic range, sensitivity, and persistence to obtain the desired 

performance. 

Most of the focus in Chapters 2- 6 is on the material properties. In Chapter 

7, we derive the relationship among the material parameters (dynamic range and 

sensitivity) and system parameters (recording and read- out rates, access time, and 

storage capacity). We show that the system parameters of two- center recording with 

the existing materials are very promising for the realization of practical read / write 

holographic memory systems. ~Te also present an outline for the design of a practical 

memory module. ~Te also propose some guidelines for future research for improving 

material properties for two-center recording. Finally the main conclusions of the 

thesis along with guidelines for future research in the different aspects of two- center 

recording are summarized in Chapter S. 

The main goal in the work presented in this thesis has been the understanding of 

the basic physical principles in each recording scheme, and using such understanding 

to find the main sources for each problem that needs to be solved. Knowing the source 

of a problem is always helpful in finding possible solutions faster. To reach the main 

goal, we tried to develop an appropriate model for each recording method and use the 

model to explain the experimental observations. On the other hand , we performed 

different experiments to test the theoretical predictions of each model. Such a combi

nation of theory and experiment is very helpful in developing a good understanding 

of the basic physical mechanisms involved in each case, and the research is much more 

successful if we carefully understand what is going on! 
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Chapter 2 

recording 

Two-step holographic 

2.1 Introduction 

Volume holographic memories are promising for high density digital or analog data 

storage [8]. Excellent light sources, spatial light modulators and camera systems are 

available nowadays due to boosting applications of optics in communications and en

tertainment industries. The critical issue for holographic storage is still the recording 

material. Volume holographic storage systems are tried and tested with photorefrac

tive crystals as the recording medium [37, 9, 10]. Inhomogeneous illumination with 

an interference pattern of reference and signal beams excites charge carriers from 

impurity levels into the conduction or valence bands, the charge carriers migrate and 

they are trapped by empty impurities elsewhere. A space- charge field builds up and 

modulates the refractive index via the electro- optic effect. Different photorefrac

tive centers can interact and the performance depends strongly on the host material, 

intrinsic and extrinsic defects, and experimental conditions [38, 39]. 

The photorefractive effect is reversible, i.e., homogeneous illumination redistributes 

the electrons back and new recording is possible. Thus, read/write memories can be 

implemented. However, the major obstacle is that readout also requires homogeneous 

illumination, which erases the stored information. Thermal fixing [22], electrical fix

ing [23], two- photon recording [24], frequency- difference holograms [40] and readout 

with wavevector spectra [26] are known techniques to overcome the problem of de

structive read-out. From all these techniques, two-step (or as sometimes called, 

two- photon) processes appear to be the most promising. They require no heating, 

no external electric fields and they may enable recording with a high dynamic range, 

i.e., multiplexing of many holograms with high efficiency. 
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Two- step recording can be realized in materials where two photons are required 

for generation of one free electron or hole. The first photon excites the charge carrier 

into an intermediate level and the second either into the conduction or valence band. 

Typically different wavelengths are chosen for the first and the second excitation. Low 

energy photons contain the holographic information and homogeneous illumination 

with high energy photons sensitizes the material for recording. During readout only 

light of the recording wavelength is present and persistent (or as sometimes called, 

non- volatile) read- out is achieved. 

Multiphoton photorefractive storage has been discovered in lithium niobate 

(LiNb03) crystals [24], and the first persistent storage experiments utilizing two

photon excitations were performed with LiTa03 [25]' which is isomorphic to LiNb03. 

Picosecond light pulses (wavelengths 1064 and 532 nm) were used in these early in

vestigations. More recently, larger refractive index changes and better sensitivities 

,vere achieved using LiNb03 and nanosecond light pulses of the same wavelengths 

[41 , 42,43]. The crystals were doped with iron or with copper as the photorefractive 

centers. Iron and copper occur in LiNb03 and LiTa03 in the valence states Fe2+!3+ 

and CU+!2+ [15]. Charge transport via the conduction band dominates, i.e., Fe2+ and 

Cu+ are the filled impurities . 

Two- step recording requires the presence of intermediate energy levels. Excita

tions via virtual levels are possible for recording with femtosecond light pulses [44], 

but they can not play a role in experiments with nanosecond pulses. Crystal- field 

splitting yields an excited state of Fe2+, which matches well with the 1064 nm radia

tion [15], but the filled copper level, Cu+, does not have such an excited electron state 

and very similar two-photon effects were observed in LiNb03:Fe and in LiNb03:Cu, 

ruling out that the excited state of the Fe2+ ions plays a significant role [42]. 

Congruent lithium niobate has a substantial lack of lithium ions. The lithium 

concentration is only 48.3 mol % [45]. At least 1 % of the intrinsic defect niobium on 

lithium site (NbLi) is present [46, 47]. The valence state of this center is 5+, but one 

electron can be trapped, reducing the valence state to 4+ and creating a small polaron. 

All photorefractive properties of LiNb03:Fe for illumination with continuous wave 
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visible light and with high intensity green light pulses are quantitatively explained by 

a two- center charge transport model considering the photorefractive sites Fe2+/3+ and 

Nb~:/5+. Two- step transitions of electrons from Fe2+ via the small polaron into the 

conduction band are possible, because the concentration of small polarons is large 

and each Fe2+ ions has some empty NbLi close to its location. Effects like light

induced absorption changes, intensity dependent saturation values of the refractive 

index changes and photoconductivities, which are superlinear in the light intensity, 

can be explained within this model [48]. It is straightforward to employ this charge 

transport model also for the explanation of the two- photon recording processes used 

for persistent storage. The large lifetime of the excited charge carriers in the polarons 

[49J makes it more appropriate to use the term 'two-step excitation' rather than 

'two-photon excitation'. 

A theoretical analysis of the two- step persistent storage in LiNb03:Fe is still 

missing. The question is whether the iron/polaron model can describe quantitatively 

the obtained experimental results using all charge transport parameters known for 

LiNb03 from literature. The aim is to achieve a model and a parameter set which 

explains all photorefractive features of congruent LiNb03, at low and high light inten

sities, for one- step and for two- step recording. A full theoretical description and un

derstanding of the processes is highly desired, because then the optimum performance 

of the material and the conditions to achieve this performance can be predicted. Fur

thermore, there are several experimental observations that have not been explained 

yet. Having a reliable model is very helpful in understanding the physical mech

anisms responsible for two-step recording and the explanation of the experimental 

observations. First general attempts of a formal analysis of the processes involved in 

different two- step recording schemes are performed only for materials with negligible 

bulk photovoltaic effect [50J. 

We present in this chapter a full theoretical analysis of the two- step recording 

processes in congruent iron-doped lithium niobate. The two- center charge transport 

model for LiNb03 is explained in Section 2.3. We first present a complete numerical 

solution to the governing equations of the model and show its validity by comparing 
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the theoretical expectations with several experimental results. Then, we use several 

approximations to derive an analytic solution to the equations of the model. Such an 

analytic solution is very important in understanding the dominant physical mecha

nisms in two- step recording. Using the analytic solution, we explain all experimental 

observations, especially those that were not explained before. Although we mainly 

concentrate on two- step recording with high intensity pulses, we can also use the 

model to analyze two-step recording with cw light. Based on the model, we explain 

the main deficit in two-step recording in singly-doped LiNb03 crystals. We also 

propose a way to overcome this deficit by using doubly- doped LiNb03 crystals. The 

details of the proposed method (two-center recording) will be discussed in Chapters 

3 and 4. 

2.2 Experiments 

Melt- doped single domain LiNb03:Fe samples grown by the Czochralski technique 

are investigated. The total Fe concentration CFe of the samples is determined by x
ray fluorescence and atomic absorption spectroscopy. The samples contain typically 

between 370 and 1070 mol ppm Fe. The uncertainties of the determined CFe values 

are about ± 15%. 

The valence states of the Fe ions are varied by suitable annealing treatments [15]. 

Heating in pure oxygen atmosphere, e.g. , to a temperature of 1000 °C, tends to oxidize 

the ions to Fe3+ , whereas heating in argon atmosphere or vacuum (low oxygen partial 

pressure) yields a reduction of the ions to Fe2+. 

Determination of the concentrations CFeH and CFeH is based on Mossbauer exper

iments [15]. From the comparison of the Mossbauer results with optical absorption 

measurements, the oscillator strength of the bands are calculated [51]. The absorp

tion coefficient at 477 nm for ordinarily polarized light , determined by a Cary 17D 

spectrometer, yields CFe2+. Then, CFeH can be determined because the entire Fe 

concentration of the crystal is known, and the Mossbauer results clearly demonstrate 

that only Fe2+ and Fe3+ states of Fe ions are present in LiNb03:Fe crystals. Typically 
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ratios of CFe2+ / CFeH in the range from 0.01 to 1 can be adjusted easily. 

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustration of the holographic setup J A Q-

switched Nd:YAG laser with a frequency doubler produces simultaneously infrared 

(A = 1064 nm, pulse duration 25 ns) and green (A = 532 nm, pulse duration 15 ns) 

ordinarily polarized TEMoo light pulses. The repetition rate of the system used is 

only about 0.1 Hz. A dielectric beam splitter separates the infrared and green light. 

An additional beam splitter divides the infrared light into two coherent waves of equal 

intensity. These beams enter the crystal symmetrically in a plane containing the crys

tal 's C'-axis. The green pulse enters the sample simultaneously or with a delay of up 

to 100 ns achieved by an optical path difference. 

Holographic read- out is performed by low intensity ordinarily polarized continuous

wave HeNe laser light (A = 633 nm) entering the crystal under the Bragg angle. Pho

to diodes behind the sample detect transmitted and diffracted light intensities. The 

diffraction efficiency is defined as the ratio of the intensities of the diffracted and 

total transmitted light. From Kogelnik's formula [52] we then calculate the refractive 

index changes . The intersection angle of the infrared pulses and the light wavelength 

determine the fringe spacing A. This A value is in the employed transmission geom

etry typically about 1 to 2 Mm. Neutral density filters provide variations of infrared 

and green light intensities . 

Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical hologram 'writing and erasing cycle. The time 

scale corresponds to the exposure time of the green (A = 532 nm) light. The circles 

represent experimental data and the solid lines are exponential fits taking into account 

absorption effects [1]. Typical total infrared and green light intensities are 11064 

250 GWm-2 and 1532 = 110 GWm-2 . 

2.3 Two-center model 

The two- center charge transport model for LiNb03 :Fe was introduced in 1993 by 

Jermann and Otten [48] and Figure 2.3 illustrates the model in a band diagram. 

1 Experiments were performed by K. Buse. 
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Electrons can be excited from Fe2+ by light either into the conduction band or into 

Nb~;- forming Nbi;-. Direct excitation into NbLi requires that there are always some 

NbLi centers close to each Fe2+. This is the case, because NbLi is an intrinsic defect 

which occurs in a very high concentration [46, 47]. The electrons in the shallower 

Nbi;- traps can be excited to the conduction band by light or thermally. Otherwise, 

they recombine directly with the iron ions where they come from. The conduction 

band electrons can recombine either with Fe3+ or with Nb~;-. The iron level is 'deep' 

and the polaron level is often called 'shallow' although these words have a different 

meaning in semiconductor physics, where shallow levels are characterized by a strong 

thermal generation rate. 

Green light (wavelength 532 nm) has sufficient photon energy to excite electrons 

from Fe2+ either into the conduction band or into the secondary centers, or from 

Nbi;- into the conduction band. Infrared light (wavelength 1064 nm), however, has 

a smaller photon energy that is sufficient to excite electrons from Nbi;- into the 

conduction band, only. 

Excitation and recombination of the electrons can be described by the rate equa

tions [48] 

aNie 
at 

aNx 
at 

-[qPesPe + qPexsPex(Nx - Nx)]IGNie 

+ (')'Pe n + 'TpexNx) (NPe - Nie) , 

- [,Bx + qX,GsX,cIG + qX,IRsx,IRIIR + 'TXPe(iVPe - Nie)]Nx 

+(')'xn + qPexsPeXIGNie)(Nx - Nx ) . 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

All symbols are introduced in Table 2.1. Excitation of electrons from Nbi;- is possible 

by green light (wavelength 532 nm) and by infrared light (wavelength 1064 nm). Thus, 

we added in the Equation (2.2) a generation term to account for the presence of the 

infrared light. Some parameters have a subscript 'G' or 'IR' to indicate whether they 

correspond to green or infrared light. 

We treat the situation where the light intensity and therefore all other spatially de

pendent quantities vary only along one direction. The coordinate along this direction 
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Figure 2.3: Band diagram of the charge transport situation in congruent iron- doped 
lithium niobate (LiNb03). The arrows indicate excitation and recombination of elec
trons. A detailed description is given in the text . 
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Quantity (unit) Meaning Value Reference 

Parameters of Fe 
NFe (m-3 ) total concentration of Fe (1.2 x 1025) 

Nie (m-3 ) concentration of Fe2+ (5 .7 x 1024) 

QFeSFe (m2 I J) absorption cross section of Fe2+ for absorption of 1.0 x 10-5 [48] 
a photon and excitation of an electron from Fe2+ 
into the conduction band (light wavelength 532 

nm) 

'""IFe (m3 Is) coefficient for recombination of conduction band 1.65 x 10-14 [48] 
electrons with Fe3+ 

-KFe (m3 IV) bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec- 3.5 x 10- 33 [48] 

trons from Fe2+ into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 532 nm) 

Parameters of NbLi 

Nx (m-3 ) total concentration of NbL; 1026 [46, 47, 48] 
N;C (m- 3 ) concentration of Nb~i variable 

f3x (S-1) rate of thermal excitation of electrons from NbU 0 [48] 
into the conduction band 

qX ,GSX ,G (m2 I J) absorption cross section of Nbii for absorption 5.0 x 10- 5 [48] 

of a photon and excitation of an electron into the 

conduction band (light wavelength 532 nm) 

qX,lRsX,1R (m2 I J) absorption cross section of Nb~i for absorption 5.4 x 10- 5 [this work] 

of a photon and excitation of an electron into the 

conduction band (light wavelength 1064 nm) 

'""Ix (m3 Is) coefficient for recombination of conduction band 0 [48] 

electrons with Nbti 

- KX ,G (m3 IV) bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec- 21.2 x 10- 33 [48] 

trons from Nbii into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 532 nm) 

- KX,IR (m3 IV) bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec- 32 x 10- 33 [this work] 

trons from Nb~i into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 1064 nm) 

Parameters related to Fe and NbLi 

qFeXSFe X (m5 / J) absorption cross section of Fe2+ for absorption of 3.22 x 10 30 [48] 
a photon and excitation of an electron into Nb~i 

(light wavelength 532 nm) 

'""IXFe (m3 Is) coefficient for recombination of electrons from 1.14 x 10- 21 [48] 

Nbii with Fe3+ 
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Quantity (unit) Meaning Value 

rl3 (m/V) 

j (A/m2 ) 

J-I (m2 /Vs) 
n (m-3 ) 

p (As/m3 ) 

NA (m- 3 ) 

E (V /m) 

kB (J/ K ) 
£0 (As/Vm) 

T (K) 
J{ (m- I ) 

A (m) 

IG (W/m2) 

m 

tp (s) 

Parameters of LiNb03 

dielectric coefficient 28 

electro- optic coefficient (light wavelength 632.8 10.9 x 10- 12 

nm) 

refractive index for ordinarily polarized light 2.286 

(wavelength 632.8 nm) 

Charge transport parameters 
current density 

electron mobility in the conduction band 

density of free electrons in the conduction band 

total charge density 

concentration of non mobile positive compensa

tion charge, which maintains overall charge neu

trality 

space- charge field 

Fundamental constants 

variable 
7.4 x 10-5 

variable 

variable 

(5.7 x 1024 ) 

variable 

Boltzmann constant 1.38 x 10-23 

primitivity of free space 8.85 x 10- 1 2 

Parameters related to the experimental conditions 
crystal temperature 293 

spatial frequency of the interference pattern 2.9 x 106 

period length of the interference pattern 

intensity of the spatially homogeneous green light 

(wavelength 532 nm) 

intensity of the infrared light (wavelength 1064 

nm) 

modulation degree of the interference pattern of 

the infrared light 

duration of each green and infrared light pulse 

2.2 X 10- 6 

variable 

variable 

variable 

15 X 10- 9 

Reference 

[53, 54] 

[55] 

[56] 

[57] 

Table 2.1: Units, meaning and values of all quantities used involved in the analysis 
of two- step holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe. Subscripts '0 ' and '1' are added 
in t he text to the spatially dependent quantit ies to indicate zeroth and first Fourier 
components. Values in parentheses show standard values, which are valid if nothing 
else is ment ioned. 
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is x . Then , the current, continuity, charge and Poisson equations are 

J 

aj 

ax 
p 

aE 
a.I 

an 
eJ.mE + KpeNiJG + KX,GN:;. IG + KX,IRN:;. fIR + f.lkBT ax ' 

(
aNi. aN:;. an) 

- e ----at + ----at + at 
-e(Ni. + N:;' + n - N A ) , 

p 

EEO 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Drift , bulk photovoltaic and diffusion currents are considered. All symbols are intro

duced in Table 2.1. 

Jermann and Otten determined a set of parameters, which describes excellently 

all photorefractive features of LiNb03:Fe observed in experiments with green light 

at continuous- wave and at pulsed laser intensities [48]. Their parameter set will be 

also employed in this work. Thus, our model is immediately consistent with all usual 

photorefractive properties of LiNb03:Fe for recording with light of one wavelength. 

Only two of the many parameters occurring in the Equations (2.1)-(2.6) are new 

and unknown: qX ,IRSX,IR and KX ,IR, the photon absorption cross section and the bulk 

photovoltaic coefficient of Nb~i/5+ for excitations with infrared light. 

To study this model we will investigate the situation of simultaneous illumination 

with spatially homogeneous green light and with a sinusoidally modulated infrared 

interference pattern 

fIR = f IR ,o[l + msin(Kx)] . (2.7) 

The symbols are explained in Table 2.1. We assume that the light intensity does not 

change with time during illumination. All calculations are performed with m = 0.1 

and the obtained space-charge fields are normalized to m, i.e. , they are divided by 

m. 
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2.4 Numerical solution 

2.4.1 Algorithm 

One may argue that typical approximations like the adiabatic approximation [58] 

or Fourier development with the neglection of higher Fourier orders [59] can not be 

applied to our situation. Therefore, Equations (2.1)-(2.7) are solved numerically in 

space without any approximation. The calculations are performed for one period 

length of the grating, and cyclic boundary conditions are used. 

The starting condition is the steady- state situation in the dark with a homoge

neous concentration of Fe2+, which is equal to the concentration of compensators 

( or acceptors) N A, because the NbLi centers are initially not populated, i.e., Nx = O. 

Calculations are done in time steps dt: First, the concentration patterns Nie(x , t+dt) 

and Nx(x , t + dt) are calculated using the Equations (2.1) and (2.2), and the values 

Nie(x , t) and Nx(x, t). The current density j(x, t) is calculated from Equation (2.3) 

and the concentration pattern n(x, t + dt) is finally obtained from n(x, t) and from 

the Equations (2.1) , (2.2) and (2.4). Then Equation (2.5) and integration of Equa

tion (2.6) finally yield the space- charge field E(x, t + dt). This cycle is periodically 

repeated until the end of one light pulse is reached. The typical repetition frequency 

of pulsed lasers is low, i.e., around 10 Hz. The time between the pulses is sufficient 

that all electrons that were excited to Nbtt recombine locally with Fe3+. Thus, the 

program adds to Nie the actual Nx values at the end of each pulse and sets Nx 

to zero afterwards. The created refractive index changes for ordinarily polarized red 

light (wavelength 632.8 nm) are calculated with 6n(x) = -(1/2)n~r13E(x), using the 

parameters introduced in Table 2.l. 

The time steps are always chosen so small that further reduction has no influence 

on the calculated results. A typical time step for the calculations is 1 ps, and 100 

points in space are used to represent one period length of the interference pattern. 

Numerical solution of the high intensity properties, as it is done here, benefits from 

one fact: the concentration of the electrons in the conduction band n is only two or 

three orders of magnitude smaller than the defect concentrations. The difference is 
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much larger for low light intensities, and n can not be obtained in the way described 

above because of limited calculation accuracy, i.e ., n is the tiny difference of two large 

and almost completely compensating rates. Anyhow, the algorithm is fine for pulsed 

illumination and no approximations have to be introduced. 

2.4.2 Shape and evolution of the space- charge field 

Figure 2.4 shows the space- charge field pattern for different times. The space- charge 

field is a replica of the light pattern and has an almost perfect sinusoidal shape. Thus, 

the amplitude of the space-charge field modulation can be easily determined from a 

sinusoidal fit to the computed data. This result is a first indication that Fourier 

development will be a useful approach for obtaining an analytical solution to the 

problem. 

The evolution of the space- charge field amplitude during recording and erasure is 

presented in Figure 2.5. No electrons are in the NbiT/5+ centers at the beginning of 

each light pulse. Thus, the green light starts to erase the previously written hologram 

due to direct excitation of electrons into the conduction band and the created con

ductivity. However, the NbiT/5+ is populated more and more during the pulse. The 

infrared light excites electrons from this level into the conduction band, a modulated 

bulk photovoltaic current arises and the space- charge field grows. These processes are 

the origin of what we observe in the saturation regime, i.e. , after long recording times, 

during each pulse at first a decrease and then an increase of the space- charge field 

amplitude. Saturation means that erasure and recording effects compensate each 

other completely. From Figure 2.5 it becomes also clear that the evolution of the 

space- charge field during the pulse illumination can be very well approximated by a 

parabolic function. Furthermore, it can be seen that considering the fields at the end 

of each pulse, growth and erasure of the grating are described by monoexponential 

functions. 
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2.5 Recording Erasure 
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Figure 2.5: Amplitude El of the space- charge field versus exposure time for recording 
and erasure. The light intensities are IG = 500 GW 1m2 and IIR,Q = 225 GW 1m2

. 

The averaged light intensities are equal for recording and erasure. The thin vertical 
lines indicate the end of each 15 ns long pulse. 
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2.4.3 Intensity and concentration dependences 

The dependence of the saturation value of the created refractive index modulations 

and of the recording time constant on the intensities of green and infrared light 

were experimentally investigated [41 , 43]. Furthermore, the influence of the initial 

homogeneous Fe2+ concentration on the sensitivity, i.e., on the change of the refractive 

index amplitude per unit time at the beginning of the recording, and of the initial 

homogeneous concentration of Fe3+ on the saturation values of the refractive index 

changes were also carefully determined in several experiments [41, 43]. 

Only two parameters remain free and can be varied in order to explain all these 

dependences, the photon absorption cross section qX ,IRSX,IR and the bulk photovoltaic 

coefficient K:x ,IR of the Nb~i/5+ center for infrared light. Figures 2.6 - 2.9 show im

pressively that all experimental results mentioned above can be excellently described 

by proper selection of just these two parameters. The results obtained for qX,IRSX,IR 

and K:X,IR are shown in Table 2.l. This success is a clear indication that the model is 

appropriate and that the determined parameters are very reliable. 

2.5 Analytic solution 

In this section, we develop an approximate analytic solution for Equations (2.1) - (2.6). 

To do this, we need some assumptions to simplify the equations. We can test the 

validity of each assumption by comparing results of the complete numerical solutions 

with and without that assumption. 

2.5.1 Assumptions 

Assumption #1: We neglect the trapping of conduction band electrons by the shallow 

traps during one pulse width. Therefore, we assume that the shallow traps are mainly 

populated by direct electron transfer from the deep traps , and the conduction band 

electrons are mainly trapped by the deep traps. 

Assumption #2: We neglect thermal depopulation of the shallow traps within one 
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Figure 2.9: Variation of the saturation value of the amplitude of the refractive index 
grating (lln) with concentration of Fe3+, NFe3+ (that is equal to N Fe - N A ). It is 
assumed that the iron concentration increases according to N Fe = 2.2 X N Fe3+. The 
light intensities are Ie = 105 GW 1m2 and fIR = 260 GW 1m2

. The curve is calculated 
in terms of the two- center model and the symbols are experimental data. 
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pulse at room temperature. This is a valid assumption as the lifetime of the electrons 

in shallow traps is normally a few milliseconds while the pulse width is typically a 

few nanoseconds. 

Assumption #3: We neglect direct electron transfer (recombination) from shallow 

traps to deep traps within one pulse width. This is a valid assumption due to the 

same reason as in assumption 2. Combining assumptions 2 and 3 is equivalent to 

assuming that the depopulation of the shallow traps within one pulse width (a few 

nanoseconds) is negligible. 

Assumption #4: We assume that any change in the concentration of electrons in 

the conduction band occurs much faster than that in the concentration of electrons 

in either trap. Therefore , in the time scale of variation of electrons in the traps , we 

can assume on/at = o. This is called the adiabatic approximation [58]. Numerical 

solutions of the system of differential equations with and without this assumption are 

practically the same as also reported by other authors (Ref. [48]). 

Assumption #5: We assume that the electron concentration in the conduction 

band (n) is much smaller than that in the deep and shallow traps (Nie and Nx, 
respectively) as well as (Nie + Nx - NA ). So, we neglect n in Equation (2.5). 

Assumption #6: We neglect the diffusion term in Equation (2.3). This is a valid 

assumption in LiNb03 since the major source of the current is bulk photovoltaic 

current. 

Numerical solutions of the governing differential equations are practically the same 

with and without these assumptions. In the next section, we add more approximations 

to get an analytic solution set for Equations (2.1) - (2.6). 

Assumption #7: We assume that the sample is short- circuited, i.e., the electric 

field (E) does not have any DC component. 

2.5.2 Fourier development 

We assume that with sinusoidal intensity variation (Equation (2.7)), each variable in 

Equations (2 .1)- (2.6) can be represented by the first two terms in its Fourier series 
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expansion. For example, the concentration of electrons in the deep traps (Ni.,) can 

be represented as 

Nie = Nieo + Niel exp(jKx) . (2 .8) 

Using this assumption , we can replace a/ax by zero for the zeroth order variables 

(e.g .,Nieo) and by iK for the first order ones (e.g.,Nieo). Replacing every variable 

in Equations (2 .1)- (2.6) with its first two Fourier expansion term and separating the 

equations for the zeroth and first order variables, we obtain the following two sets of 

equations: 

dNieo 
- [qFesFe + qFeXSFeX(Nx - Nxo) ]IGNieo 

dt 

+,Feno(NFe - Nieo) , (2 .9) 

dNxo -(qx,Gsx,GIG + qX,IRsx ,IRIIRo)Nxo dt 

+qFexsFeXIGNieo(Nx - Nxo ) , (2 .10) 

dNieo dNxo 0 , (2.11) -- + --
dt dt 

Nieo + Nxo N A , (2.12) 
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for the zeroth order variables , and 

dNiel 
dt 

dNX1 
dt 

- ([qFeSFe + qPex sFeX(NX - Nxo) ]IG + ')'FenO) N ie ] 

+')'Fen l (NPe - Nieo) + qPexsFexNieohNxl , 

-(qx,Gsx ,G IG + qX,IRSX,IRIIRO + qFexsPeXIGNieo)Nxl 

+qPex sFeXIG(Nx - N XO )Niel - qx,IRSX,IRNxoIIRl , 

ie (dNiel dNX1) 
J( dt + dt ' 

+"X,IRNxohRl , 
-2e 
-}'/ (Niel + N X1 ) , 

1. CEO 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

for the first order variables. The goal is to find the first Fourier term of the space

charge field (E1 ) that can be used to find the change in the index of refraction through 

electro-optic effect. To find E 1 , we first need to solve the equations for the zeroth order 

variables (Equations (2.9)- (2.12)). We can then put the zeroth order variables into 

the first order equations and find E 1 . To check the validity of the above assumptions , 

we solved the given zeroth and first order equations (with all assumptions applied) 

numerically. Figure 2.10 shows the variation of space- charge field El with time 

during recording a hologram. The same variation calculated by the exact numerical 

solution is also shown in Figure 2.10 confirming the validity of all assumptions and 

approximations. 

2.5.3 Solution of the zeroth order equations 

To solve the zeroth order equations, we first put Equations (2.9) and (2.10) into 

Equation (2 .11) and use Nieo = NA - Nxo from Equation (2.12) to find no in terms 

of Nxo 

qPesPeIGNA + (qx,Gsx,GIG + qX,IRsx,IRIIRO - qFesFeIG)Nxo 
')'Fe(NFe - NA + N xo ) 

(2.18) 
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Figure 2.10: Theoretical calculation of the space- charge field versus time during 
recording of a hologram using two- step recording. The two curves are calculated 
using the complete numerical solution and the approximate solution based on Fourier 
development with several assumptions given in the text. The agreement between 
the curves is excellent. The light intensities used in these calculations are IG = 

105 GW 1m2 and lIRa = lIRl = 225 GW 1m2
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Therefore , we only need to solve for N:;.o' This can be done by putting Nieo 

NA - N:;'o into Equation (2.10) to obtain 

dN:;.o 
dt 

with the initial condition being N:;'o(t = 0) = O. 

Assumption #8: We assume that 

or 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Since we usually have NA « Nx , the assumption of Equation (2.21) is equivalent to 

assuming that only a very small portion of the shallow traps is populated during one 

pulse width by electron transfer from the deep traps. Using this assumption, we can 

neglect QFeXsFeXlG(N:;'o)2 in Equation (2.19) and solve for N:;'o to obtain 

(2.22) 

where 

1 
(2.23) 

Using the parameter values from Table 2.1 and assuming that sensitizing and record

ing intensities (IG and lIRo) of about 1012 W 1m2 , we obtain Tx ~ 100 nsec. For 
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a pulse width of tp ~ 15 nsec, we can calculate 1 - exp( -tp/TxJ ~ 0.14. For 

Ie ~ lIRO ~ 1011 W /m2, and the same pulse width, we obtain 1-exp( -tp/Tx) ~ 0.015. 

Therefore, we can use the following approximation for the time within one pulse width 

1 - exp( -t/Tx) 
t 

\i\Tith this approximation, we can summarize the zeroth order variables as 

NA - qFeXsFeXlGNXNAt 

qFesFeIeNA + (qx,GSX,GIe + qX,IRsx,IRlIRO - qFesFeIe)Nxo 
I'Fe(NFe - NA + N xo ) 

NFe 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

qX,Gsx,GlG + qX,IRSX,IRIrRo - N N qFesFelG 
------------:-(N---N--:-)~F"-e ----'-'Ac----qFeX sFeXlGNXN At 

I'Fe Fe - A 

(2.27) 

where we used binomial expansion of the denominator on the right- hand side of 

Equation (2.27) to obtain a solution in the form of no = no~ + nOlt. 

Note that we could have obtained the same result by assuming that the variables 

do not change much during one pulse width and approximating each variable by the 

first two terms in its Taylor series expansion around t = O. In other words , we could 

have approximated each variable during one pulse width by a simple linear function 

of time (i.e., C l + C2t). The solution of the zeroth order equations would then consist 

of finding the unknown constants (i.e., C1 and C2 ). 

2.5.4 Solution of the first order equations 

We can put the solutions of the zeroth order equations into first order equations 

(Equations (2.13)- (2.17)) and solve them. To solve the first order equations, we first 
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combine Equations (2.16) and (2.17) to obtain 

Jl i~;~~O (NFel + NX1 ) + K.FeIGNFel + (K.x,GIc + K.X ,lR1lRo)Nx1 

+ K.x ,mNxOIlRl . (2. 28) 

Then, we put Equations (2.13), (2.14), and (2.28) into Equation (2.15), and solve for 

nl as a function of NFel and NXI ' The result is 

(2.29) 

The next step is to substitute nl from Equation (2.29) into Equations (2.13) and 

(2.14), and combine these two equations to obtain a set of two ordinary difFerential 

equations for two unknowns NXI and NFel + NXI as 

dNXl 
dt 

qFeXsFeXIG[Nx - (qF'eXsFexIcNxNA)t](Niel + N X1 ) 

-(qx,Gsx,GIG + qX,IRSX,IRIrRo)Nxl 

+qFeXsFeXIG[Nx + NA - 2(qFeXsFexIcNxNA)t]Nxl 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

where we replaced the zeroth order variables (Nxo , Nieo , and no) by their equivalents 

from Equations (2.25) - (2.27). Note that we deliberately chose Niel + NXI as one 
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variable since it is related to space- charge field as 

The initial conditions for Equations (2.30) and (2.31) are 

N Fe] (t = 0) 

NX](t = 0) 

A, 

0, 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

where we assumed that all electrons in the shallow traps are transferred to the deep 

traps in the time interval between adjacent pulses resulting in fully empty shallow 

traps at the beginning of every pulse (t = 0). The value of NFe] at the beginning of 

each pulse (A) depends on time (or the total number of previous pulses) as space

charge is built up in Fe traps with time. 

Assumption #9: We assume that the variations in first order variables (i.e., N Fe ] 

and NX]) within one pulse width are small. Therefore, we can approximate every 

first order variable with the first few terms in its Taylor series expansion about t = O. 

Since the right- hand sides of Equations (2.30) and (2.31) contain terms like C] + C2t, 

we approximate both N Fe ] + NXI and NXI by the first three terms in their Taylor 

series expansions. Using the initial conditions given by Equations (2.33) and (2.34) 

and assuming that the pulse starts at time t = 0, we can write 

A + Bt + Ct2 
, 

Dt + Et2 
. 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 
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Putting Equations(2.35)~(2.36) into Equations (2.30)~(2.31) , we obtain 

E+2Ct 

D+2Et 

( e/-L(noo + nOll) if{ 1 )(A E C 2) - + -li:Fe G + t + t 
ffO e 

if{ (2) 
--(li:X GIG + li:x IRIIRO - li:FeIc) Dt + Et e' , 

if{ 
--li:XIRhRI(qFeXsFeXIGNXNA)t, 

e ' 

qFeXsFeXIG[Nx - (qFeXsFeXIGNXNA)t](A + Et + Ct2
) 

-(qx,Gsx,GIc + qx,IRsx,IRIIRo)(Dt + Et2
) 

+qFeXsFeXIG[Nx + NA - 2(qFeXsFeXIGNXNA)t](Dt + Et2
) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

Equating the coefficients of the first two powers of t (DC and linear terms) on the 

two sides of Equations (2.37) and (2.38) , we can find a set of four equations for four 

unknowns , E, C , D, and E. Solving such a set of equations results in 

E 

C 

D 

E 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 
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Saturation space-charge field 

The space- charge field El within one pulse can be represented as 

-te 
El = --(A+Bt+Ce) , 

KEEO 
(2.44) 

with A, B, C defined above. The saturation space-charge field can be easily obtained 

from Equation (2.44) by noting that the space-charge field at the beginning and 

at the end of each pulse would be the same at saturation. This can be written 

mathematically as 

(2.45) 

or 

0 , (2 .46) 

where tp is the pulse width. Putting Band C from Equations (2.40) and (2.41) into 

Equation (2.46) , we can solve for the saturation space-charge field (-'ieA/ (K EEo)) as 

(2.47) 

where 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 
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Equation (2.47) clearly shows the dependence of the saturation space- charge field 

(and therefore , saturation hologram strength) on the sensitizing and recording inten

sities. Later, we will use Equation (2.47) to explain the experimental results on the 

intensity dependence of saturation hologram strength. 

2.5.6 Time-dependence of space- charge field 

In the previous calculations, we solved for the space- charge field within one pulse. 

Due to short lifetime of electrons in the shallow traps compared to the time between 

adjacent pulses, we can assume that all electrons in shallow traps at the end of each 

pulse are transferred locally to the deep traps before the beginning of the next pulse. 

The local transfer of electrons between traps is based on the fact that almost all 

electrons are transferred directly from the shallow traps to the deep traps without 

passing through the conduction band. 

To find the dynamics of space- charge formation, we need to calculate the space

charge field in the time scale much longer than one pulse. To avoid confusion , we 

represent the space- charge field in this time scale by E i . The change in the space- _ 

charge field within one pulse is 

(2 .52) 

with tp being the pulse width. Therefore, we can write an approximate equation for 

Ei as 

!:lEi _ ie (B C ) -- - - - - + tp . 
tp KEEO 

(2.53) 

Note that Band C in Equation (2.53) are now time dependent as they are different 

within different pulses . Replacing Band C from Equations (2.40) and (2.41) into 
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Equation (2.53), we obtain 

Note that -ie/(KEEo)A is the space-charge field at the beginning of each pulse, and 

therefore we can write 

El (t) 
ze 

--A(t) . 
KEEO 

(2.55 ) 

Combining Equations (2 .54) and (2.55), we obtain 

_ El + El isaturation , 

Tr Tr 
(2.56) 

where the saturation space- charge field Elisaturation is the same as that obtained by 

a simple observation previously (Equation (2.47)), and recording speed (inverse of 

recording time constant Tr) is given by 

1 

The solution of Equation (2.56) for El with initial condition El (t = 0) = 0 is a 
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monoexponential function like 

El = El isaturation [1 - exp( - ~)] 
Tr 

(2.58) 

This formula does not show the variation of the space-charge field within the indi

vidual pulses. This is acceptable since in the experiments we measure the diffraction 

efficiency of the holograms after pulses and not within them. Note that the time 

variable t in Equation (2.58) is the time where the pulse is on (exposure time). The 

space-charge field remains constant between adjacent pulses. Therefore, we delete the 

times when the pulse is off from the time variable t. Note that Equation (2.56) can 

also be used with a different initial condition to obtain the space- charge field during 

erasure. Therefore, the recording and erasure time constants are equal. In Section 

2.6 we will use Equations (2.47) and (2.57) to explain the experimental dependence 

of the saturation space- charge field and recording time constant on the intensities of 

the sensitizing and recording beams. 

''''le can improve the accuracy of the analytical formula derived above by using more 

terms in the Taylor series expansion of different variables. The next approximation 

step is to consider the first three Taylor series terms for the zeroth order variables 

and the first four ones for the first order variables. 

2.5.7 Simplified formulas 

Although we derived analytic formulas for the saturation space- charge field and 

recording time constant (Equations (2.47) and (2.57) , respectively) , the formulas are 

so complicated that we can not easily use them to explain the different experimental 

observations based on the simple physical mechanisms. In this section, we use the 

parameter values from Table 2.1 to calculate the order of magnitude of different terms 

in Equations (2.47) and (2.57). We then neglect the terms that are at least one order 

of magnitude less than the others to obtain simplified formulas. In these calculations, 

we assume IG rv lIRa rv 107- 108 W/cm2 for the sensitizing and recording intensit ies , 

tp c::= 5 nsec for the pulse width , and A c::= 2 pm for the grating period at recording 
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wavelength of A = 1064 pm. We also assume that the oxidation / reduction state of 

the crystal is such that NA/NFe ~ 0.1, i.e ., about 10% of the Fe traps are initially 

occupied by electrons. These are typical values used in the experiments. 

Simplified formula for saturation space- charge field 

Using material parameter values from Table 2.1 and experimental values given above , 

we can simplify Equation (2.47) by using the following approximations: 

J( epNA 
(2.59) - K:pe « (N N) qFeSPe , e CCO 'TFe Fe - A 

J( epNA 
(2.60) -K:x IR « (N N) qX,IRSX,IR , e ' EEO 'YFe Fe - A 

J( epNA 
-1K:x,G - K:Fe l « X 
e EEO'TPe(NFe - NA) 

N Fe 
Iqx,GsX,G - (N

Pe 
_ N

A
) qFesPel , (2.61) 

epNA 0 NPe 
( ) (qFeSFe)- « qFexsFexNxlqx,Gsx,G - N N qFeSFel ,(2 .62) 

EEO'TPe N Fe - NA Fe - A 

where Equation (2 .59) is used for simplification of /32 in Equation (2.49); Equa

tion (2 .60) is used for simplification of /33 in Equation (2.49); and Equations (2.61) 

and (2.62) are used for simplification of /34, Using these approximations, the simplified 

formula for the saturation space-charge field Eli saturation becomes 

where 

TERM 

El isaturation 

tp 
-"2qFeXSFexNANXK:x,IRIIRl 

epNA TERM 
'TPe(NFe - N A) 

(2 .63) 

4 ~ ) 1 "2qFexsFexNx[qx,IRsx ,IRIIRo + (qx,GSX,G - (N
Fe 

_ N
A

) qFeSFe Ie 

+qFeSFe . (2.64) 

Equation (2.63) can be rewritten in a form that is very useful for understanding the 

main physical mechanisms responsible for recording by multiplying the numerator 
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and the denominator of E1!saturation by I G , and comparing them with the values of no 

and N xa averaged over one pulse width (0 ::; t ::; t p ) given below by na,ave and NxO,ave 

nO,ave 

The resulting simplified formula for the saturation space- charge field is 

E1!saturation 
/);x,IRNxa,ave hRl 

ej.tna,ave 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

In the next section, we will use this formula to explain different experimental obser

vations based on very basic physical mechanisms. 

Simplified formula for recording time constant 

Using the approximations given by Equations (2.59)-(2.62), we can simplify Equa

tion (2.57) for the recording speed as 

1 

Comparing Equations (2.68) and (2.65), we obtain the following simple formula that 

can be used to explain the experimental observations based on simple physical mech-

anisms 

1 ej.tna,ave 

EEa 
(2.69) 
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2.5.8 Comparison with numerical solution 

Figures 2.11 (a) and (b) show the variations of saturation change in the index of re

fraction Iln = - (n3 /2)T'13El lsaturation (n: index of refraction at recording frequency) 

with recording and sensitizing intensities (lIRO and fa) , respectively. In these figures , 

we have shown both analytical and numerical solutions as well as the experimental re

sults. As Figure 2.11 shows, the agreement between analytical formula for Elisaturation 

(Equation (2.63)) and numerical solution is very good with all levels of assumptions 

and approximations involved. 

Figures 2.12 (a) and (b) show the variations ofrecording speed (l/Tr ) with record

ing and sensitizing intensities, respectively. As in Figure 2.11 , we have shown analyti

cal and numerical solutions as well as the experimental results. Although the analytic 

solution from Equation (2.68) shows the appropriate qualitative variation of recording 

speed with intensities, its deviation from the numerical solution is more than 10% for 

larger intensities, as shown in Figure 2.12. One of the major sources of error in t.he 

analytic solution is the approximation no ~ nOO + nOlt given by Equation (2.27). To 

obtain a more accurate formula for the recording speed, we use the simplified formula 

given by Equation (2.69), but we calculate nO,ave by time- averaging no without mak

ing a linear approximation. To do this, we first replace the more accurate formula 

for N xo from Equation (2.22) into the formula for no given by Equation (2.27) and 

rearrange the terms to obtain 

(1 - (2 exp( -t/Tx) 
(3 - (4 exp( -t/Tx) , 

(2.70) 
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where Tx is given by Equation (2.23) , and (1- (4 are defined by 

(1 qFesFeIcNA(qx ,csx,c1c + qX ,IRSX ,lRIrRO + qFeX SFexIcNA) 

+qFexsFexlcNxNA(qx,csx,clc + qX,lRSX,IRIrRO) (2.71) 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

In the next step, we calculate no,ave by time- averaging no from Equation (2.70) over 

one pulse width (0 :S t :S tp), 

nO,ave 

(2 .75) 

Putting nO ,ave into Equation (2.69), we obtain a more accurate analytic formula for 

the recording time constant . The variation of recording speed with sensitizing and 

recording intensities using this more accurate formula is also depicted in Figure 2.12 

showing much better agreement with the numerical solution than the approximate 

formula given by Equation (2.68). Therefore, we have analytic formulas for both 

saturation space- charge field and recording time constant that agree very well with 

both the numerical solution and experimental results. 

It is important to note that the analytic formulas become less accurate as we 

increase either the intensities or the pulse width. This is due to the fact that increasing 

the energy of each pulse (by increasing either its intensity or its width) results in 

stronger variation of the variables within one pulse and makes the approximation 

of the variables by a few Taylor series terms less accurate. However, the analytic 

formulas derived in this section are good enough for most practical applications with 

current high energy pulsed lasers. The more significant usage of these formulas is the 
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understanding of main physical mechanisms responsible for holographic recording and 

using them for the explanation of the experimental observations. This is done in the 

next section. 

2.6 Explanation of the experimental observations 

Although the dependence of the saturation hologram strength and recording and 

erasure t ime constants on sensitizing and recording intensities and doping level of the 

crystal in two~step holographic recording was experimentally observed and reported 

previously [41,43]' some of these results were not understood and explained based on 

physical mechanisms. In this section, we use the two simplified formulas we derived 

in the last section to draw a simple physical picture for pulse recording mechanisms 

and use it to explain the experimental observations discussed in Section 2.4. In 

this section, we assume the modulation depth of recording intensity to be 1. In 

other words, we assume that llRo = llRl in agreement with experimental conditions. 

Therefore, we use llRo when the variation with recording intensity is involved. Due 

to the importance of the simplified formulas (2.67) and (2.69), we repeat them here: 

Elisaturation 

1 

ii;X,1R N xo, ave IIRI 

e/-Lno,ave 

e/-Lno,ave 

CEO 

The formula for recording speed is similar to that in normal holographic recording 

with cw light in LiNb03 :Fe crystals. The only difference is that in the latter we 

have the DC electron concentration in the conduction band (no) in place of nO,ave, 

the time~averaged DC electron concentration in the conduction band over one pulse 

width. The formula for saturation space~charge field is also similar to what we have 

in normal cw recording. This similarity is better understood by recalling that total 

current density j is zero at saturation (steady~state). Neglecting diffusion , we can 
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write the above statement mathematically as 

or 

jll saturation jphl + e p,nOEll saturation = 0 , 

Elisaturation = _ ]phl . 
ep,no 

(2 .76) 

(2 .77) 

If we assume that the dominant term in the bulk photovoltaic current is that from 

the shallow traps due to the recording light , we can rewrite Equation (2.77) as 

Elisaturation 
K,x,IRNxolIRO 

ep,no 
(2.78) 

where we assumed lIRl = lIRo. Equation (2.78) becomes the same simplified formula 

we derived for Elisaturation if we replace N xo and no by their time-averaged values 

over one pulse width, NXo,ave and nO,ave, respectively. 

Although the physical mechanisms in two-step holographic recording with high 

intensity pulses are similar to those of the normal recording, the intensity depen

dence of the saturation space- charge filed and recording speed in the two cases are 

different. This is due to the fact that the trap responsible for electron concentra

tion in the conduction band and the one responsible for photovoltaic current are the 

same in normal recording while they are different in two- step recording. This can 

be easily understood from Figure 2.13 that shows the energy band diagrams of the 

two cases. In normal recording, electron concentration in the conduction band is due 

to excitation from Fe traps by recording light. The same traps are also responsible 

for bulk photovoltaic effect caused by recording light. Therefore, both jphl and no in 

Equation (2.77) depend linearly on recording intensity. As a result, saturation space

charge field in normal recording is independent of recording intensity. On the other 

hand, recording speed (l/Tr ) in normal recording increases linearly with recording 

intensity since no has this intensity dependence. 

In two- step recording, the electron concentration in the conduction band is caused 
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by three different paths: directly from the deep traps by sensitizing light (path 1 in 

Figure 2.13 (b)), in two steps via the shallow traps by sensitizing light only (path 

2 in Figure 2.13 (b)) , and from the deep traps to the shallow traps by sensitizing 

light; then from shallow traps to the conduction band by recording light (path 3 

in Figure 2.13 (b)) . The strengths of these three mechanisms depend on h, 1'6, 
and IaIIRo, respectively. The time- averaging of no over one pulse does not change 

the intensity dependence. This explains the experimentally observed dependence 

of the recording speed on Ia and lIRa shown in Figure 2.12. At lower intensities , 

electron excitation via path 1 in Figure 2.13 (b) becomes dominant and the recording 

speed varies linearly with Ia while it is almost independent of lIRa. As we increase 

intensities , the two- step excitation mechanisms (paths 2 and 3 in Figure 2.13 (b)) 

become stronger. Therefore, we might observe a quadratic dependence (alIa + a2n) 

of the recording speed with Ia at very high intensities. We also observe a small linear 

increase of recording speed with increasing IIRO while Ie is fixed. During erasure with 

sensitizing light only, we also observe a quadratic dependence of the erasure speed 

(inverse of erasure time constant) with Ia as we have similar dependence of erasure 

time constant on nO,ave. 

As Figure 2.11 shows, saturation hologram strength increases linearly with lIRa 

and decreases very slowly with Ia. The intensity dependence of the saturation holo

gram strength in two- step recording (space-charge field or ,6.n) has been puzzling as 

it is very different from that in normal recording. As a result, there has been no plau

sible physical explanation of this dependence yet. However, we can easily understand 

and explain these puzzling observations using our simple model. One important term 

in the saturation space- charge field is the time-averaged electron concentration in the 

shallow traps Nxo,ave that depends on both populating and depopulating mechanisms. 

The main populating mechanism is direct electron transfer from the deep traps by 

sensitizing light as the trapping of conduction band electrons by shallow traps can 

be neglected. The strength of this populating mechanism depends on Ia· On the 

other hand, depopulation of the shallow traps within one pulse is due to excitation 

of the electrons to the conduction band by both sensitizing and recording light. Note 
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Figure 2.13: Mechanisms for excitation of electrons from deep traps to the conduction 
band in a LiNb03 :Fe crystal for (a) normal recording with low intensities, and (b) 
two-step recording with high intensities. There are three different paths for electron 
generation in two-step recording indicated by 1, 2, and 3. In part (b) , electron 
transfer mechanisms caused by sensitizing (green) light are indicated by G, and those 
caused by recording (infrared) light are indicated by IR. 

that direct electron transfer from shallow traps to deep traps is another depopulat

ing mechanism. However, we neglect this mechanism during one pulse width (a few 

nanoseconds) due to much longer lifetime of electrons in the shallow traps (a few 

milliseconds) as explained before. To summarize, we expect Nxa,ave to increase with 

lG in a complicated way and decrease with increasing lIRa. 'With the assumptions 

and approximations described before, Nxa,ave increases linearly with lG, while it is 

independent of lIRa (due to minor role of lIRa in depopulation of the shallow traps 

within one pulse width). 

We are now ready to explain the intensity dependence of Elisaturation as we under

stand the intensity dependence of all terms involved in Equation (2.67). We expect 

Elisaturation to increase linearly with lIRa at lower intensities as both NxO,ave and nO,ave 

are almost independent of lIRO at lower intensities. This dependence on lIRO becomes 

sublinear and finally turns into independence from lIRO when we increase lIRO without 

limit while lG is fixed. The latter behavior is due to the linear dependence of nO,ave on 

lIRO at higher values of lIRo, The saturation space-charge field is almost independent 
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of IG at lower intensities due to approximately linear dependence of both Nxo,ave and 

nO,ave on IG at lower intensities. The exact dependence on IG is more complicated 

and depends also on the oxidation / reduction state of the crystal due to more com

plicated dependence of NXO,ave and nO,ave on IG that becomes more evident at higher 

intensities. Equation (2.47) describes a more complete dependence of El isaturation on 

sensitizing and recording intensities. It can be seen from this formula that when the 

oxidation / reduction state of the crystal is such that the coefficient of IG in the 

denominator of Elisaturation (J'4) in Equation (2.47) is positive, t he saturation space

charge field decreases with increasing I G . When the oxidation / reduction state is 

such that this coefficient is negative, the saturation space-charge field increases with 

increasing IG at normal intensities. If we increase Ie without limit , the saturation 

space- charge field will finally decrease with increasing IG regardless of the oxida

tion state of the crystal as suggested by Equation (2.47). Note that Equation (2.47) 

was derived by assuming that Nxo,ave rv Ie as shown in Equation (2.22). Therefore, 

the exact dependence of Elisaturation on IG is more complicated than it was thought 

previously. 

Although we focused above on the dependence of saturation hologram strength 

and recording speed on sensitizing and recording intensities, our model can explain 

the dependence of these two variables on other parameters. For example, we expect 

the recording speed to depend on N Fe2+/NFe 3+ (or NA/(NFe - N A)) since the main 

source for electron generation in the conduction band is electron concentration in Fe 

traps (NFe2+), and the main source for electron trapping from the conduction band is 

the concentration of empty Fe traps (NFe3+). Therefore, 

1 

We also expect that Nxo ave rv NFe2+ as the shallow traps are populated by direct , 

electron transfer from the deep traps. Putting the dependence of NxO,ave and nO,ave 
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into the formula for EIlsaturation , we obtain 

ll.nl saturation ex Elisaturation ex 
NXOave --,'---- ex NFe3+ , 

nO ,ave 
(2.79) 

which is in agreement to the experimental results depicted in Figure 2.9. 

To summarize, the simple model based on Equations (2.68) and (2.67) gives us a 

complete understanding of the physical mechanisms involved in two- step holographic 

recording with high intensity pulses and helps us understand and explain the exper

imental observations that were not all explained before. Furthermore, it helps us 

understand the main drawbacks of the method and suggests ways for improving it. 

This is explained in Section 2.8. 

2.7 Application of the model to two-step record-

ing with cw light 

Although we developed our numerical and analytic solution for the case of recording 

with pulses, the parameters of the model we found previously can be used for modeling 

recording with cw light. Although the analytic formulas we derived can not be used for 

recording with cw light , we can modify our numerical solution to study cw recording. 

The best way to solve the problem of recording with cw light is to start with the 

system of Equations (2.9)- (2.17) and apply Fourier development to obtain two sets 

of equations for the zeroth order and first order variables, and solve those equations 

numerically. 

2.8 Discussion 

Although two-step holographic recording using LiNb03:Fe crystal has excellent per

sistence, the need of high intensities for recording is the main drawback of the method. 

The main reason for this drawback is the short lifetime of electrons in the shallow 

polaron centers due to the strong depopulation mechanisms of these shallow traps. 
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Another reason for this large intensity requirement is the weak population mecha

nism of the shallow traps by direct electron transfer from deep traps. The existence 

of this direct electron transfer mechanism was first proposed by Chen et al. [60]. This 

mechanism is essential for explaining the experimental observations discussed previ

ously. Without this mechanism, electron transfer from the deep traps to the shallow 

traps would be performed via the conduction band, and the dark depopulation of the 

shallow traps would occur due to thermal excitation resulting in an entirely different 

intensity- dependence of the saturation hologram strength and recording speed from 

what we observed and explained. 

Without direct electron transfer from the shallower traps to the deeper traps 

(direct depopulation) , there would be a partial erasure of the hologram during read

out. This is due to the fact that electrons are transferred from the shallow traps to 

the deep traps via the conduction band in this case. The electrons can move while 

they are in the conduction band, and this movement is in the direction of erasing 

the hologram as in the case of normal holographic recording in LiNb03 :Fe crystals. 

Such a read-out response is not observed experimentally, confirming the necessity of 

considering the direct electron transfer between deep and shallow traps in theoretical 

modeling. 

To see the effect of direct depopulation of the shallow traps on the hologram 

strength, we calculated the recording curve for a non- physical case by neglecting the 

direct electron transfer from the shallow traps to the deep traps (direct depopulation 

of shallow traps) while direct electron transfer from the deep traps to the shallow traps 

is not neglected. In this calculation, we assumed that both recording and sensitization 

is performed by cw light. The result of this calculation is shown in Figure 2.14, which 

shows that we could record much stronger holograms (by three orders of magnitude) in 

the absence of direct depopulation of the shallow traps. This assumption (neglecting 

direct depopulation of the shallow traps) is of course non- physical as it considers 

only electron transfer from the deep traps to the shallow traps and not the reverse 

transfer. However, Figure 2.14 gives us an insight for improving the performance of 

two-step holographic recording through an increase of the lifetime of electrons in the 
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Figure 2.14: Theoretical calculation of recording curves for space- charge field of a 
hologram using two- step holographic recording in a LiNb03 :Fe crystal with and 
without neglecting direct depopulation of the shallow traps (direct electron t.rans
fer from shallow traps to deep traps). The curves are normalized so that the sat
uration space- charge fie ld for the case without neglecting direct depopulation is 
1. It is assumed in this calculation that recording is performed by cw light with 
IG = I IRO = IIRI = 1 W/cm2

. 

shallow traps. 

One way to improve the lifetime of electrons in shallow traps is to replace the 

shallow traps with some long lifetime traps due to doping. In other words, we can use 

a doubly- doped crystal instead of a singly- doped one. Both deep and shallow traps 

in a doubly- doped crystal are due to dopands and can be chosen deep enough in the 

band gap of LiNb03 so that thermal depopulation of either trap is negligible. How

ever, the direct electron transfer between traps is also negligible in this case due to 

low practical concentrations of both dopands. Therefore, sensitization of the shallow 

traps is performed via the conduction band. The depopulation of the shallow traps 

in this case is performed by read- out light during read- out via the conduct ion band. 
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The electrons can move while they are in the conduction band, and this movement is 

in the direction of erasing the hologram as in the case of normal holographic recording 

in LiNb0 3:Fe crystals. Therefore, there is a partial erasure of the hologram during 

read- out in this case. In the next chapter, we will see that two- step holographic 

recording in doubly- doped materials results in much better performance than two

step holographic recording in a singly- doped material. Another way to improve the 

performance of two- step recording is to increase the lifetime of shallow traps by low

ering the concentration of empty deep traps as well as the concentration of the shal

low traps. This has been done by using nominally pure reduced near- stoichiometric 

LiNb03 crystals [61, 62] as well as near-stoichiometric LiNb03:Pr crystals [63, 64]. 

The usage of near- stoichiometric crystals is important in reducing the concentration 

of the shallow polaron levels that are due to the presence of Nb ions on Li sites. The 

concentration of Nb ions on Li sites in a near- stoichiometric crystal is much smaller 

than that in a congruent crystal resulting in much smaller polaron concentration in 

a near-stoichiometric crystal. The crystal is also reduced to lower the concentration 

of the deep empty traps. Another idea is to use bipolarons instead of remnant Fe 

centers as deep traps [62]. In all these cases, it is possible to record holograms using 

cw light with much smaller intensities compared to pulsed experiments. In Chapter 

5 we will compare the performance of different two- step recording methods. 

Finally, a very interesting point is that both saturation space- charge field and 

recording time constant depend on energy density per pulse (photon flux) of the 

recording and sensitizing beams (IGtp and lIRotp) instead of the intensities alone 

(as proposed in the literature). This can be easily understood by looking at Equa

tions (2.63) and (2 .68). In these equations, both intensities (IG and lIRo) always 

appear in combination with pulse width (tp ). This observation suggests that we can 

not obtain higher saturation space- charge fields by increasing lG and lIRO and de

creasing the pulse width tp to have constant photon fluxes lGtp and lIRotp, no matter 

how many pulses we use. 
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2.9 Conclusions 

We developed a full numerical solution as well as an approximate analytic solution 

for two- step holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe crystals. We found the unknown 

material parameters by fitting the numerical solution to the experimental results . 

The two important parameters which were unknown so far and found in this work 

are the bulk photovoltaic coefficient and absorption cross section for the excitation 

of the electrons from small polarons in LiNb03 with infrared light (see Table 2.1). 

The simplified analytic solution we developed agrees very well with the numerical 

solution for most practical applications. Furthermore, the analytic solution gives us 

a very good understanding of the physical processes involved. Such a simple model 

also helps us explain the experimental observations that were not understood before. 

The numerical solution can also be modified for solving the problem of holographic 

recording with cw light in LiNb03:Fe crystals. 

Although our method for obtaining an approximate analytic solution was applied 

to the problem of two- step holographic recording with pulses, the developed strategy 

can be used in solving a wide variety of problems involving pulses of actions where 

each pulse is followed by a much longer relaxation time. 

Although two- step recording with high intensity pulses has excellent persistence, 

the need of high intensities for recording strong holograms is a major drawback of the 

method. This is due to the short lifetime of the shallow polaron centers. Therefore , 

any effort for improving the performance of two-step holographic recording should 

focus on increasing this lifetime. 
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Chapter 3 

recording 

Two-center holographic 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, we discussed two- step holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe crystals 

in detail. We showed that the main problem of this method is the strong dark 

depopulation of the shallower polaron traps resulting in a short effective lifetime for 

the electrons in these traps. Therefore, the method requires high light intensities to 

overcome this problem. One way to solve this problem is to replace the polaron traps 

with other traps that are farther from the conduction band. This can be done by 

doping the recording material with appropriate dopands. Since the deeper traps are 

also due to dopands, we need doubly-doped crystals to implement this new idea. We 

refer to this new method as two- center holographic recording. 

In this chapter, we present the details of the two-center holographic recording 

method. The basic idea of two-center holographic recording is introduced in Section 

3.2, and an experimental demonstration of the method is presented in Section 3.3. A 

theoretical model for the two-center method is introduced in Section 3.4. The model is 

used for the explanat ion of the experimental results. Based on the model developed in 

Section 3.4, the effect of the different design parameters on the holographic recording 

characteristics are investigated and an optimization scheme is developed in Section 

3.5. Different characteristics of the method along with some suggestions for the 

improvement of the performance are discussed in Section 3.6. Final conclusions are 

made in Section 3.7. 
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3.2 Two-center holographic recording 

Build-up of space-charge fields in photorefractive materials requires redistribution 

of charge. Transition metal ions can occur in inorganic cryst als in different valence 

states, e.g., iron is present in LiNb03 as Fe2+ and Fe3+ [15]. Figure 3.1 (a) shows the 

energy band diagram for a LiNb03:Fe crystal. Inhomogeneous illumination excites 

electrons from Fe2+ to the conduction band, and they move due to the photovoltaic 

effect, diffusion and drift . The electrons are trapped by Fe3+ elsewhere and a space

charge field builds up, which modulates the refractive index via the electro-optic 

effect . Data can be erased by homogeneous illumination. However, read-out also 

requires homogeneous exposure, which causes undesirable erasure of the stored infor

mation. This is a general problem of all reversible storage media . 

Two- center holographic recording is based on the usage of doubly- doped pho

tochromic crystals [65, 66, 67]' for example LiNb03 doped with manganese (Mn) 

and iron (Fe) . It is known that LiNb03:Fe:Mn is photo chromic and that ultravio

let pre- illumination enhances the sensitivity for a few recording and erasure cycles 

with visible light [68]. The energy band diagram of such a crystal is shown in Figure 

3.1 (b) . Fe and Mn ions occur in the valence states Mn2+/3+ and Fe2+/3+ [69], and 

thermal depletion plays no role. Electrons can be excited by ultraviolet light either 

from Mn2+ or from Fe2+ into the conduction band while red light excites electrons 

only from the shallower Fe2+, because the red light has a smaller photon energy. The 

conduction band electrons can recombine with both centers, and t hus ultraviolet il

lumination populates the Fe2+/3+ level partially while t he red light empt ies the Fe 

sites. The filled Fe levels cause a broadband absorption in the visible with a maximum 

at 477 nm light wavelength [1 5]. Thus ultraviolet light sensitizes the material while 

red light bleaches it. The basic idea of two-center holographic recording is to bring 

with the ultraviolet light electrons from Mn to Fe via the conduction band, use these 

electrons to record the hologram with red light , and eventually transfer the electrons 

from iron back to the manganese centers by red light. This results in a hologram 

stored in Mn centers t hat persists against further red illumination. One of the key 
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Figure 3.1: Energy band diagram for a typical LiNb03 crystal doped with (a) Fe, 
and (b) Fe and Mn. CB and VB stand for conduction band and valance band, 
respectively. 

material parameters in two- center holographic recording is the initial electron con

centration in Mn and Fe traps . These concentrations can be varied by annealing (or 

so- called oxidation / reduction treatment) [70]. For persistent holographic recording, 

it is necessary that the final hologram be stored in Mn centers to persist against 

further read- out by red light . Mn traps are deeper in the band gap than Fe traps. 

Therefore, electrons would fill the Mn traps before Fe traps. As a result , it is essential 

for persistent recording that all Fe traps be empty, and only a portion of the Mn traps 

be filled. This guarantees that the final hologram can be recorded in Mn t raps after 

sufficient read- out. 
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3.3 Experiments 

We performed experiments with a series of congruently melting x- cut LiNb03:Fe:Mn 

crystals with different doping levels and different annealing (or oxidation / reduction) 

states. All characterization experiments were performed with a LiNb03 crystal doped 

with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. The crystal was annealed appropriately 

to have all Fe traps as well as a portion of the Mn traps empty. 

3.3.1 Experimental setup 

The basic idea of the experimental setup needed for our experiments is shown in 

Figure 3.2 (a). We need a homogeneous incoherent UV beam for sensitization and 

two coherent red beams interfering at the crystal for holographic recording. The 

detailed experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.2 (b). We used a 100 W mercury 

lamp as the UV light source. The output light of the lamp is filtered (wavelength 

365 nm or 404 nm depending on the experiment) and focused by a lens to increase 

the UV intensity at the crystal. We used a 35 m W ReNe laser for generation of the 

coherent red light (wavelength 633 nm). By timing the opening and closing of the 

shutters 81, 82, and 83 in Figure 3.2 (b), we can perform different experiments to 

help us understand the physical mechanisms responsible for holographic recording 

and optimizing the performance of the system. 

3.3.2 Sensitization and bleaching experiments 

A proper ratio between the intensities of the red recording and the ultraviolet sen

sitizing light , I red / I uv , is essential to get good holographic recording performance. 

Too much ultraviolet light causes erasure while too much red light causes bleaching 

and low sensitivity. A convenient way to adjust the intensity ratio is to use sensi

tization and bleaching experiments. UV light sensitizes the crystal for holographic 

recording with red light by transferring electrons from Mn to Fe centers via the con

duction band. This increases the absorption of the red light. On the other hand, red 
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(a) 
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SF L1 

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for holographic recording experiments: (a) basic idea, 
(b) actual setup. In the actual setup, Ll and L2 are lenses; M is a mirror; C is the 
crystal; 8F is a spatial filter; UVF is a UV filter; B8 is a beam splitter; and 81, 82, 
and 83 are shutters. 
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light bleaches the crystal by transferring electrons from Fe to Mn centers resulting in 

smaller absorption for red light. 

To investigate sensitization dynamics, we monitor the absorption of the red light 

by the crystal. This is performed by illuminating the crystal with a very weak red 

beam and monitoring the transmitted red power with time. The intensity of the 

illuminating red light should be low enough to have negligible effect on the electron 

transfer between the traps. The sensitization experiment is performed using the 

experimental setup in Figure 3.2 (b) by opening the shutters Sl and S2, and closing 

shutter S3. On the other hand, red light causes electron transfer from Fe to Mn centers 

resulting in smaller absorption for red light. We monitor the bleaching dynamics by 

illuminating the sensitized crystal with only a strong uniform red beam and measuring 

the transmitted power. This can be performed using the experimental setup in Figure 

3.2 (b) by opening the shutter S2, and closing shutters Sl and S3. Figure 3.3 shows 

typical results of the sensitization and bleaching experiments. The details of the 

experiments are summarized in the caption. 

Figure 3.4 shows the picture of the LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal after sensitization and 

bleaching experiments. The crystal was first sensitized for 3 hours using UV light 

(wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 m W / cm2). Then, the center of the sensitized crystal 

was bleached using a strong uniform red beam (wavelength 633 nm, intensity 300 

m W / cm 2 , ordinary polarization) for one hour. The crystal was initially (before any 

sensitization) transparent due to the lack of electrons in the Fe centers. Sensitization 

with UV populates some of the Fe traps resulting in the dark appearance of the crystal 

as shown in Figure 3.4. Bleaching with red light depopulates the Fe traps resulting in 

the transparent appearance of the bleached portion of the crystal as shown in Figure 

3.4. 

The time constants of sensitization and bleaching are measures of the rates of 

population and depopulation of the iron sites. They scale linearly with the light 

intensities, which allows tuning. The time constants should be of the same order 

of magnitude to achieve a strongly modulated Fe2+ concentration during hologram 

recording. Too strong UV light (relative to red light) results in too rapid sensitization 
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Figure 3.3: Normalized transmitted red intensity in a 0.85 mm LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal. 
(a) Sensitization experiment: The crystal is sensitized with a homogeneous UV beam 
(wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 m W /cm2

) while monitored by a weak red beam 
(wavelength 633 nm, intensity 0.6 m W /cm2

, ordinary polarization), (b) Bleaching 
experiment: The sensitized crystal is bleached with a strong red beam (wavelength 
633 nm, intensity 300 mW/cm2, ordinary polarization). 
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Figure 3.4: Effect of sensitization and bleaching on the appearance of a LiNb03:Fe:Mn 
crystal. The crystal is first sensitized with a homogeneous UV beam (wavelength 
365 nm, intensity 20 m W /cm2 ) for 3 hours. Then the center of the sensitized crystal 
is bleached with a strong red beam (wavelength 633 nm , intensity 300 m vV / cm2 ; 

ordinary polarization). The sensitized portion of the crystal looks dark , while the 
bleached part as well as the initial crystal (before any sensitization) look transparent. 
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and also too rapid erasure of the hologram. Therefore , strong holograms can not be 

recorded. On the other hand, too strong red light (compared to UV light) results in 

too rapid bleaching of the Fe traps, and lack of enough electrons in Fe traps for effi

cient holographic recording. Therefore, it is important to optimize the ratio between 

UV and red intensities. Vve find from the sensitization / bleaching experiments an 

optimum intensity ratio of Ired/luv ::::: 30 in order to record the strongest hologram. 

3.3.3 Holographic recording experiments 

To get information about the holographic performance, plane- wave gratings are 

recorded and reconstructed using the same LiNb03:Fe:lvIn crystal that we used in 

the previous experiments. The unpolarized ultraviolet light illuminates the sample 

homogeneously; the ReNe laser light is split into two plane waves which interfere at 

the crystal (1/e2 beam diameter 2.0 mm, transmission geometry, period length of the 

grating 0.9 p,m , intensity of each beam 0.3 W /cm2
). The grating vector is aligned 

parallel to the c- axis of the sample. The crystal is pre- exposed to UV light for at 

least 3 hours before recording. During recording, one of the ReNe beams is blocked 

(by closing S2 in Figure 3.2 (b)) from time to time and the second beam is diffracted 

from the written grating to obtain the diffraction efficiency T} as the ratio between 

diffracted and total incident light powers. Figure 3.5 shows the results. The diffrac

tion efficiency rises quickly and drops afterwards almost to zero with no ultraviolet 

light present (Sl closed in Figure 3.2 (b)) during the hologram formation. After some 

reading, the grating finally disappears completely. With assistance of ultraviolet light 

during recording (Sl open in Figure 3.2 (b)) , much higher efficiencies are obtained. 

Subsequent reading erases first the grating partially, but the remaining grating per

sists despite further red illumination. It is clear that the presence of ultraviolet light 

during hologram formation is crucial for obtaining large diffraction efficiencies and 

persistent read-out. Finally, the hologram can be erased by either the UV light only 

(Sl open, S2 and S3 closed in Figure 3.2 (b)) or the UV light and one of the red beams 

simultaneously (Sl and S3 open, S2 closed in Figure 3.2 (b)). Figure 3.6 shows the 
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Figure 3.5: Diffraction efficiency 7) versus time for recording without and with simul
taneous presence of ultraviolet light, and for subsequent reading in a LiNb03 :Fe:Mn 
crystal. 

diffraction efficiency vs. time for a plane- wave hologram erased by UV and red beams 

simultaneously. Recording was performed by two red beams with simultaneous illu

mination with a UV beam, while erasure was performed by the UV beam and one of 

the red recording beams. The specifications of the beams are the same as those of 

the recording experiment. 

3.4 Theory 

In this section, we discuss a theoretical model that can explain the experimental 

results. The model is similar to the two- center charge transport model for LiNb03:Fe 

introduced in 1993 by Jermann and Otten [48] . The goal of the model is to find the 

time evolution of the space-charge field recorded by two interfering recording beams 

in the presence of a homogeneous sensitizing beam. 
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Figure 3.6: Diffraction efficiency T) versus time for erasure with simultaneous presence 
of UV and one of the red recording beams. The hologram was recorded by simultane
ous presence of UV and two red recording beams to an arbitrary diffraction efficiency 
of close to 7%. 

3.4.1 Two-center model 

In the theoretical modeling of holographic recording in a doubly-doped LiNb03:Mn:Fe 

crystal, we employ a set of five equations to solve for five unknowns. These unknowns 

are electron concentration in the conduction band (n), electron concentration in the 

deeper and shallower traps (NMn and N;;., respectively), current density (j) , and 

space- charge (electric) field (E). The system of five equations that needs to be 

solved for these unknowns is: 
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(
aNi. aNMn an) 

- e ----at + ~ + at ' 
an 

eJ-LnE + kBTJ-L ax + (K;Fe,RIR + K;Fe,uv1uv )Nie 

+(KMn,RI R + K;Mn,uv1uv)NMn , 

L = -~(Ni. + NMn + n - NA ) . 
Et'o EEO 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3. 5) 

All symbols are introduced in Tab. 3.1. Some parameters have a subscript 'R' or 

'UV' to indicate whether they are for red (in general, recording) or UV (in general , 

sensitizing) light. In writing Equations (3.1)-(3.5) we implicitly assumed that all 

variables have one dimensional (x) spatial variations. 

The first two equations are rate equations for the deeper (Mn) and shallower 

(Fe) traps , respectively. These equations simply require that the rate of increase in 

electron concentration in each trap is equal to the incoming rate of electrons minus the 

outgoing rate of electrons. The incoming rate of electrons in each trap depends on the 

recombination coefficient of that trap as the only way of populating a trap is trapping 

electrons from the conduction band as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The outgoing rate of 

electrons from each trap depends on the light intensities involved and the absorption 

cross section of that trap at the incident light wavelength. Thermal depopulation of 

the traps is neglected as both Fe and Mn traps are deep enough in the band gap. 

The third equation is the current continuity equation. The fourth equation is the 

current equation describing t he current density as the sum of drift , diffusion , and 

four photovoltaic currents. Finally, the fifth equation is Poisson's equation. 

Equations (3.1)-(3.5) compose a system of partial differential equations in time 

and space that is difficult to solve in general. To simplify the solution, we assume 

that the sensitizing intensity is homogeneous, and the recording intensity (fa) has 



Quantity (unit) 

NFe (m-3 ) 

Nie (m- 3 ) 

SFe,R (m2 I J) 

qFe,UVSFe,UV (m 2 /J) 

NMn (m- 3 ) 

N Mn (m-3 ) 

qMn ,RsMn ,R (m 2 /J) 
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Meaning 

Parameters of Fe 
total concentration of Fe 
concentration of Fe2+ 
photon absorption cross section of Fe2+ (light 

wavelength 633 nm) 

Value 

(2.5 X 1025 ) 

(0) 
3.7 X 10-4 

absorption cross section of Fe2+ for absorption of 3.3 x 10-6 

a photon and excitation of an electron from Fe2+ 

into the conduction band (light wavelength 633 

nm) 

absorption cross section of Fe2+ for absorption of 3.8 x 10- 5 

a photon and excitation of an electron from Fe2+ 

into the conduction band (light wavelength 365 

nm) 

coefficient for recombination of conduction band 1.65 x 10- 14 

electrons with Fe3+ 

bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec

trons from Fe2+ into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 633 nm) 

7 X 10- 34 

bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec- 1.4 x 10- 32 

trons from Fe2+ into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 365 nm) 

Parameters of Mn 
total concentration of Mn 

concentration of Mn2+ 

absorption cross section of Mn 2+ for absorption 

of a photon and excitation of an electron into the 

(3.8 X 1024 ) 

(3.4 X 1024 ) 

(0) 

conduction band (light wavelength 633 nm) 

qMn,UVsMn,UV (m2 /J) absorption cross section of Mn2+ for absorption 3.6 X 10- 5 

I'M n (m3 Is) 

of a photon and excitation of an electron into the 

conduction band (light wavelength 365 nm) 

coefficient for recombination of conduction band 2.4 x 10- 13 

electrons with Mn3+ 

bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec

trons from Mn2+ into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 633 nm) 

o 

bulk photovoltaic coefficient for excitation of elec- 1.1 x 10-32 

trons from Mn2+ into the conduction band (light 

wavelength 365 nm) 

Reference 

[15,71] 

[72] 

[72] 

[48] 

[71,72] 

[71 , 72] 

this work 

this work 

this work 
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Quantity (unit) Meaning Value Reference 

Parameters of LiNb03 

E dielectric coefficient 28 [53,54] 

1'13 (m/V) electro- optic coefficient (light wavelength 632.8 10.9 x 10- 12 [55] 
nm) 

no refractive index for ordinarily polarized light 2.286 [56] 
(wavelength 632.8 nm) 

Charge transport parameters 
j (A/m2) current density variable 

J.1. (m2 /Vs) electron mobility in the conduction band 7.4 x 10- 5 [57] 
n (m-3 ) density of free electrons in the conduction band variable 

p (As/m3 ) total charge density variable 

NA (m-3 ) concentration of nonmobile positive compensa- (3.4 x 1024 ) 

tion charge, which maintains overall charge neu-

trality 

E (V/m) space- charge field variable 

Fundamental constants 
kB (J/ K ) Boltzmann constant 1.38 x 10- 23 

EO (As/Vm) primitivity of free space 8.85 x 10- 12 

Parameters related to the experimental conditions 
T (K ) crystal temperature 293 

J( (m - 1) spatial frequency of the interference pattern 6.9 x 106 

A (m) period length of the interference pattern 0.9 x 10- 6 

Ivv (W /m2
) intensity of the spatially homogeneous UV light variable 

(wavelength 365 nm) 

IR (W/m2) intensity of the red light (wavelength 633 nm) variable 

In modulation degree of the interference pattern of variable 

the infrared light 

Table 3.1: Units, meaning and values of all quantities involved in the analysis of 
two-center holographic recording in a LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal. Subscripts '0' and '1' 
are added in the text to the spatially dependent quantities to indicate zeroth and 
first Fourier components. Values in parentheses show standard values, which are 
valid if nothing else is mentioned. Most of the values are determined by using the 
experimental data curves in the referenced literature. 
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one-dimensional sinusoidal variation with space as 

h = h,o[l + mcos(Kx)] (3.6) 

where K and m are the magnitude of the grating vector and modulation depth of 

the recording intensity pattern, respectively. The above system of equations is one

to-one, i.e., it gives only one set of outputs for one set of inputs. For such a system , 

a periodic set of inputs result in a periodic set of outputs with (at least) the same 

period. Therefore, with periodic h as in Equation (3.6), every output variable is 

periodic with the same period as the input and can be represented by a Fourier series 

in x. Since we are mainly interested in the zeroth (DC) and first order terms of the 

Fourier series of each variable, we represent each variable by the first two terms of 

its Fourier series. For example, the concentration of electrons in Mn traps can be 

represented as 

N~1n = N MnO + NMnl exp(iKx) . (3.7) 

By replacing each variable in Equations (3.1)- (3.5) with the first two terms in its 

Fourier series and separating zeroth and first order equations, we obtain two sets of 

equations as 

and 

dNMnO 
dt 

dNieo 
dt 

o 

o 

(3.8) 

-[qPe,RSPe,Rho + qPe,uvsPe,uv1uv]Nieo + 'YPeno(Npe - Nieo) , (3.9) 

dNieo dNMnO dno 
-;It + dt + dt ' 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 



dNMnl 
dt 

dNiel 
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-iK. 
--Jl 
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iKE 
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+I'CMn,RmIRoNMnO , 

Niel + NMnl + nl 
EEO 
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(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

We need to first solve the system of equations for the zeroth order variables as 

they appear on the right- hand side of the equations for the first order variables. Note 

that by assuming sinusoidal variations for the recording intensity, we need to solve 

two systems of ordinary differential equations (for a total of 10 variables) instead of 

one smaller system of partial differential equations (for a total of 5 variables). We 

use a few approximations that simplify the solutions. First of all, we assume that 

the variations of the electron concentration in the conduction band (n) are instan

taneous compared to the variations of the other variables. This is called adiabatic 

approximation and results in replacing ~ = d:;l = d:;2 = 0 in the above equations. 

Performing simulations with and without this approximation results in essentially the 

same answer. Next, we assume that n ~ NMn , Nie, N A . This assumption results in 

omitting n, no, and nl from Equations (3.5), (3 .11), and (3.16), respectively. 

We start with the zeroth order equations. By putting Equations (3.8) and (3.9) 

into Equation (3.10) and using adiabatic approximation, we can find no as a function 



of N MnO and Nieo 
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qFe,RsFe,RIRo + qFe,Uy sFe,UyI UY N-
'YFe(NFe - Nieo) + 'YMn(NMn - N MnO ) FeO 

+ qMn,RsMn,RIRo + qMn,UysMn,UyI UY N 
'YFe(NFe - N Feo ) + 'YMn(NMn - N MnO ) MnO ' 

Furthermore, by neglecting no in Equation (3.11) we obtain 

(3.17) 

(3 .18) 

Using Equations (3.17) and (3 .18) in Equation (3.9), we obtain a first order differential 

equation for Nieo as 

dNieo = 'YFe[qMn,RsMn,Rho + qMn,UySMn,UyIUy](NA - Nieo)(NFe - Nieo) 
dt 'YFe (NFe - N FeO ) + 'YMn(NMn - NA + N FeO ) 

'YMn [qFe ,RsFe,Rho + qFe,UysFe,UyIUy]Nieo(NMn - NA + Nieo) 
'YFe(NFe - N FeO ) + 'YMn(NMn - NA + N FeO ) 

(3.19) 

The initial condition for Equation (3.19) depends on the crystal and the exper

imental condition. For example, for a crystal that has all Fe traps empty before 

sensitization, it would be Nieo (0) = O. Solving Equation (3.19) with the appropriate 

initial condition results in the solution for all zeroth order variables that can be used 

to solve the first order equations [Equations (3.12) - (3.16)]. 

The next step is to solve the first order equations to obtain the space charge field 

that results into the calculation of the change in the index of refraction and diffraction 

efficiency. To solve the first order equations, we first neglect d;Al in Equation (3.14) 

and nl in Equation (3.16) , and then combine Equations (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) to obtain 

d(NMnl + Niel) 
dt 

(3.20) 
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By combining Equation (3.12) , (3.13), and (3.20) we can solve for nl as a function 

of NMn1 and NFel 

(3.21 ) 

where the parameters GFe , GMn , and GR are defined as 

We make two approximations to simplify the equations. First , we assume that 

there is no DC electric field, i.e., Eo = O. This is true when we do not apply any 

external fi eld to the crystal. The screening field is also negligible due to the presence 

of the UV beam and a considerable surface conductivity as discussed later. Second , we 

assume that the diffusion field (ED) is negligible compared to the strong photovoltaic 

field , i.e. , (kBT/e)J.lJ(2 = J.LKED in Equation (3.20) and Equation (3.21) is negligible. 

Putting nl from Equation (3.21) into Equation (3.12) and Equation (3.20) results in 
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a system of two equations for two unknowns NMnl and (NMnl + NFe1 ) as 

d(NMnl + NFe1 ) 
dt 

dNMnl 
dt 

- [ep,no + if( (KFe,R!aO + KFe,uv1uv)] (NMnl + NFe1 ) 
EEO e 

if( 
--;-[(KMn,R - KFe,R)!aO + (KMn,UV - KFe,Uv)Iuv]NMnl 

if( 
--(KMn,RNMnO + KFe,RNFeo)m!ao 1 

e 

G1(qFe,RSFe,R!aO + qFe,uvsFe,UVI UV + rFeno)(NMnl + NFeI ) 

-GI [ e~:o + i: (KFe,R!aO + KFe,uv1uv)] (NMnl + N Fe1 ) 

(3.25) 

-(qMn,RsMn,RIRo + qMn,uvsMn,UV I UV + rMnnO - GI G2)NMn1 

- [qMn,RSMn,RNMno - GI (qMn,RSMn,R - i~{ KMn ,R) NMno] m!ao 

(3.26) 

where G I and G2 are defined by 

(3.27) 

G2 qMn,RsMn,RIRo + qMn,uvsMn,UVIUV + rMnnO - qFe,RsFe,RIRo - qFe,uvsFe,UVIUV 
if( 

- rFenO - -;-[(KMn,R - KFe,R)IRo + (KMn,UV - KFe,uv)Iuv]. (3.28) 

Here ,ve deliberately chose the first unknown as (NMnl + NFe1 ) instead of NFel since 

we are mainly interested in calculating the space charge field (E1 ) that is linearly 

proportional to (NMn l +NFe1 ) [Equation (3.16)]. The initial conditions for this system 

of equations is NMnl (t = 0) = NFeI (t = 0) = o. 

After finding Ell it is easy to calculate the change III the index of refraction 

through the electro- optic effect as 

(3.29) 

Here relf is the effective electro-optic coefficient that depends on the direction of the 

space charge field with respect to the c-axis of the crystal and the polarization of the 
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read-out beam, and neff is the effective index of refraction for the read-out beam that 

depends on the polarization of that beam. Finally, we can calculate the diffraction 

efficiency from !::::.n by using Kogelnik's formula [52]. 

3.4.2 Parameters of the model 

In order to have a reliable model , we need accurate estimates for the parameters of the 

model, i.e., absorption cross sections and recombination coefficients for the traps, etc. 

Although most of the parameters for Fe traps can be extracted from the literature, 

important parameters for the Mn traps need to be determined. 

Absorption cross sections at different wavelengths can be obtained from the ab

sorption spectrum of the crystal with known doping levels and known electron con

centration in the traps. Photovoltaic constants for each trap at a specific wavelength 

can be obtained from the measurement of the short-circuit photovoltaic current of a 

crystal doped with that trap. The factors qs for each trap (for example, qPe,uvsPe,UV) 

can be typically found from photoconductivity measurements. The values of the 

important parameters are listed in Table 3.1. The references used in calculation of 

parameters of the Fe traps are also listed in Table 3.1. The main challenge is to find 

the parameters of the Mn traps, and also the initial electron concentration in the Mn 

traps. One way to find the latter is to use electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

studies, but it needs careful calibration of the reference electron concentration in Mn 

traps. Knowing all Fe parameters, we performed experiments to find three additional 

parameters. These parameters are qMn,UVsMn,UV, ,Mn, and initial electron concentra

tion in the Mn traps [iVMnO(t = 0) = iVA]' We can assume that qMn,RsMn,R and I\;Mn,R 

are zero due to the deep position of the Mn traps in the band gap of LiNb03 . To find 

the three parameters mentioned above, we need to obtain three equations. We use 

bleaching and sensitization experiments to find these equations. After finding these 

three parameters, we use curve fitting to find the last unknown parameter I\;Mn,UV. 

Finally, we optimize our calculation of the parameters by fine tuning these parameters 

to get the best fit to the sensitization, bleaching, and holographic recording curves. 
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Bleaching 

As mentioned before, the bleaching experiment is performed to find the dynamics of 

electron transfer from Fe to Mn traps by a homogeneous red beam. When a sensitized 

crystal is illuminated with a strong red light , electrons are excited only from Fe traps 

to the conduction band. Some of these electrons are trapped by Fe centers, others are 

trapped by Mn centers . Those electrons that are trapped in Mn centers can not be 

re- excited to the conduction band. Therefore, the electron concentration in Fe traps 

decreases with time. The decrease in electron concentration in the Fe traps results in 

a decrease in the absorption of red light. The governing equations for the analysis of 

bleaching dynamics are 

aNMn 
at 

aNie 
at 

aNie aNMn 
7it+-at 

_~ aj = 0 
e ax ' 

(3 .30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

where we assume adiabatic approximation (Wl- = 0) in Equation (3.32). The initial 

conditions for Nie and NMn depend on the sensitization process , but the condition 

Nie + NMn = NA must be always satisfied. We can find n as a function of NMn and 

Nie by putting aNMn/at and aNie/at from Equations (3.30) and (3.31), respectively, 

into Equation (3.32). Putt ing NMn = NA - Nie and the formula found for n in 

Equation (3.31), we can obtain a differential equation for Nie as 

qFe'RSFe'RI~I'lvln ( Nlvln - NMn) _ Nie c:::: _ aNie . 
I'lvln (Nlvln - Nlvln ) + I'Fe (NFe - NFe ) Tb 

(3.33) 

To simplify the calculat ions , we assume that the absorption of the red light in 

the crystal is not large. Therefore, we can consider the red light intensity (h) m 

Equation (3.33) as a constant. We further assume that Nie «: NFe and NMn 

NA . This is a good approximation when we neglect the beginning of the bleaching 

curve [Figure 3.3 (b) ], and consider the dynamics of the latter part of the curve. 
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11 12 
I I 

Figure 3.7: Transmission of an optical beam through a very thin portion of the crystal 
with thickness 6.z. h and 12 are incident and transmitted light intensities. 

With all these approximations, the bleaching time constant Tb in Equation (3.33) 

becomes a constant independent of the position inside the crystal. The bleaching 

speed normalized to bleaching light intensity (IR) can be represented as 

( 
N 

)

-1 
1 I Fe Fe 

-1- = (qFe,RSFe,R) 1 + (N N ) . 
Tb R IMn Mn - A 

(3.34) 

The right- hand side of Equation (3 .34) can be found experimentally by fitting 

the latter part of the bleaching curves at different intensities with monoexponential 

formulas . The important fact is that in the bleaching experiment , we measure the 

transmitted light intensity. Therefore, we need to find the relation between light 

transmission and electron concentration in Fe traps (Nie) . For this purpose, consider 

a very thin portion (6. z ) of the crystal as shown in Figure 3.7. The transmitted 

intensity from this portion, h , is related to the incident intensity, h , as 

(3.35) 

or 

dIll (3.36) 
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Integrating Equation (3.36) from z = 0 to z = L, with L being the thickness of the 

crystal , results in 

(3.37) 

where Ii and I t are incident [1(z = 0)] and transmitted [1(z = L)] intensities, re

spectively. The experimental bleaching curve (as shown in Figure 3.3 (b)) can be 

approximately represented by 

t 
I = J. - /;:,.1 ~ J. - /;:,,10 exp(--) t I - I , 

Tb2 
(3.38) 

where /;:,.1 is the absorption change due to electron transfer from Mn to Fe centers , 

and can be represented from Equation (3.37) by 

/;:,.1 = Ii [1 - exp ( -SFe,Rhl/ 1L Nie(Z)dZ) ] (3.39) 

The time constant Tb2 for the variation of /;:,.1 can be calculated by taking the 

derivative of both sides of Equation (3.39) 

d/;:,.1 

dt ( 1L ) 1L dN- (z) 
1i s Fe,Rhl/ exp -SFe,Rhl/ 0 Nie(z)dz 0 ~~ dz 

h 1L dNie(z) d 
-SFeR 1/ d z 

, 0 t /;:,.1 

1 - exp (SFe,R1W 1L Nie(Z)dZ) 

/;:,.1 
(3.40) 

Assuming the optical density of the crystal for red light to be small (sFe,Rlw JoL Nie (z) dz « 
1) , we can simplify the denominator of the right-hand side of Equation (3.40). Fur

thermore, we can use dNie/ dt c::: - Nie/Tb from Equation (3.33) to rewrite Equa-



tion (3.40) as 

dD.I 

dt 
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rL 
dNi.(z) dz 

Jo dt D.I 

1L Ni.(z)dz 

1L -1 
-Ni.(z)dz 

o Tb D.I 1L Ni.(z)dz) 

-D.I 
(3.41 ) 

Comparing Equations (3.40) and (3.41) results in Tb = Tb2. Therefore, we can calcu

late T!2 / h from bleaching experiments and put it in Equation (3.34) to obtain one 

equation for the unknown parameters. Figure 3.8 shows the variation of the bleach

ing speed (1/Tb2) with red light intensity (h). The solid line in Figure 3.8 shows the 

linear fit to the experimental data. Using the slope of this line, we can obtain one 

equation for the unknown parameters as 

3.44. (3.42) 

Sensitization 

As mentioned before, the sensitization experiment is performed to find the dynamics 

of electron transfer from Mn to Fe traps by a homogeneous UV beam. The increase 

in electron concentration in the Fe traps results in an increase in the absorption of 

red light. The governing equations for the analysis of sensitization dynamics are 

aNMn 
at 

aNi. 
at 

aNi. aNMn 
----at + ----at 

1 aj 
-- - -0 e ax - , 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 
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Figure 3.8: Variation of the bleaching speed (1/Tb2) with bleaching intensity (h) . 
The solid line shows a linear fit to the experimental data. 

where we assume adiabatic approximation (fJJt = 0) in Equation (3.45). The initial 

conditions are Ni.(t = 0) = 0 and NMn(t = 0) = N A. Using N Mn = NA - Ni. from 

Equation (3.45) , we can find the differential equation for the electron concentration 

in the Fe traps as 

aNi. -qFe,UVSFe,UVl'Mn(NI-'ln - NMn)Ni. + I'FeqMn,UVSMn,Uv(NFe - Ni.)NMn 
at I'Fe(NFe - N Fe ) + I'Mn(NMn - N Mn ) 

x1uv. (3.46) 

The major complication in finding an analytic solution for Equation (3.46) is 

the high absorption of the UV light. The measured absorption coefficient of the 

crystal at 365 nm is a = 9 mm-I. Equation (3.46) is a point form formula, i.e. , 

it is valid at any point inside the crystal. To use the experimental results of the 

sensitization experiment for the calculation of the material parameters, we need to 

find from Equation (3.46) the total transmission of a weak red beam. For this purpose, 

consider the very thin portion (6.z) of the crystal as shown in Figure 3.7. Using 
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Equation (3.39) , we can calculate the initial slope of the transmitted intensity ratio 

vs. time as 

d(Id Ii) 1 - _ . h 1L dN}~(z) 1 d 
dt t=o - SFe,R V 0 dt t=O z. (3 .47) 

Substituting dNff't( z) It=o from Equation (3.46) into Equation (3.47), and replacing 

l uy(z) by l uyo exp( -aUYz), we obtain 

d(Id Ii) It=o = (SFe,Rhv)QMn,UySMn,UyNA Iuyo 
dt 1 + I'Mn(JVMn - NA ) aUY 

I'FeNFe 

(3.48) 

The left- hand side of Equation (3.48) can be calculated from the experimental re

sults. Figure 3.9 (a) shows the variation of the initial sensitization slope (d(Id{ Ii) It=o) 

with Iuyo. Figure 3.9 (a) shows that initial sensitization slope varies linearly with 

the UV intensity Iuyo as Equation (3.48) suggests. Replacing the slope of the line 

fitted to the experimental data ([d(Id{ Ii) It=ol! luyo) in Equation (3.48) resul ts in one 

equation for the unknowns as 

(3.49) 

Another equation can be obtained using the saturation value of the transmitted 

red light in the sensitization experiment. Figure 3.9 (b) shows the variation of the 

ratio of the transmitted to incident red intensity after 3 hours of sensitization vs. UV 

intensity Iuyo . This value is related to the electron concentration in Fe traps after 

3 hours of sensitization. The complication in the theoretical calculation is due to 

the variation of Nie within the thickness of the crystal (as a result of the large UV 

absorption). We first replace NMn by NA - Nie in Equation (3.46), and rewrite the 
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equation as 

aNie _ Nie + 'YFeqMn,uvs~'ln ,uvNFeNAIuvo exp( -cxuv z) + O([Nie]2) 
at T(Z) 'YFeNFe + 'YMn(NMn - NA) + ("(Mn - 'YFe)NFe 

Nie,final - Nie 
T( Z) 

where T(Z) is the space- dependent sensitization time constant defined by 

1 

T(Z) [
- qFe,UVSFe,UV 'YMn(NMn - N A ) + 'YFeqMn,UVSMn,Uv(NFe + N A )] 

'YFeNFe + 'YMn(NMn - N A ) + ("(Mil - 'YFe)NFe 

(3.50) 

xIuvoexp(-cxuvz). (3.51) 

Therefore, we can approximately express Nie(z) as 

Nie(z , t) = Niefinal [1 - exp (-Atexp( -cxuvz ))] , , (3.52) 

where 

(3.53) 

Using Equation (3 .42) and assuming NA '::: 0.9NMn (we check this assumption 

later) , we can calculate A ~ O.Ols- l . To calculate the total transmitted red light 

through the crystal, we again divide the crystal into very thin portions as we did 

before (Figure 3.7). Considering 

It = Ii exp (lL 

-cx(z, t)dZ) , (3.54) 

with 

cx(Z, t) = SFe,RhvNie(z, t) , (3.55) 
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and using Equation (3.52) yield 

1 1£ - In(It/Ii) = Niefinal [1-exp(-Atexp(-Quyz))]dz. 
SFe ,Rhv ' 0 

(3.56) 

The calculation of the integral in Equation (3.56) can be simplified by defining a new 

variable u = At exp( -QUyz). Applying this change of variable results in 

1·£ ( 1 j. At exp( u ) ) 
[1-exp(-At exp(-Quyz ))]dz =L l---

L 
du (3.57) 

o QUY . At exp( - auv £) U 

For sensitization of about 3 hours, we can calculate At C:::' 108. For our L = 0.85 

mm thick crystal with QUY = 9 mm- 1 at 365 nm, we have Atexp( -QuyL) C:::' 0.05. 

The integral in Equation (3.57) can be calculated using the tabulated Exponential 

Integral Function . The upper bound of this integral can be replaced with 00. The 

interesting property of the integral is that it is not a sharp function of the lower 

bound in the range of values that are relevant to our experiment. For example , for 

lower bounds (At exp( -QuyL)) of 0.04, 0.05 , and 0.07, the integral is equal to 0.65L, 

0.68L, and 0.72L, respectively. This justifies most of the approximations we made 

in this calculation. Using 0.7 L as the value of the integral in Equation (3 .56) , and 

using It/Ii = 0.9 from Figure 3.9 (b) , we obtain Nie,final C:::' 1.16 X 1024 m- a To obtain 

the third equation for calculating the model parameters , we apply the saturation (or 

steady-state) condition to Equation (3.46). At steady-state, the time derivatives are 

replaced with zero, and all variables are replaced with their final values. Therefore, 

we put 8Nie/8t = 0, Nie = Nie final C:::' 1.16 X 1024 m- 3
, and N Mn = NA - Nie final into , , 

Equation (3.46), and rearrange different terms to obtain 

(3.58) 

We now need to solve a system of three equations [Equation (3.42), Equation (3.49), 

and Equation (3.58) ] for three unknowns (qMn,UySMn, UY, rMn, and NA)' To do this , 

we use Equations (3.42) and (3.49) to replace the first two variables in terms of N A 
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in Equation (3.58). This results in a second- order equation for iVA as 

(3.59) 

Equation (3.59) results in two solutions for iVA and, therefore, two sets of solutions 

for our three unknowns are obtained. It turns out that only one of these sets results 

in acceptable recording and read- out response as evidenced by experimental results. 

The values for the three unknowns found by solving Equations (3.42), (3.49), and 

(3.58) are 

I'Mn 

3.1 x 1024m - 3 

3.55 x 10-5m 2
/ J 

8.51'Fe = 1.32 x 1O-13 m - 3s - 1 . 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

The value of iVA agrees with our assumption (iVA ':::: 0.9iVMn ) . We use iV. ... , 

qMn ,UVsMn,UV , and I'Mn from Equations (3.60)-(3.62) as the initial values in the simu

lation of sensitization, bleaching, and holographic recording and read- out curves, and 

then fine tune these values by trying to get the best fits to the experimental results. 

The final values of iVA, qMn,UVSMn,UY, and I'Mn are shown in Table 3.1. 

3.4.3 Comparison with the experimental results 

We calculated three of the unknown parameters for the model in the last section. The 

only remaining unknown parameter is the photovoltaic constant of the Mn traps at 

365 nm (K;Mn,UV). We used curve fitting with trial and error to find K;Mn,UV, and also 

to fine tune the values of the three parameters we found in the last section. We try to 

get the best overall fit to the experimental sensitization, bleaching, and holographic 

recording and read- out results. The simulation of the sensitization and bleaching 

curves is based on the numerical solution of Equations (3.50) and (3.33) , respectively. 

To consider the absorption of the UV light within the crystal, the crystal was divided 

into 50 thin portions with equal thickness. The intensity of UV light was assumed 
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to be constant in each portion. The corresponding equations were solved within each 

portion, and the overall optical density of the crystal for red light was calculated by 

adding up the optical densities of the individual portions. A similar procedure was 

used to consider the effect of UV absorption in the calculation of recording and read

out response. Since recording is performed after a few hours of sensitization, the initial 

conditions for the equations in each portion of the crystal were obtained by solving 

the governing sensitization equations for the specified time. Then the recording and 

read- out curve was simulated by solving Equations (3 .19), (3 .25), and (3 .26) in each 

portion. Since the diffracted fields from the different portions of the crystal are 

in- phase (Bragg condition is satisfied during read- out), we only need to add the 

diffracted fields (not the diffraction efficiencies) from the different portions. This can 

be easily performed by replacing 6nL in Kogelnik 's formula [52] by L:i 6niLi, where 

6ni and Li are the index change and thickness of the i-th portion. 

Figure 3.10 shows the comparison of the theoretical and experimental results for 

the best overall fit. The agreement between theory and experiment shown in Fig

ure 3.lO is quite good. The final values of all parameters resulting in the theoretical 

curves in Figure 3.10 are summarized in Table 3.1. 

3.4.4 Effect of sensitizing and recording intensities 

Figure 3.11 (a) shows the variation of theoretical saturation diffraction efficiency with 

the recording intensity (ho) when the ratio of the recording intensity to sensitizing 

intensity is fixed (hoi I uvo = 25). The two curves in Figure 3.11 (a) are calculated 

with and without neglecting the absorption of the sensitizing beam within the crys

tal. The neglection of this absorption is an acceptable assumption only for very thin 

crystals or for cases where we are interested in local hologram strength. However, it 

does not apply to thick crystals since UV absorption can not be neglected in such 

crystals. Typical absorption coefficients of the crystals we used are close to 9 mm-1 

at 365 nm. As Figure 3.11 (a) shows, the final diffraction efficiency is not a func

tion of the absolute intensities while the intensity ratio is constant. Figure 3.11 (b) 
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shows the variation of the saturation diffraction efficiency with recording intensity 

(ho) with constant sensitizing intensity (Iuvo). Figures 3. 11 (a) and (b) suggest that 

the final diffraction efficiency in two- center holographic recording is a function of the 

intensity ratio (IRolluvo) only and not a function of the absolute intensities. This can 

be intuitively understood from Figure 3.1 (b). While sensitizing light both populates 

Fe traps and partially erases the hologram, recording light records the hologram by 

redistributing electrons among traps via the conduction band. Effectively, sensitiz

ing light populates and recording light depopulates the Fe traps. The strengths of 

the processes caused by sensitizing and recording lights depend on sensitizing and 

recording intensities, respectively. Therefore, if we change sensit izing and recording 

intensities while keeping their ratio constant , we will not change the relative strength 

of the processes involved in recording the hologram, and we will obtain the same 

saturation diffraction efficiency. Note that holographic recording speed still depends 

on t he absolute intensit ies as stronger beams result in faster processes. 

The dependence of the final diffraction efficiency on t he intensity ratio does not 

depend on the absorption of the sensit izing beam as evidenced by Figure 3.11 (a). 

However, higher UV absorption results in a smaller maximum obtainable diffraction 

efficiency by reducing the effective thickness of the crystal. Figure 3. 11 (b) shows 

that the peak in the theoretical variation of the final persistent diffraction efficiency 

with recording intensity is also broader for higher UV absorption. This is due to 

t he fact that the ratio of the recording and UV intensities (hoi Iuvo) varies through 

t he thickness of the crystal as the absorption of the recording light is much weaker 

t han that of the UV light. Therefore, the best UV intensity corresponding to the 

approximately fixed recording intensity can not be provided for all points within the 

t hickness of the crystal. If the UV intensity is high enough, there is a relat ively 

narrow region within the crystal with optimum intensity ratio. By increasing the UV 

intensity, this narrow region moves away from the UV entrance edge. If we increase the 

UV intensity beyond some maximum value, there is no region within the crystal with 

optimum intensity ratio as the UV intensity remains too high at all points within the 

crystal thickness. For UV intensities above that maximum value, the final diffraction 
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efficiency decreases with increasing UV intensity. Therefore, we get a broad peak in 

the variation of the final diffraction efficiency with the UV intensity while recording 

intensity is fixed . Similar argument holds for the variation of the final diffraction 

efficiency with recording intensity while the UV intensity is fixed. The width of 

the peak in the variation of the final diffraction efficiency with recording intensity 

depends on the UV absorption coefficient: The larger the UV absorption coefficient, 

the broader the peak. 

Finally, it is important to note that there is no intensity threshold for two-center 

holographic recording as shown in Figure 3.11. We can record holograms with very low 

recording and UV intensities and obtain large diffraction efficiencies if the intensity 

ratio is picked properly. This is a big advantage of two- center recording over two- step 

persistent holographic recording using small polarons in LiNb03 :Fe crystals. 

3.4.5 Importance of sensitizing light 

As shown in Figure 3.5, the presence of ultraviolet light during hologram formation 

is crucial for obtaining large diffraction efficiencies. The diffraction efficiency raises 

quickly and drops afterwards almost to zero with no ultraviolet light present during 

the hologram formation. After some reading, the grating finally disappears com

pletely. With assistance of ultraviolet light during recording, much higher efficiencies 

are obtained. Subsequent reading erases first the grating partially, but the remaining 

grating persists despite further red illumination. This is due to the fact that the 

grating can not be recorded in the Mn traps in the absence of UV during record

ing. In this section, we discuss an intuitive reason for this behavior based on the 

physical mechanisms that are responsible for holographic recording. We also use the 

theoretical model to verify the intuitive reason. 

The electron recombination rates of Mn and Fe centers have the same order of 

magnitude. Therefore , the probabilities of trapping a conduction band electron at Mn 

and Fe sites are comparable. As a result, when an electron is excited from Fe centers 

to the conduction band, it will end up in Mn centers after a few Fe retrapping cycles 
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(for example, if the trapping probability at each center is 1/ 2, the average number of 

retrapping at Fe centers before being trapped at Mn centers is 2). An electron moves 

only a few nanometers in the conduction band before getting retrapped at either 

centers due to small mobility of conduction band electrons in LiNb03 . Therefore, if 

there is no UV illumination during recording, an electron moves only a few nanometers 

on the average which is much smaller than the grating period (usually around 1 J-Lm). 

This is due to the fact that red light is not able to excite electrons from Mn centers. 

Once an electron is trapped in Mn centers, it can not be used for holographic recording 

any more. Having simultaneous UV illumination during recording makes the Mn 

electrons available for recording and increases the average distance an electron can 

move through multiple cycles of excitation. This results in a successful recording of 

gratings in Mn with large saturation diffraction efficiencies. 

In recording a hologram in the LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal , the main source for moving 

electrons in the conduction band is the bulk photovoltaic effect (jph = liFe ,RNie i R) . 

At the beginning of recording, the electron concentration in the Fe traps (Nie) is 

uniform due to pre-sensitization with a homogeneous UV beam. Therefore, the bulk 

photovoltaic effect is maximum at the peaks of the red light intensity (h). Without 

UV during recording, the recording light bleaches the Fe centers. This bleaching is 

faster in high light intensity regions resulting in 1800 phase difference between Nie 

and h. Assuming sinusoidal variation with space, we can represent the first Fourier 

component of the bulk photovoltaic current as 

]phl 

where we assumed 

ho + hI exp(iKx) , 

Nieo - Niel exp(iKx) , 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

with all parameters defined as before. Therefore, at some point in time, the bulk 
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photovoltaic current at the peaks of the interference pattern becomes weaker than 

the bulk photovoltaic current at positions away from the peaks. This reverses the 

prevailing charge transfer direction and causes erasure. The peak in the recording 

curve of Figure 3.5 (without UV) corresponds to this reversal of direction. The main 

term in the grating formation is the first spatial Fourier component of this current 

that becomes zero at the peak, and changes its phase by 1800 afterwards resulting in 

the erasure of the grating. 

The argument presented above is useful for an intuitive understanding of the 

processes. We can also use our theoretical model to explain the experimental mea

surements in Figure 3.5. Figure 3. 12 shows the concentration of filled Fe centers (Ni,J 

and photovoltaic current at different times during hologram formation as a function 

of position x. In calculating the results shown in Figures 3.12 (a) and (b), we as

sumed that recording is performed by red only (without UV) and by the simultaneous 

presence of UV and red, respectively. In both cases, we assumed that recording is 

performed after pre-sensitization of t he crystal with UV light . 

Figure 3.12 (a) shows clearly that the reversal in the direction of charge transfer 

is responsible for the fall of the diffraction efficiency when the UV light is not present 

during hologram formation . Furthermore, Figure 3.12 (b) shows that t he presence of 

UV during recording results in a nonzero steady-state electron concentration in the 

Fe t raps. This is due to continuous sensitization (electron transfer from Mn traps to 

Fe traps) by UV light. As a result , the reversal in the charge transfer direction in the 

conduction band does not occur, and a strong hologram can be recorded . 

It is important to note that the space charge pattern resides in both centers since 

the recombination rate of the electrons from the conduction band for the Fe and Mn 

centers are close to each other. Therefore, modulated Fe2+ and Mn2+ gratings are 

formed during recording. The phase difference between the two gratings is close to 

1800
• This is due to the fact that in bright red regions, electrons are transferred 

from Fe to Mn centers (via the conduction band) at maximum rate. The electron 

t ransfer in low red light intensity regions is much weaker due to the smaller number 

of red photons available in those regions. Therefore, the modulated Mn2+ grating is 
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Figure 3.12: Spatial variations of recording intensity (h), electron concentration in Fe 
traps (Nie), and bulk photovoltaic current (jph) over two grating periods (A) at differ
ent times in a thin slice of the crystal during holographic recording. Recording is per
formed by two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 m W /cm2) 

and (a) without UV illumination during recording, and (b) with simultaneous illumi
nation with a UV beam (wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 mW/cm2 ). In both cases, 
it is assumed that the crystal was pre- illuminated by the UV beam for two hours 
before recording. 
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maximum in the brighter red regions, and minimum in the darker areas. The situation 

for the Fe2+ grating is reverse, introducing a 1800 phase difference between the two 

sinusoidal patterns. The real phase difference is a little bit smaller than 1800 due 

to the movement of electrons in the conduction band before being retrapped. The 

larger the average distance an electron can move, the larger this phase difference will 

be. The sum of these gratings produces the space- charge field. With Fe2+ and Mn2+ 

concentration gratings like 

we get the space charge grating 

Nieo -!::::.N cos(Kx + cPFe) 

N MnO +!::::.N cos(Kx + cPMn) , 

p(z) -e!::::.N [cos(Kx + cPMn) - cos(Kx + 1>Fe)] 

-e!::::.N(1)Mn-cPFe)sin(Kx) , 

assuming small phase shifts 1> and overall charge neutrality. 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

Note that we assumed the peak of the sinusoidal part of the gratings (!::::.N) to be 

approximately the same as the main source for the formation of these patterns is the 

local transfer of electrons from Fe to Mn centers due to the presence of the recording 

light. With UV present during recording, the average distance an electron can move is 

much larger resulting in a larger phase difference between the gratings and therefore 

much larger diffraction efficiencies. Finally with UV present during recording, we 

get to a saturation where the space-varying current becomes zero. At saturation, 

there is no net electron motion in the conduction band resulting in a constant phase 

difference between the gratings and a constant diffraction efficiency. During read-out 

with red light only, electrons in the Fe centers move in the reverse direction resulting 

in the partial erasure of the hologram. The hologram is not completely erased since 

the electrons can move only a short distance before being trapped in the Mn centers. 

The final grating is stored in the Mn centers and, therefore, further read-out with red 
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light is non-destructive. 

We can use our theoretical model to verify the above argument. Figure 3.13 

shows the concentration of electrons in Fe and Mn traps at different times during 

recording with simultaneous presence of the UV light. As Figure 3.13 shows, the 

phase difference between the electron concentration in the two traps is close to 1800 

at all times. Figure 3.14 shows the deviation of the phase difference between electron 

concentrations in Mn and Fe traps from 1800 (i.e., ¢'Mn - ¢Fe) in Equation (3.68) with 

time during hologram formation with UV light present. As we explained intuitively, 

the phase difference between the two gratings in Fe and Mn traps grows with time 

due to spatial movement of electrons in the traps via the conduction band. Note that 

Figure 3.14 shows the variation with time only within a thin slice at the light entrance 

face of the medium. Due to large UV absorption, the speed of hologram formation is 

smaller in the other slices and, therefore, the speed of formation of the phase difference 

shown in Figure 3.14 is not the same as the speed of the formation of the hologram 

which depends on the dynamics of all slices throughout the thickness of the crystal. 

It is important to note that the two gratings in the two traps are entangled to each 

other. Any change in one of the gratings results in a corresponding change in the other 

one. This is due to the fact that any change in the electron concentration of either 

traps has to be performed via the conduction band, and the probabilities of electron 

trapping by the Fe and Mn traps are comparable. As Figure 3.13 shows, the final 

modulation depth of the electron concentration in the Mn traps is much smaller than 

that before read- out . If we could erase the grating in the Fe traps without affecting 

that in the Mn traps, we would increase the final diffraction efficiency by a very large 

factor. Unfortunately, we have not been able to do this due to the entanglement of 

the two gratings in the two traps. 

3.5 Optimization of two-center recording 

In this section, we focus on the effects of individual design parameters (i.e., Fe and Mn 

concentrations, initial electron concentrations in the traps, recording and sensitizing 
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Figure 3.13: Spatial variations of electron concentrations in (a) Fe (Nie) and (b) Mn 
traps (NMn) and (c) their sum (Nie + NMn ) over two grating periods (i\.) at differ
ent times (B: at the beginning of recording, S: at saturation, and F: after sufficient 
read-out) in a thin slice of the crystal during holographic recording. Recording is per
formed by two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 m W / cm 2) 
with simultaneous illumination with a UV beam (wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 
mW/cm2

). Note that the spatial variation of Nie has 1800 phase shift with that of 
the recording intensity as shown in Figure 3.12 (b). 
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and Fe traps from 1800 (i.e., ¢Mn - ¢Fe) during hologram recording by two red beams 
with simultaneous presence of a UV beam. 

intensities and wavelengths, etc.) on the dynamic range of two- center holographic 

recording systems. A convenient measure for the dynamic range is the M/# [73]. 

As we will see later, an approximate measure for the !VI/ # in two-center holographic 

recording scheme is the square-root of the final persistent diffraction efficiency. There

fore , we consider this approximate M/# as the system parameter to optimize. Vlie 

consider the effect of each of the design parameters on this measure while all other 

design parameters are fixed. The effects of recording and sensitizing intensities were 

considered in the last section. 

3.5.1 Effect of Fe concentration 

Figure 3.15 (a) shows the theoretical variation of the approximate M/# with Fe con

centration while the Mn concentration is fixed at NMn = 3.8 X 1024 m-3 (corresponding 

to 0.01 wt. % MnO doping). In this calculation, we assumed that all Fe traps are ini

tially empty and 90% of the Mn traps are occupied by electrons (NA = 3.4 X 1024 m-3
). 
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As Figure 3.15 (a) shows, stronger holograms and larger M/# are obtained at higher 

Fe concentrations. The variation in Figure 3.15 (a) can be understood by using the 

energy band diagram in Figure 3.1 (b). Without any Fe traps, we can not record 

any holograms as red light can not excite electrons from Mn traps to the conduction 

band. By increasing the concentration of the Fe traps (keeping all of them initially 

empty), we increase the probability of trapping electrons from the conduction band 

by Fe traps. This increases the concentration of electrons in the Fe traps that can be 

used for holographic recording with red light , and therefore stronger holograms can 

be recorded and a larger M / # is obtained. In the calculation shown in Figure 3.15 

(a), we considered only the practical Fe concentration in LiNb03 (up to 0.15 wt. % 

Fe203) . We do not use higher Fe concentration in LiNb03. However, if we could 

increase it without limit , we would reach a point where increasing Fe concentration 

would result in smaller NI/#. This is due to the strong erasure during read~out. A 

strong hologram could be recorded initially, but it would be strongly erased during 

read~out with red light, resulting in a small persistent diffraction efficiency. This is 

due to the fact that the probability of trapping electrons from the conduction band 

by Mn centers would be very small in a crystal with a huge Fe concentration. As 

a result , the space~charge pattern is mainly in the Fe traps. Such a space~charge 

pattern is erased strongly during read~out through electron transfer from Fe to Mn 

traps in a process similar to the erasure process in LiNb03:Fe crystals. Therefore, 

the final diffraction efficiency which is due to the hologram recorded in the Mn traps 

is smalL Furthermore, strong absorption of the recording beams may also limit the 

highest useful Fe concentration. 

Figure 3.15 (b) shows the result of holographic recording and read~out experiments 

performed with two different LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals with the same Mn concentra

tion and thickness but different Fe concentrations. The crystals were also annealed 

together to have similar initial electron concentrations in Mn traps while all Fe traps 

are initially empty. Recording and read-out is performed with the same system param

eters (intensities, grating period, etc.) in both crystals. The experimental parameters 

are mentioned in the captions. As Figure 3.15 (b) shows, the crystal with 50% more 
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Figure 3.15: Effect of Fe concentration on two-center holographic recording in 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals. (a) Theoretical variation of the final hologram strength 
(approximate M/#) with Fe concentration while Mn concentration is fixed at 
3.8 x 1018 cm-3 (equivalent to 0.01 wt. % MnO). (b) Recording and read- out curves 
for two LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals each doped with 0.01 wt. % MnO . The Fe doping 
level for each crystal is shown in the figure. Recording is performed by a UV beam 
(wavelength 404 nm, intensity 4 mW /cm2 ) and two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, 
intensity of each beam 300 mW/cm2). Read- out is performed by one of the red 
recording beams only. 
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Fe traps has approximately 50% larger M/# as suggested by Figure 3.15 (a). 

The theoretical and experimental results shown in Figure 3.15 suggest that in de

signing a material for two- center holographic recording, we should choose the highest 

practical doping level for the shallower traps (i.e., Fe in LiNb03:Fe:Mn). 

3.5.2 Effect of Mn concentration 

Figure 3.16 (a) shows the theoretical variation of the approximate M/# with Mn 

concentration while the Fe concentration is fixed at NFe = 2.5 X 1025 m- 3 (corre

sponding to 0.075 wt . % Fe203 doping). In this calculation, we assumed that all Fe 

traps are initially empty and 90% of the Mn traps are occupied by electrons. All other 

parameters are also kept constant (as mentioned in the captions). As Figure 3.16 (a) 

shows, there is an optimum Mn concentration that results in the largest M/#. The 

variation in Figure 3.16 (a) can be explained by using the energy band diagram in 

Figure 3.1 (b). Without any Mn traps , we can not record a hologram since all Fe 

traps are initially empty. In holographic recording with red light using Fe traps , we 

need to have electrons in these traps. Therefore, we have M/# = 0 at zero Mn 

concentration. By increasing the Mn concentration from zero (while 90% of them 

filled with electrons), we increase the number of electrons available for sensitization. 

Therefore, we get a larger electron excitation rate from Mn traps to the conduction 

band (rate 1 in Figure 3.1 (b)). On the other hand, since 10% of the Mn t raps are 

empty, we also increase the rate of electron trapping at Mn centers (rate 3 in Fig

ure 3.1 (b)) by increasing the Mn concentration. This acts against sensitization (or 

electron transfer to Fe traps). Therefore, by increasing the Mn concentration, we have 

two competing effects in favor of sensitization and against it. If the overall effect is in 

favor of sensitization, we get more electrons in Fe traps and, therefore, larger IvI/ # 

by increasing the Mn concentration. If the overall effect is against sensitization, we 

obtain a smaller electron concentration in Fe traps and a smaller M / # by increasing 

the Mn concentration. In low Mn concentration, the increase in the electron excita

tion rate predominates the increase in the electron trapping rate by Mn centers, and 
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we get larger M/# by increasing the Mn concentration. If we keep increasing the Mn 

concentration, we get to a point where the increase in the electron trapping rate at 

Mn centers starts to predominate. Increasing the Mn concentration beyond this point 

results in smaller 10.1/#. This explains the occurrence of a maximum in the variation 

of the M/# with the concentration of the Mn traps. For the intensity ratio chosen 

in this calculation, the optimum occurs when the Mn concentration is approximately 

10% of the Fe concentration. 

Figure 3.16 (b) shows the results of holographic recording and read- out experi

ments performed with three different LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals with the same Fe con

centration and thickness but different Mn concentrations. The crystals were also 

annealed together to have similar initial electron concentrations in the Mn traps 

while all Fe traps are initially empty. Recording and read-out is performed with the 

same system parameters (intensities, grating period, etc.) in both crystals. The ex

perimental parameters are mentioned in the captions. As Figure 3.16 (b) shows, the 

crystal whose Mn concentration is approximately equal to 10% of its Fe concentra

tion has the largest persistent diffraction efficiency (and therefore largest M / # ). The 

persistent diffraction efficiency is smaller for crystals with higher Mn concentrations. 

The experimental results confirm the latter part (after maximum) of Figure 3.16 (a). 

If we believe that no hologram can be recorded (M/# = 0) without any Mn traps, 

we can conclude from the experimental results that there is an Mn concentration 

resulting in the maximum M/#. 

The theoretical and experimental results shown in Figure 3.16 suggest that in 

designing a material for two- center holographic recording, we should choose the op

timum doping level for the deeper traps (i.e., Mn in LiNb03:Fe:Mn). As a rule of 

thumb, the optimum for any LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal occurs when the Mn concentra

tion is approximately 10% of the Fe concentration. Although this result is obtained 

for a specific crystal and specific intensity ratio, we expect it to be a good starting 

point in the design of a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal for two- center holographic recording. 

For any other material and / or dopands , there is always an optimum concentration 

for the deeper traps that can be found by the method we described. 
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Figure 3.16: Effect of Mn concentration on two- center holographic recording in 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals. (a) Theoretical variation of the final hologram strength (ap
proximate M/#) with Mn concentration while Fe concentration is fixed at 2.5 x 1019 

cm- 3 (equivalent to 0.075 wt. % Fe203). In the simulation, it its assumed that all Fe 
traps are empty, and 90% of the Mn traps are filled with electrons. (b) Recording and 
read- out curves for two LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals each doped with 0.05 wt. % Fe203. 
The Mn doping level for each crystal is shown on the figure. Recording is performed 
by a UV beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 4 m W / cm2), and two red beams (wave
length 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 mW/cm2). Read- out is performed by one 
of the red recording beams only. 
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3.5.3 Effect of annealing 

Since holographic recording is performed by spatial rearrangement of the electrons in 

the Fe and Mn traps, the initial electron concentration in the traps has an important 

effect on the holographic recording performance. The electron concentration in the 

traps can be varied by annealing [70] the crystal, i.e., heating the crystal at different 

temperatures in different environments. For LiNb03, heating the crystal to about 

1000°C in an oxygen (02) environment results in the oxidation of the crystal and, 

therefore, lower electron concentration in the traps. On the other hand , heating a 

LiNb03 crystal at about 700-800°C in an argon (Ar) environment results in the 

reduction of the crystal, and higher electron concentration in the traps. Since Mn 

traps are deeper in the band gap than Fe traps, electrons fill the Mn traps before Fe 

traps when the crystal is reduced. For persistent holographic recording, it is essential 

that at the end of the annealing process all Fe traps be empty, and only a portion of the 

Mn traps be filled. Figure 3.17 (a) shows the theoretical variation of the approximate 

NI/# with the portion of filled Mn traps while the Mn and Fe concentrations are 

fixed at NMn = 3.785 X 1024 m-3 (corresponding to 0.01 wt. % MnO doping) and 

NPe = 2.5 X 1025 m-3 (corresponding to 0.075 wt. % Fe203 doping) , respectively. In 

this calculation, we assumed that all Fe traps are initially empty as required to obtain 

persistence. As Figure 3.17 (a) shows, there is an optimum annealing (or oxidation 

/ reduction) state for the crystal that results in the best NI/# . For the crystal with 

specifications given above, the optimum annealing state is where approximately 95% 

of the Mn traps are filled, and all Fe traps are empty. 

To check the theoretical result and to investigate the effect of the oxidation / 

reduction state of the crystal, we performed experiments with four x-cut congruent 

LiNb03 crystals doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and with 0.01 wt. % MnO. The crys

tals were all from the same boule. The samples were strongly oxidized (LN1), oxidized 

(LN2), weakly oxidized (LN3) and weakly reduced (LN4) by annealing at tempera

tures between 700 and 1000°C in oxygen or argon atmosphere for different times. 

Sample LN1 was 2.9 mm and all others were 0.85 mm thick. The absorption spectra 
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of the crystals LN1, LN3, and LN4 are shown in Figure 3.1S. The absorption spec

trum of LN2 is very close to that of LN3, and is not shown to avoid confusion. Almost 

all traps in the highly oxidized crystal are empty, resulting in small absorption above 

420 nm . The absorption below this wavelength comes from band- to- band absorp

tion of LiNb03 , electron transfer from the valance band to Fe traps (hole generation) 

[74], and possibly some excitation of the few remaining electrons in Mn traps. As we 

reduce the oxidized sample, more Mn traps become occupied by electrons resulting 

in stronger absorption above 420 nm (crystals LN2 and LN3). As we continue to 

reduce the sample, we reach a point where all Mn traps are occupied by electrons, 

and start to fill Fe traps with electrons. This causes an absorption band to appear at 

about 477 nm. The absorption in this band becomes stronger as we continue reducing 

the sample. The behavior observed in Figure 3.1S implies that LN1 has hardly any 

electrons in either trap, LN2 and LN3 have partially filled Mn traps and empty Fe 

traps, and LN4 has completely filled Mn traps and partially filled Fe traps. Therefore, 

we expect to get poor results using either LN1 or LN4. However, LN2 and LN3 are 

intuitively appropriate for persistent holographic recording. 

To check the intuitive arguments mentioned above, we recorded holograms in the 

four crystals. Recording and read- out curves for the four crystals are shown in Figure 

3.17 (b). Strong holograms can not be recorded in LN1 as shown in Figure 3.17 (b). 

This is because LN1 is a highly oxidized sample. Due to strong oxidation of LN1 , only 

a few electrons are available in Mn traps while all Fe traps are empty in this sample. 

On the other hand , electrons are essential for holographic recording in LiNb03 by 

red light. This explains the very small diffraction efficiency obtained for LNl. Due 

to strong oxidation, we can not record any hologram in LN1 which does not have 

electrons in either of the traps. Persistent holograms can be recorded in both LN2 

and LN3 with good diffraction efficiencies as shown in Figure 3.17 (b). We think 

that this is due to the appropriate oxidation / reduction state of these two samples. 

Compared to LN1, both LN2 and LN3 are reduced with stronger reduction for LN3. 

Therefore , LN2 and LN3 have more electrons than LNl. These extra electrons are 

initially in Mn traps as discussed previously. The reduction of LN2 and LN3 are 
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Figure 3.17: Effect of annealing on two-center holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe:Mn 
crystals. (a) Theoretical variation of the final hologram strength (approximate M/#) 
with portion of filled Mn traps while Fe and Mn concentrations are fixed at 2.5 x 
1019 cm-3 (equivalent to 0.075 wt . % Fe203) and 3.8 x 1018 cm-3 (equivalent to 0.01 
wt. % MnO), respectively. (b) Recording and read-out curves for four LiNb03:Fe:Mn 
crystals each doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. The annealing 
is performed differently for different crystals (as specified in the text). Recording 
is performed by a UV beam (wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 m \IV /cm2

), and two 
red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 m \IV /cm2). Read- out is 
performed by one of the red recording beams only. 
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Figure 3.18: Absorption spectra of three LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals. The crystals are 
from the same boule, but they are annealed differently. 

not strong enough to fill all Mn traps and start filling Fe traps. Therefore , it is not 

possible to record any holograms with only red light in LN2 and LN3 initially. As 

Mn traps are filled with electrons by reduction, more electrons can be transferred 

to Fe traps by UV light . This is due to both having more electrons in Mn traps 

and less empty Mn centers to trap electrons from the conduction band. The latter 

results in a larger probability of electron trapping at Fe centers. Therefore, we can 

record faster and get larger diffraction efficiencies . During read- out by red light, 

electrons are transferred from Fe traps to Mn traps resulting in a partial erasure 

of the hologram. When all electrons are transferred to Mn centers, the remaining 

hologram persists against further read- out. Therefore, reducing the crystal results 

in an increase in both sensitivity and the M/# [75]. This explains the recording 

and read-out curves for both LN2 and LN3. Since LN3 is more reduced than LN2, 

it has faster recording and stronger final diffraction efficiency. Finally, Figure 3.17 

(b) shows that recording in LN4 is much faster than the other samples , and larger 

saturation diffraction efficiencies can be obtained in LN4. However, the recorded 
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hologram is erased during read- out by red light. This is because LN4 is a strongly 

reduced sample. If we reduce the crystal too much, we reach a point where we do 

not have enough empty ?vIn traps to store a strong space- charge pattern, although 

we have a lot of electrons. Therefore, we can record strong holograms with good 

speed, but we lose a major part of it during read- out. Therefore, the final persistent 

diffraction efficiency is limited by the availability of empty NIn traps. The extreme 

case is when we reduce the crystal so strongly that all NIn traps are filled, and part 

of Fe traps are filled as well. This is the case for LN4. In this case, we have a 

very good sensitivity (fast recording) since we do not need electron transfer from NIn 

traps to already partially- filled Fe traps. We can also record strong holograms due 

to initial electron population in Fe traps and very effective UV sensitization due to 

filled NIn traps. However, electrons are transferred during read- out from Fe centers 

to NIn centers until all NIn centers are occupied. The remaining hologram resides in 

Fe centers and is totally erased by further read-out. The final diffraction efficiency 

after considerable read- out would be zero. This explains the recording and read-out 

curve for LN4. 

To summarize, experimental results confirm the theoretical result that there is 

an optimum oxidation / reduction state for a doubly-doped LiNb03 crystal that 

results in the desired performance. This optimum depends on the doping levels of 

the shallower (Fe) and deeper (NIn) traps and on the intensities of the sensitizing 

(UV) and recording (red) beams. Figure 3.17 (a) shows that for the crystal used in 

these experiments, the optimum oxidation / reduction state that results in the best 

M/# is when about 95% of the NIn traps are filled with electrons. This is close to 

the oxidation / reduction state of LN3. Once again , although this result is obtained 

for a specific crystal and specific intensity ratio, we expect it to be a good starting 

point in the design of any LiNb03:Fe:NIn crystal for two-center holographic recording. 

For any other material and / or dopands, there optimum annealing is when all the 

shallower traps are empty and a good portion of the deeper traps are filled. 
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Figure 3.19: Absorption spectrum of a typical LiNb03:Mn crystal. 

Effect of sensitizing wavelength 

As mentioned before, one of the main concerns in two~~center holographic recording 

is the large absorption of the sensitizing (UV) beam. The maximum useful crystal 

thickness depends on how deep the sensitizing beam can penetrate the crystal. There

fore, large UV absorption results in a severe limitation in the maximum useful crystal 

thickness. Typical absorption coefficient of the LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals we used in the 

previous experiments was 9 mm- I . A large part of this absorption comes from band 

to band absorption of LiNb03 that results in the generation of electrons and holes 

which recombine rapidly. Therefore , this part of the UV absorption is not useful for 

sensitization. The useful and unavoidable portion of this absorption is due to the 

electron excitation from Mn and Fe traps to the conduction band. Another portion 

of this absorption is due to the electron transfer from the valance band to the Fe 

centers (hole generation). This portion is typically much smaller than the other two 

portions. 

To avoid the unwanted extra absorption of the sensitizing beam, we can increase 
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sensitizing wavelength . Higher sensitizing wavelengths result in weaker band to band 

absorption, and therefore larger useful thickness of the material. On the other hand , 

too high sensitizing wavelength results in an inefficient sensitization due to the smaller 

sensitivity of the Mn traps to higher wavelengths. Figure 3.19 shows the absorption 

spectrum of a LiNb03 crystal doped with Mn only. It is evident from Figure 3.19 that 

we should not use sensitizing wavelengths above approximately 420 nm. A practical 

wavelength below this limit is 404 nm that is available from a mercury lamp. Figure 

3.20 (a) shows the experimental recording and read- out curves for a LiNb03 :Fe:Mn 

crystal with different sensitizing wavelengths (365 nm and 404 nm) . As Figure 3.20 (a) 

shows, using 404 nm sensitizing light results in larger persistent diffraction efficiency 

(and M/#) even with 5 times lower sensitizing intensity. The recording speed for 

the case of 365 nm sensitizing light is larger only due to 5 times larger sensitizing 

intensity at this wavelength. Figure 3.20 (b) shows the angular selectivity curves 

(variation of the persistent diffraction efficiency with angle of the reference beam) 

of plane- wave holograms recorded in a 0.85 mm thick LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal with 

different sensitizing wavelengths (365 nm and 404 nm). The hologram recorded with 

404 nm sensitizing light is more selective suggesting that the efFective (or useful) 

crystal thickness is larger when we use 404 nm light for sensitization. 

In general , to obtain the best performance in two- center holographic recording, 

we must choose the sensitizing wavelength long enough to avoid unwanted absorption 

(band-to- band, etc.) and short enough to result in efficient sensitization from the 

deep traps. For LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals, the best wavelength is in the 400-410 nm 

range. 

3.6 Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the performance of the two- center holographic recording 

from a system point of view. In any holographic recording system, we would like to 

have large dynamic range (measured by M/#), fast recording (measured by sensitiv

ity), and long persistence (non- destructive read-out). As explained in Section 3.5, an 
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Figure 3.20: Effect of sensitizing wavelength on two- center holographic recording 
in LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals. (a) Recording and read- out curves for a 0.85 mm thick 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % MnO with two 
different UV wavelengths. Recording is performed by a UV beam (wavelength and 
intensity in each case specified in the figure), and two red beams (wavelength 633 
nm, intensity of each beam 300 mW/cm2). Read-out is performed by one of the red 
recording beams only. (b) Selectivity curves of two holograms recorded by the same 
two red beams and one UV beam with different wavelength. 
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approximate M / # can be measured by taking the square root of the final diffract ion 

efficiency (after sufficient read- out) from the recording and read-out curves. In Chap

ter 4, we will discuss a more exact definition of the J\l1/# for two- center holographic 

recording. From Figure 3.20 (a) we can obtain M/# c:o: 0.27. We can improve M/# 

by a factor of close to 3 by using extraordinary (in plane) polarization for recording 

and read-out beams due to the larger electro-optic coefficient of LiNb03 for extraor

dinary polarization. Therefore, we expect to have /vI/ # c:o: 1 for a 1 mm thick crystal. 

In a practical system, we would typically like to have a 1 cm thick crystal. In the 

absence of absorption , the M / # scales linearly with the crystal thickness suggesting 

111/# c:o: 10 for a 1 cm thick sample. In normal holographic recording, the devia

tion in the linearity of the M / # with thickness is not large as the absorption of the 

recording beams can be adjusted properly by annealing treatment. However, the ab

sorption of the sensitizing beam in two- center holographic recording is typically much 

larger than that of the recording beams. This large absorption reduces the effective 

t hickness of the crystal. Therefore, we can not obtain larger M/# by simply using 

thicker crystals. To get an idea about the largest useful thickness of a LiNb03:Fe:Mn 

in two- center holographic recording, we used the theoretical model to calculate the 

variation of the approximate M /# with crystal thickness for different UV absorption 

coefficients (auv). Figure 3.21 shows the results. As Figure 3.21 shows, the largest 

usable crystal thickness for auv = 9 mm- 1 is 0.5 mm. This is the case when UV 

wavelength is 365 nm. However, for auv = 1 mm- 1 (when UV wavelength is 404 nm) 

we can use 4-5 mm thick crystals without losing M/# by much. We can even use 

1 cm thick samples if we use two sensitizing beams to sensitize the crystal from the 

two opposite sides. In this case, each beam sensitizes 5 mm of the crystal effectively, 

and therefore , the entire crystal thickness is used for holographic recording. As a 

result, we expect to have M/# close to 10 for a 1 cm thick crystal in the transmission 

geometry with extraordinary polarization. 

Although the M/# obtained above is acceptable for many practical applications, 

the recording speed is too low. A measure for the recording speed is sensitivity (5) 

defined by the initial slope of the holographic recording curve normalized by recording 
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Figure 3.21: Variation of the approximate JvI/# with crystal thickness in two- center 
holographic recording for different absorption coefficients of the sensitizing beam (in
tensity 20 mW/cm2 ) . In this calculation, we assumed that recording is performed by 
the simultaneous presence of the sensitizing beam and two red beams (wavelength 
633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 m W /cm2). 
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intensity and crystal thickness [76] as 

s _ (dyTi/dt) It=o 
- IRee L ' 

(3.69) 

where the unit of S is usually cm/ J. Typical sensitivity we obtained for recording with 

red light with ordinary polarization is S = 0.0035 cm/J. We can increase this value to 

S ~ 0.01 cm/ J by using extraordinary polarization for recording and read- out beams. 

However, this value of S is still one order of magnitude lower than what is needed 

(about S = 0.1 cm/ J) for practical applications. Therefore, finding ways to improve 

the sensitivity of two- center holographic recording is essential for the success of this 

method for practical holographic recording systems. We will discuss the sensitivity 

issues in two- center holographic recording in detail in Chapter 4. 

The third important property for any holographic recording system is persistence 

(non- destructive read- out). Two- center holographic recording with red light has 

excellent persistence as shown in Figure 3.5. One measure for persistence is the erasure 

time constant during read- out with some pre- specified reading intensity. Figure 3.22 

shows the variation of the erasure speed (the inverse of erasure time constant) of the 

final hologram with the intensity of the reading red beam. To obtain the experimental 

data depicted in Figure 3.22, we first recorded a hologram with simultaneous presence 

of two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 m W /cm2
) and one 

sensitizing beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 4 m W /cm2). Then, we read- out 

the hologram for 24 hours with one of the red beams to make sure that almost all 

of the electrons in Fe traps are transferred to Mn traps. Then, we read- out the 

hologram with one red beam with different intensities for at least 10 hours in each 

case. The erasure time constant (Te) was then calculated by fitting the erasure curve 

to a monoexponential function like 

A exp( -t/Te) . (3.70) 

The deviation of the data from a linear curve is partly due to the error in measuring 
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Figure 3.22: Variation of the erasure speed (l/Te) with the intensity of the red reading 
beam (h) in two- center holographic recording. 

the erasure time constant (due to the very long nature of the erasure process), and 

partly due to the fact that we have two traps instead of one. In other words, the 

erasure from the Mn traps is performed by redistributing electrons among the Mn 

traps via the conduction band either without intermediate trapping at the Fe centers 

or with the intermediate trapping at the Fe centers, and the corresponding erasure 

dynamics of these two erasure pathways are different. 

We now give an example to show the excellent persistence of the two- center holo

graphic recording. Let's assume that we use a reading intensity of 100 m \IV /cm2 in 

a practical holographic memory module consisting of 1000 holograms each with a 

diffraction efficiency of 10- 4
. We also assume that we need to read each hologram for 

approximately 5 f.J,S (with 100 m W /cm2 reading intensity) to accumulate enough elec

trons in the detector. From Figure 3.22, the erasure time constant at 100 m W /cm2 is 

approximately 107 seconds. Therefore, we can read one hologram for approximately 

3.5 x 106 seconds or 3.5 x 106/5 X 10- 6 = 7 X lOll times (calculated using Equa

tion (3.70)) before the diffraction efficiency drops to 50% of its original value. As a 
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result , we can read the entire memory module (entire 1000 holograms) 700 million 

times before we need to refresh the information in the memory. This is practically 

equivalent to saying that we do not need to refresh the information in the memory at 

all. In the next two chapters, we will elaborate more on this measure of persistence 

and the details of the above calculations. 

A very interesting property of two- center recording is the possibility of recording 

strong localized holograms [77, 78]. Using two-center recording, we can record holo

grams in slices or even small spots of the crystal. This property is the result of the 

sensitization process, i.e., we can not record holograms without the presence of the 

sensitizing beam. Therefore, we can define the extent of a hologram by shaping the 

sensitizing beam appropriately. This is not hard to accomplish since the sensitizing 

beam is homogeneous. Figure 3.23 shows the idea of recording multiple holograms 

in slices of a LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal. The sensitizing beam (UV) and the reference 

beam (red) are focused by a cylindrical lens to illuminate only a slice of the mate

rial in which a hologram is recorded. The signal beam (red) illuminates the entire 

crystal , but it records a hologram only at the sensitized slice. The signal beam does 

not significantly affect the holograms recorded in other slices due to the insensitivity 

of the deeper traps (Mn centers) to recording light (red) . Therefore, we can record 

multiple strong holograms using this method. Note than similar idea does not work 

well in normal recording in singly doped crystals, since the signal beam corresponding 

to each hologram erases the holograms recorded in previous slices. Using two- center 

recording, we can also record holograms in small spots of the crystal by focusing the 

sensitizing beam to a small spot. 

3.7 Conclusions 

Two- center holographic recording is a promising method for persistent holographic 

recording in LiNb03 crystals. It is based on using a sensitizing beam and two record

ing beams to record a hologram in a doubly- doped crystal. Both traps are so deep 

that thermal depopulation of either trap can be neglected. The crystal needs to be 
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Doubly doped crystal 

Figure 3.23: Recording multiple holograms in slices of a doubly- doped LiNb03 crys
tal. Here , Sen, Ref, and Sig represent sensitizing, reference, and signal beams, re
spectively, while SLM, L, and CL are spatial light modulator, normal (spherical) lens, 
and cylindrical lens, respectively. 
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annealed properly to make sure that initially all shallower traps as well as a portion of 

the deeper traps are empty. The success of the method is due to a big asymmetry in 

the physical mechanisms responsible for recording and read- out. During recording, 

an electron on the average undergoes many cycles of excitation from traps to the 

conduction band, moving in the conduction band, and getting trapped. During read

out , an electron on the average is limited to only a few of these cycles. Therefore, 

read- out only causes a partial erasure of the stored information, and after that the re

maining hologram can be read- out for a very long time without considerable erasure. 

Although the hologram is initially recorded in both traps, it is finally recorded in the 

deeper traps after sufficient read-out. The presence of UV light during recording is 

crucial for the asymmetry between recording and read-out. Without UV light during 

recording, a strong hologram can not be recorded. 

Initial experimental results suggest that it is possible to obtain M/# c::: 10 for 

a 1 cm thick LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal. The M/# depends mainly on the ratio of the 

recording and sensitizing intensities. Sensitization and bleaching experiments are 

very helpful in choosing these intensities. It can be optimized by choosing the correct 

ratio among the excitation and recombination rates of the two traps. This entangles 

the concentrations of the traps, the oxidation / reduction state of the crystal, and 

sensitizing and recording intensities. The best M/# can be obtained by choosing the 

concentration of the shallower traps as high as practically possible, then optimize the 

concentration of the deeper traps and the oxidation / reduction state. As a rule of 

thumb for a LiNb03:Fe:Mn, the best Mn concentration would be 10% of that of Fe 

concentration, and the best annealing state is when about 95% of the Mn traps are 

filled while all Fe traps are empty. The choice of the sensitizing wavelength is also a 

crucial step in improving the M / #. This wavelength should be long enough to avoid 

extra absorption due to band-to- band absorption of LiNb03 . On the other hand, it 

needs to be short enough to provide effective sensitization from the deeper traps. 

Although two- center holographic recording has impressing persistence and very 

good M / # for most practical applications, its sensitivity is at least one order of 

magnitude smaller than what is needed. Therefore, sensitivity improvement is very 
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important for the practicality of two- center holographic recording. This issue will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 System issues in two-center 

holographic recording 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, we explained the basic idea of two- center holographic recording in 

doubly- doped LiNbOa crystals. We showed that persistent holographic recording can 

be achieved by proper annealing of the crystal and by using appropriate wavelengths 

and intensities for sensitizing and recording beams. The major problem in the initial 

experimental results of the two- center recording described in Chapter 3 was the low 

sensitivity (5 c:::: 0.003 cm/ J). To design a practical holographic read / write memory 

system, sensitivity needs to be at least in the order of 5 c:::: 0.1 cm/ J. Therefore, finding 

possible ways for improving sensitivity in two- center recording is very crucial. In this 

chapter, we discuss the possibility of improving the sensitivity of two-center recording 

by reducing the recording wavelength and by increasing the electron mobility in the 

recording material. 

Another system issue that we discuss in this chapter is the effect of fanning in 

two- center recording. Fanning is a major noise source in holographic recording. It is 

caused by the recording of unwanted holograms during both recording and read- out 

of the stored information. In this chapter, we compare the strength of fanning in 

two- center recording with that in normal recording. 

All holographic recording experiments described in Chapter 3 consisted of the 

recording of a single hologram. In a practical holographic storage system, we need 

to record many holograms in the same location of the recording medium to obtain 

large storage capacities. In multiplexing many holograms, we need to record different 

holograms for different amounts of time based on a recording schedule to ensure 

that all recorded holograms are equally strong. In this chapter, we propose and 
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demonstrate such a recording schedule for two- center recording. 

4.2 Improving sensitivity in two-center recording 

by using a shorter recording wavelength 

One reason for the very low sensitivity of two- center recording with UV and red 

(wavelength 633 nm) in LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals is the small absorption cross section 

of the Fe traps at 633 nm. Figure 4.1 shows the absorption spectrum of a typical 

LiNb03:Fe crystal. The crystal is highly reduced to clearly show the broad absorption 

band of Fe traps centered at about 477 nm. As Figure 4.1 shows, the absorption 

coefficient of the crystal (that is linearly proportional to the absorption cross section 

of the Fe traps) at red is much less than that at blue (wavelength 488 nm). Therefore , 

a more effective wavelength for recording from Fe traps is 488 nm. However, non

destructive read-out can not be obtained at 488 nm due to considerable absorption of 

Mn traps at 488 nm. We can use recording wavelengths between 488 nm and 633 nm 

to make a compromise between persistence and sensitivity. Shorter wavelengths result 

in better sensitivity and worse persistence while longer wavelengths result in worse 

sensitivity and better persistence. One of the wavelengths in this range that can be 

easily obtained from an Ar ion laser is 514 nm. In the rest of this section, we consider 

different aspects of two-center recording in a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal using 404 nm for 

the sensitization beam and 514 nm for the recording beams [79]. 

4.2.1 Two-center recording experiments using 514 nm light 

for recording 

We performed experiments with a congruently melting x- cut 0.85 mm thick LiNb03 

crystal doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. The crystal was first oxi

dized for 4 hours at 1000 DC in O2 atmosphere and then reduced for 1 hour at 700 DC 

in Ar atmosphere to obtain the best dynamic range parameter (M / #) [75] while keep

ing non- destructive read- out [80]. This annealing treatment results in fully empty 
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Figure 4.1: Absorption spectrum of a highly reduced LiNb03 :Fe crystal. The broad 
absorption band at about 477 nm is due to the Fe traps. 
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Fe traps and partially (more than 90%) filled Mn traps before sensitization. UV 

light was from a 100 W mercury lamp (wavelength 404 nm, unpolarized, intensity 

4 m W jcm2 , homogeneous). Recording is performed with two plane waves of coherent 

light (wavelength 514 nm, intensity of each beam 17 mWjcm2 , ordinary polariza

tion) interfering inside the crystal with the UV light simultaneously illuminating the 

crystal. The angle between each beam and the normal to crystal surface outside the 

crystal was 21 0. The grating vector was aligned parallel to the c axis of the sample. 

The crystal was homogeneously pre- exposed to ultraviolet light for at least one hour 

before recording. Then a plane- wave grating was recorded and reconstructed in each 

experiment. Read-out of each hologram was performed by one of the recording beams 

only with the UV beam blocked. 

Figure 4.2 shows the recording and read- out curve. As Figure 4.2 shows, the 

recording dynamics in recording with UV and green are similar to those in two

center recording with UV and red discussed in Chapter 3. However, the recording 

intensity is much smaller in recording with UV and green (34 m W jcm2 compared 

to 600 mWjcm2). Therefore , sensitivity (5) is improved by recording with UV and 

green instead of UV and red. We can measure 5 from Figure 4.2 using 

( 4.1) 

to be 5 c:::: 0.07 cmj J , that is almost 20 times bigger than the sensitivity obtained 

in recording with UV and red (5 c:::: 0.003 cmjJ). In Equation (4.1), fJ is the ratio 

of ,jii after sufficient read-out to ,jii at the end of recording (before any read- out). 

Furthermore, 71, h, and L are diffraction efficiency, total recording intensity, and 

crystal thickness, respectively. 

The sensitivity in holographic recording using red light is smaller than that using 

blue or green light for both normal and two-center recording. This is due to the 

position of Fe traps in the band gap of LiNb03 . The absorption spectrum of a typical 

LiNb03 :Fe crystal shows a broad maximum centered at 477 nm. The absorption cross 

section of Fe traps at 633 nm is smaller than that at 514 nm. The bulk photovoltaic 
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Figure 4.2: Recording and read-out curve for a plane- wave hologram in a 0.85 mm 
thick LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal. Recording is performed by simultaneous presence of 
a homogeneous UV beam and two green beams (wavelength 514 nm). Read- out is 
performed by one of the recording beams with no UV light present . 
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coefficient of Fe traps has similar variation with the wavelength. Therefore, we need 

to use higher red light intensities to obtain comparable excitation rate from Fe traps 

to the conduction band, comparable photovoltaic current , and comparable recording 

dynamics to those in recording with green light. This results in lower sensitivity as 

S varies as l/IR for a fixed d,fti/dt. 

The effect of different absorption cross sections of Fe traps at different wavelengths 

can be better understood by the bleaching experiments shown in Figure 4.3 (a). The 

crystal is first sensitized by UV light for at least one hour, then the sensitized crystal 

is illuminated with a green or red beam and the transmitted beam is monitored. As 

electrons are transferred from Fe to Mn traps during bleaching, the absorption of the 

monitoring beam is reduced. As Figure 4.3 (a) shows, to obtain comparable bleaching 

speed with red and green light we need to have a much stronger red beam (IRed = 300 

mW/cm2 compared to Icreen = 17 mW/cm2). Therefore, we expect the sensitivity 

using green and UV to be about 300/17 c:::: 18 times better than the sensitivity using 

UV and red. The small difference between this value and the actual measured value of 

20 for sensitivity improvement is due to the role of better photovoltaic constant of the 

Fe traps at 514 nm, and the small difference between the bleaching time constants 

for red and green in Figure 4.3 (a). The results of the bleaching experiment can 

be used along with those of the sensitization experiment shown in Figure 4.3 (b) to 

show that the recording and sensitizing intensities used for the two- center holographic 

recording experiments are appropriate. In the sensitization experiment, the crystal 

was illuminated with the UV beam while the transmitted power of a very weak 

green beam was monitored to obtain the dynamics of electron transfer from lVIn to 

Fe centers. As Figure 4.3 shows, the intensities used for UV and green (or red) 

beams result in comparable sensitization and bleaching speed. This is desirable for 

obtaining strong diffraction efficiencies in two- center holographic recording. Much 

faster sensitization (stronger UV) results in the strong erasure of the hologram by 

UV light, while much faster bleaching (stronger green or red intensity) results in the 

strong bleaching of the Fe traps. Both cases result in small diffraction efficiencies. 

It is helpful to note that the typical sensitivities obtained in normal holographic 
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Figure 4.3: Normalized transmitted light intensity in a 0.85 mm LiNb03:Fe:Mn crys
tal. (a) Bleaching experiment: The sensitized crystal is bleached with a strong green 
(wavelength 514 nm) or red (wavelength 633 nm) beam with ordinary polarization, 
(b) Sensitization experiment: The crystal is sensitized with a homogeneous UV beam 
(wavelength 404 nm, intensity 4 mW /cm2

) while monitored by a weak green beam 
(wavelength 514 nrn, intensity 0.2 mW/ crn2

, ordinary polarization). 
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recording in LiNb03 :Fe crystals in transmission geometry with ordinary polarization 

are S c:::: 0.05 - 0.3 cm/J for recording with blue light (488 nm), and S c:::: 0.01 - 0.1 

cm/J with red light (633 nm). Typical sensitivities obtained in two-center holo

graphic recording in LiNb03 :Fe :Mn crystals are S' = 0.0033 cm/ J and S' = 0.07 

cm/J with red (633 nm) and green (514 nm) light, respectively (Figure 4.2) . The 

main reason for the smaller sensitivity obtained in two- center holographic recording 

compared to that in normal recording is the recording mechanism. vVhen recording 

in a LiNb03:Fe crystal , electrons are excited from Fe traps to the conduction band by 

the recording light , move a short distance in the conduction band, and get trapped 

at Fe traps. This cycle of excitation, movement, and trapping is repeated while the 

hologram becomes stronger. Due to the small mobility of electrons in the conduction 

band of LiNb03 , electrons need to go through this cycle many times for recording 

strong holograms. In two- center recording, electrons are excited by ultraviolet light 

either from Mn or from Fe traps into the conduction band while red light excites 

electrons only from the shallower Fe traps, and green light excites electrons mostly 

from Fe traps. The conduction band electrons can recombine with both centers. Due 

to the extra sensitization (electron transfer from Mn to Fe traps) process, two- center 

holographic recording is less sensitive than normal recording: During two- center holo

graphic recording, the recording light excites electrons mainly from Fe centers to the 

conduction band. These electrons are trapped at either Fe or Mn centers after moving 

a short distance in the conduction band. The electrons trapped in Fe centers can be 

used in the next cycle of excitation, movement, and trapping, while those trapped 

in Mn centers need to be transferred back to Fe centers (via the conduction band) 

by UV light before participating in another cycle. This increases the average time 

of each cycle resulting in a lower sensitivity. This sensitivity loss can be reduced by 

using higher UV intensities. Another reason for the smaller sensitivity in two- center 

recording is the partial erasure during read- out represented by fJ in Equation (4.1). 

In the recording experiments shown in Figure 4.2, fJ is about 0.7. 
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4.2.2 Partial loss of persistence III recording with 514 nm 

light 

Although we can improve the sensitivity of two- center holographic recording by a 

factor of 20 through the use of green instead of red recording light , using green light 

results in a partial loss of the persistence due to the faster erasure of the hologram in 

Mn traps. As Figure 4.2 shows, the read- out curve has a small downward slope even 

after sufficient read-out. One measure for the severity of this erasure is the number of 

times we can read the entire stored information in a practical memory system before 

the diffraction efficiency of each hologram is dropped to 50% of the original value. To 

calculate this, we first determine the erasure time constant by fitting the end part of 

the read- out curve in Figure 4.2 to an exponential function 

..fij=Cexp(-t/T) . (4.2) 

The curve fitting results in T = 2 X 105 s for an erasing intensity of 1= 17 mW/cm2 . 

We then assume that the memory module has a 1 x 1 x 1 cm3 crystal with M/#=10, 

and 1000 holograms each with diffraction efficiency of 1] = 10- 4 are recorded. We 

also assume that each hologram contains a 1000 x 1000 two-dimensional data page 

(corresponding to lO/-lmx10/-lm pixels) resulting in a total capacity of 1 Gbit for the 

memory module and that successful read-out of each hologram requires the accumu

lation of 1000 photons per pixel. We also assume that both recording and read- out 

intensities are 100 m W /cm2
. Therefore, the read- out time for each hologram is 

1000 
tread = A1]I/(hv) ~39/-ls, (4.3) 

where A = 10-6 cm2
, 1] , I , h, and v are pixel area, diffraction efficiency of each 

hologram, read- out intensity, Plank's constant , and optical frequency of the read- out 

beam, respectively. Therefore, the read- out time for the entire 1 Gbits memory is 

1000 x 39 /-lS = 39 ms. Since the erasure time constant is inversely proportional to the 
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reading intensity, we can calculate the erasure time constant at 100 m W /cm2 from 

the value we measured at 17 m W /cm2 to be T = (17/100) x 2 x 105 s= 3.4 X 104 s. 

The total time we can read the hologram before the diffraction efficiency ('f/) drops to 

half of its original value (or ,fii drops to 70% of its original value) is t = T In( J2) = 

1.2 x 104 seconds. Therefore, we can read the entire information in the memory 

module approximately 300,000 times before the diffraction efficiency drops to 50% of 

its original value. 

When the diffraction efficiency of each hologram falls below some minimum value, 

we need to refresh the entire memory module by reading out and re-recording all 

holograms. To calculate the refreshing time of the memory we described above, we 

assume that we use in- plane (or extraordinary) polarization for the recording beams 

to obtain S' = 3 x 0.07 = 0.21 cm/ J due to the larger electro- optic coefficient 

of LiNb03 for extraordinary polarization (r33 ~ 3r13). Using Equation (4.1) and 

assuming that the recording dynamics are linear for small diffraction efficiencies, we 

can calculate the recording time of a hologram with diffraction efficiency of 10- 4 to 

be 0.5 s for a 1 cm thick crystal with a recording intensity of 100 m W /cm2
. To record 

1000 holograms with equal diffraction efficiencies (each equal to 10- 4
), we need to 

use the recently- proposed recording schedule for two- center holographic recording 

[81]. Taking into account different recording times for the different holograms and 

assuming the recording time of the last hologram to be 0.5 sec, we obtain a total 

recording time of t ~ 1000In(1000) x 0.5 s~ 3500 s. 

Although the focus of this chapter is sensitivity improvement by using green light, 

we also improve the dynamic range parameter , M/#, by using green light. This can 

be inferred from Figure 4.2. The final diffraction efficiency obtained in recording 

with green light is about 40% better than that obtained in recording with red light. 

This results in an improvement in the N£/# by at least 20%. The approximate M/# 

(square root of the final diffraction efficiency) for recording with green and UV can be 

measured from Figure 4.2 to be M/# ~ 0.33. If we use extraordinary polarization, 

we can obtain M/# ~ 1 for our 0.85 mm thick sample. Using a 1 cm thick sample 

can result in M/# more than 10. This is in agreement of the M/# = 10 we assumed 
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in the persistence calculation of this section. 

4.3 Effect of carrier mobility in holographic record-
. 
lng 

Recording and erasure time constants in holographic recording are approximately in

versely proportional to the mobility of carriers responsible for recording (i.e. , electrons 

in the conduction band or holes in the valence band). Holograms can be recorded 

faster if we can increase the mobility of carriers responsible for recording. Therefore, 

one idea for increasing sensitivity could be increasing the carrier mobility. In almost 

all holographic recording experiments in LiNb03 , these carriers are electrons in the 

conduction band. The mobility of these electrons can be varied by changing the stoi

chiometry of LiNb03 . Congruently melting LiNb03 crystals (typical ratio of Li to Nb 

about 94%) have the lowest electron mobility while perfectly stoichiometric crystals 

(ratio of Li to Nb ions equal to 1) have the highest electron mobility. The mobility 

of electrons in the conduction band of LiNb03 can also be varied by highly doping 

the crystal with magnesium (iVIg). Typical doping levels required are in the order of 

4 wt. % of iVIgO [45]. 

In this section, we investigate the possibility to increase the holographic recording 

sensitivity (S) in LiNb03 through increasing electron mobility (f.1} Our assumption 

is that other material properties (i.e., absorption cross section and recombination 

coefficient for the different traps, etc.) are fixed, and we only change the mobility 

of electrons in the conduction band. To clarify the effect of electron mobility on 

sensitivity and M/#, we first consider normal recording with single wavelength in 

a typical LiNb03:Fe crystal. Then, we will discuss the role of electron mobility in 

two- center holographic recording and compare it with that in normal recording. 
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4.3.1 Effect of carrier mobility in normal holographic record-

mg 

To study the effect of electron mobility (p) on M / # and S, we only need to consider 

the dependence of saturation hologram strength (Ao) and recording time constant 

(Tr) on p. We assume that recording and erasure t ime constants are approximately 

the same resulting in 

M/# 

Ao , ( 4.4) 

where Te is the erasure time constant. Note that even if Tr and Te are not the same, 

they have similar variations with electron mobility. Therefore, the main parameter 

that represents the effect of p on M/# is the saturation hologram strength Ao. Note 

also that Ao is linearly proportional to saturation space-charge field E1,sat. Therefore, 

we can use 

M/# ex Ao ex E1,sat (4.5) 

to study the effect of p on M/# . The effect of p can be studied by using the formula 

for S in terms of E 1,sat and Tr as 

S (4.6) 

where hand L represent recording intensity and crystal thickness , respectively. Both 

hand L are independent of p. 

The approximate formulas for E1 ,sat and Tr are 

jphvl + jdiffl 

epno 
(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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where e and no are the electronic charge and the average (DC) electron concentra

tion in the conduction band, respectively. Furthermore, jphvl and jdiffl are the first 

Fourier components of bulk photovoltaic and diffusion current densities , respectively. 

Furthermore, no can be approximately represented by 

qFe SFeNieoI RO 

IFe(NFe - N FeO ) , 
(4.9) 

where qFeSFe and IFe represent the absorption cross section from Fe traps to the con

duction band and recombination coefficient of the Fe traps, respectively. Furthermore, 

N Fe , Nieo , and I RO represent total Fe concentration, electron concentration in the Fe 

traps, and average (DC) recording intensity, respectively. The formulas for Jphv l and 

Jdiffl in a LiNb03 :Fe crystal are 

Jphv l 

Jdiffl 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Here, K:Fe and hI in Equation (4.10) are bulk photovoltaic constant of the Fe traps at 

recording wavelength and the amplitude of sinusoidal recording intensity, respectively. 

In Equation (4.11), kB , T, K , and nl represent Boltzmann constant, absolute temper

ature , amplitude of grating vector of the hologram, and the first Fourier component 

of the electron concentration in the conduction band. For holographic recording in 

congruently melting LiNb03:Fe crystals using transmission geometry, the bulk photo

voltaic current is dominant and the diffusion current density (jdiffl) in Equation (4.7) 

can be neglected resulting in 

(4.12) 

Replacing no in Equation (4.12) by its equivalent from Equation (4.9), we obtain 

(4.13) 
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Putting Equations (4.13) and (4.8) into Equations (4.5) and (4.6) , we obtain the 

dependence of M / # and S on J-l as 

M/# 

S 

1 

J..l 
C, 

(4.14) 

(4.15 ) 

where C represents some constant independent of J-l. Note that Equations (4.14) and 

(4.15) are valid only in the regime of the domination of bulk photovoltaic current . 

Therefore, these equations can be applied to congruently melting crystals . Equations 

(4.14) and (4.15) suggest that we can not increase sensitivity by increasing mobility, 

while we lose M/# by increasing mobility. This result might seem strange at the 

beginning since we know that the holograms are recorded faster at higher electron 

mobility (recording time constant becomes smaller at higher mobility). However, 

sensitivity depends on the ratio of saturation hologram strength (Ao) and recording 

time constant (Tr). When the bulk photovoltaic current is dominant , both Ao and Tr 

decrease with increasing J-l in a similar way resulting in approximate independence of 

sensitivity from J..l. 

The situation is completely different in the regime of the domination of diffusion 

current. This is the case for stoichiometric LiNb03:Fe crystals, or in some cases, for 

congruently melting crystals in the 900 geometry. The saturation space- charge field 

in this regime can be represented by 

E1,sat 
_ jdiffl ::::: -if{ kBT nl . 

eJ-lno e no 

Assuming unity modulation depth of recording intensity, we can use nl 

simplify Equation (4.16) as 

kBT f{ . 

e 

(4.16) 

no to 

( 4.17) 

Equation (4.17) suggests that in the regime of the domination of diffusion current, 

saturation space- charge field is approximately independent of J..l. Using this result, 
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we can summarize the dependence of 1111/# and 5 on /1 in this regime as 

M/# 

5 

G' 

/1 , 

( 4.18) 

( 4.19) 

where G' is a constant independent of /1. Equations (4.18) and (4.19) suggest that 

increasing mobility in the regime of the domination of diffusion current is a good 

idea for increasing sensitivity without affecting M/#. In this regime, the saturation 

hologram strength is independent of /1. Therefore , increasing /1 results in increasing 

sensitivity by reducing the recording time constant. The domination of diffusion 

current in LiNb03 occurs in near stoichiometric crystals or the crystals that are 

highly doped with MgO, or in some cases in the 90° geometry with small grating 

period (or high spatial frequency) . 

As discussed above, we need to get to the regime of domination of diffusion current 

in LiNb03: Fe to start improving sensitivity by increasing /1. To do this, we need 

to increase /1 by using stoichiometric crystals, for example. However, we lose NI/# 

by a large factor in going from the regime of domination of photovoltaic current to 

that of the domination of diffusion current. This is clearly depicted in Figure 4.4 that 

shows the theoretical variation of the saturation hologram strength (Ao ::= M/#) 

and sensitivity (5) with electron mobility (/1) in a 0.85 mm thick LiNb03 crystal 

doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203' The calculation is performed by solving Kukhtarev's 

equations [59] numerically using Fourier development explained before. We assumed 

that recording was performed by two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of 

each beam 250 mW/cm2). Although 633 nm is not the best wavelength for recording 

from Fe traps, we chose it to be the same as the recording wavelength in two- center 

recording discussed later. The two curves in each part of Figure 4.4 are calculated 

with and without considering diffusion current to show the regimes of the domination 

of the different components of current. As Figure 4.4 shows, we need to increase 

/1 by more than one order of magnitude from that of a typical congruently melting 

LiNb03 crystal to enter into the regime of the domination of the diffusion current 
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where sensitivity can be improved by increasing iJ further. During this process, M/# 

is reduced by more than one order of magnitude before getting to the diffusion domi

nation regime where it becomes almost independent of iJ. It is important to note that 

the range of iJ shown in Figure 4.4 is not the practical range that can be obtained 

by changing the stoichiometry of LiNb03 crystals. It is not practically possible to 

increase electron mobility in LiNb03 by three orders of magnitude by simply changing 

the stoichiometry of the crystal or by doping it with MgO. Therefore, the usage of 

stoichiometric crystals or crystals doped highly with MgO in the transmission geom

etry is not a good idea to improve S. While sensitivity of these materials is similar 

to that of congruently melting crystals, their dynamic range (M / #) is much smaller 

than that of the congruently melting crystals. 

Figure 4.5 shows the recording and read- out curve for a plane wave hologram 

recorded in a 0.85 mm thick LiNb03 crystal doped with 0.25 wt. % Fe203 and 

4.3 wt. % MgO. Recording is performed in transmission geometry by two plane waves 

(wavelength 488 nm, intensity of each beam 15.5 mW/cm2, ordinary polarization) 

while reading is performed by one of the recording beams. The values of M /# and S 

calculated from Figure 4.5 are M/# = 0.15 and S = 0.15 cm/J. Although S = 0.15 

cm/ J is in the same order of sensitivities that can be obtained in congruently melt

ing LiNb03:Fe crystals, the value of the M/# is much lower than those obtained in 

congruent LiNb03:Fe crystals with similar properties. 

4.3.2 Effect of carner mobility III two-center holographic 

recording 

One might expect that similar behavior of M/# and S with carrier mobility is ob

tained in two- center recording since changing mobility affects electron transport in 

the conduction band that is similar for both normal and two- center recording. How

ever, the effect of mobility on M/# and S in two-center recording is very different 

from that in normal recording. Figure 4.6 shows the theoretical variation of sensitivity 

(S) and final saturation hologram strength (approximate M / #) with electron mobil-
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical variations of (a) sensitivity (5), and (b) approximate M/# 
with electron mobility (jL) for a 0.85 mm thick LiNb03 :Fe crystal in normal recording. 
It is assumed that recording is performed by two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, 
intensity of each beam 250 mW/cm2 , ordinary polarization). 
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Figure 4.5: Recording and read- out curve for a plane wave hologram in a 0.85 mm 
thick LiNb03 :Fe:Mg crystal. Recording is performed by two coherent beams (wave
length 488 nm, intensity of each beam 15.5 mWjcm2

, ordinary polarization) . Read
out is performed by one of the recording beams. 
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ity (/-1) in two- center holographic recording in a LiNb03 crystal doped with 0.075 

wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. In this calculation we assumed that all Fe traps as 

well as 10% of the Mn traps are initially empty. We also assumed that recording was 

performed by one UV beam (wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 m W /cm2) and two red 

beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 250 m W /cm2). The two curves in 

each part of Figure 4.6 are calculated with and without considering diffusion current 

to show the regimes of the domination of diffusion and bulk photovoltaic currents. 

As Figure 4.6 (a) shows, the variation of sensitivity (initial recording slope normal

ized by recording intensity and crystal thickness) in two- center recording is similar 

to that in normal recording (Figure 4.4 (a)). However, the variation of the persistent 

lVJ / # with /-1 in two- center recording is totally different from that in normal recording 

as Figure 4.6 (b) shows. The M/# in two-center recording decreases initially with 

increasing /-1 going to zero at one value of /-1. It then increases with further increasing 

/-1 , and finally becomes constant in the diffusion dominated regime. 

To understand the unexpected variation of persistent M/# with /-1, it is help

ful to think about the reason for obtaining persistence in two-center recording in a 

LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal, i.e., the asymmetry between the average number of excitation 

to the conduction band, movement in the conduction band, and trapping cycles for 

an electron during recording and read- out. An electron on the average goes through 

many of these cycles to record a strong hologram at very low values of mobility, while 

it goes through only a few cycles during read-out due to trapping at Mn centers. 

Therefore, we only see a small partial erasure of the hologram during read- out at low 

values of /-1 , and we observe relatively high persistent M / # at low /-1 . The asymmetry 

between the number of cycles during recording and read- out is reduced as /-1 increases 

since the average distance an electron moves in the conduction band in each cycle is 

linearly proportional to /-1. Therefore, the average number of cycles an electron un

dergoes during recording decreases with increasing /-1. On the other hand, the average 

number of cycles an electron undergoes during read-out does not strongly depend on 

/-1 as it is mainly determined by the relative probabilities for electron trapping at Fe 

and Mn centers. Therefore, the average distance an electron moves backward during 
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Figure 4.6: Theoretical variations of (a) sensitivity (S), and (b) approximate M/# 
with electron mobility (J.1) for a 0.85 mm thick LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal in two- center 
recording. It is assumed that recording is performed by one UV beam (wavelength 
365 nm, intensity 20 m W /cm2 ) and two red beams (wavelength 514 nm, intensity of 
each beam 250 mW/cm2

, ordinary polarization). 
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read~out becomes closer to the average distance an electron moves forward during 

recording as f-i increases. This results in a stronger partial erasure and smaller persis

t ent M/# at higher values of f-i. The lowest persistent M/# is obtained at the specific 

value of f-i that results in the total disappearance of the asymmetry during recording 

and read~out. For this specific value of f-i, the hologram is completely erased during 

read~out resulting in zero persistent M/#. If we increase f-i further , the hologram 

will undergo a 1800 phase shift during read~out. In other words, the electron transfer 

from Fe traps to Mn traps during read~out causes the diffraction efficiency to go first 

to zero at some time. At this time, the two holograms in Fe traps and Mn traps are 

equally strong, but they are exactly 1800 out of phase. Therefore, the total hologram 

strength (sum of the two holograms) is zero. The remaining space~charge pattern 

(or electron concentration) in the Fe traps will be transferred to the Mn traps via 

the conduction band during further read~out. However, these electrons move in the 

conduction band, and this movement results in a nonzero hologram strength. The 

phase difference between this newly revealed hologram and the original one is 1800
• 

As f-i increases from its specific value (resulting in zero persistent M/#), the revealed 

hologram during read~out becomes stronger. Therefore, M/# increases with increas

ing f-i after that specific value of f-i that results in zero persistent NI/# as shown in 

Figure 4.6 (b) . Figure 4.7 shows the theoretical recording and read~out curves for 

plane wave holograms recorded in the LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal discussed before at dif

ferent values of f-i . The 1800 phase shift obtained during read~out at very high f-i as 

well as the total erasure of the hologram during read~out at a specific value of f-i are 

evident from Figure 4.7. 

It is important to note that the sensitivity values shown in Figure 4.4 (a) were 

calculated without considering persistence. If we are interested in the persistent 

sensitivity, we need to modify this value by the partial erasure of the hologram during 

read~out as explained in Chapter 3. This results in even lower values of sensitivity, 

especially around the specific value of f-i that results in zero M/#. 

To investigate the possibility of sensitivity improvement in two~center recording by 

increasing electron mobility, we performed experiments with a 5 mm thick LiNb03 
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Figure 4.7: Theoretical recording and readout curves for a 0.85 mm thick 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal in two-center recording. The curves were calculated using 
different values of electron mobility (fJ,). It is assumed that recording is performed 
by one UV beam (wavelength 365 nm, intensity 20 m W /cm2) and two red beams 
(wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 250 mW/cm2 , ordinary polarization). 
(a) Comparison of recording and read-out curves of a congruent (low mobility) crys
tal with that of a crystal with a special mobility value (/-Lo resulting in zero final M /# ' 
(b) Comparison of the recording and read- out curves for different values of mobility 
in the vicinity of /-L = /-Lo. 
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crystal doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 , 0.01 wt . % MnO, and 4.3 wt. % MgO. The 

oxidation of the crystal to the level that all Fe traps as well as a portion of Mn 

traps are empty was very difficult. This difficulty is a typical property of the Mg 

doped or stoichiometric LiNb03 crystals making the optimization of annealing in two

center recording sophisticated or even impossible. The physical reason is that more 

stoichiometric or Mg doped crystals have less defects that allow charge compensation 

upon thermal annealing. Although we oxidized the crystal for three consecutive days 

at 1000- 1100 DC in O2 atmosphere, there was still a small electron concentration in 

Fe traps, and all Mn traps were occupied by electrons. We recorded a plane wave 

hologram using one homogeneous sensitizing beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 

3.6 m W /cm2) and two recording beams (wavelength 514 nm, intensity of each beam 

17m W / cm 2 , ordinary polarization) in transmission geometry. To have a recording 

curve that is appropriate for measuring sensitivity, we first recorded a hologram after 

pre- exposing the crystal to the sensitizing beam for 2 hours. Then, we rotated the 

crystal until the read-out of the hologram was negligible. This preparation assures 

that a steady- state balance between sensitization and bleaching is already achieved , 

and the electron concentrations in the Mn and Fe traps are now very close to the 

steady state values that is obtained during recording. After this careful adjustment 

of the starting condition, we recorded a hologram in the new location while monitoring 

its diffraction efficiency with time. Read-out of the hologram was then performed 

by one of the recording beams. The experimental recording and read- out curve is 

shown in Figure 4.8. The value of sensitivity from Figure 4.8 is 5 = 0.05 cm/ J that 

is not better than that obtained with a congruently melting LiNb03 crystal with 

similar Fe and Mn concentrations. Note that the crystal used in this experiment was 

too reduced for persistent two- center holographic recording. The excessive reduction 

results in the higher value of sensitivity than that obtained in a crystal with correct 

oxidation /reduction state. Therefore, we would expect that persistent sensitivity 

in the LiNb03:Fe:Mn:Mg crystal is not better than that in the congruently melting 

LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal. 
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Figure 4.8: Recording and read- out curve for a plane wave hologram in a 5 mm 
thick LiNb03:Fe:Mn:Mg crystal. Recording is performed by one sensitizing beam 
(wavelength 404 nm, intensity 3.6 m W /cm2 ) and two coherent beams (wavelength 
514 nm, intensity of each beam 17 mW/cm2 , ordinary polarization) . Read- out is 
performed by one of the recording beams. 
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4.3.3 Summary 

We can not increase sensitivity in either normal or two- center holographic recording in 

LiNb03 crystals by increasing electron mobility. The practical electron mobility that 

can be obtained by using stoichiometric crystals or by doping the crystal highly with 

MgO is not high enough to increase sensitivity considerably beyond that obtained in 

congruently melting crystals. On the other hand, we lose NI/ # by a large factor by 

using stoichiometric or Mg doped LiNb03 crystals in both normal and two-center 

recording. 

The understanding of the effect of electron mobility on the performance of two

center holographic recording systems discussed in this section is very important in the 

investigation of other materials for persistent two-center holographic recording. It is 

logical to use materials with lower values of carrier mobility to obtain good persistent 

NI/ # in two- center recording. Therefore, in designing a holographic recording system 

using LiNb03 , we need to use a congruently melting doubly-doped crystal. Note that 

crystals with smaller Li concentrations than that in a congruently melting crystal 

can be grown, too. Such crystals have smaller J-L values than that of a congruently 

melting crystal. However, the crystal quality is not as good as the congruently melting 

crystals. 

4.4 Reduction of fanning in two-center recording 

Fanning and holographic scattering are among the important noise sources that de

grade the quality ofreconstructed holograms [82, 83J. They reduce signal to noise ratio 

and increase the probability of error. Fanning and holographic scattering occur due 

to light scattering inside the recording medium. When a coherent light beam passes 

through the medium, it gets scattered by the scattering centers in the medium. The 

simultaneous presence of the original (or reference) beam and each scattered beam 

records a hologram that enhances itself in time as long as the reference beam is il

luminating the medium. Since scattering occurs in many directions, a lot of these 
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scattering holograms are recorded. During the recording of a hologram by a reference 

beam and a signal beam, both beams get scattered inside the medium resulting in 

fanning. During read-out, the presence of the reading (or reference) beam causes fan

ning. The quality of the reconstructed beam during read- out of a hologram degrades 

in time as fanning builds up. 

The buildup of the scattering holograms depends on the recording sensitivity and 

the dynamic range of the medium, especially during read- out . This is due to the fact 

that the average reading time in practical storage systems is much longer than the 

average recording time. The effect of fanning during read-out can be observed by 

recording a single hologram of a two- dimensional bit pattern (or a mask) and read 

the hologram while monitoring the reconstructed image over time. 

Suppression or reduction of fanning without sacrificing sensitivity is a challenging 

task in normal recording. More sensitive materials fan more due to the fast recording 

of the scattering holograms. The sensitivity of the materials used in normal recording 

during read- out is the same as that during recording. However , fanning is highly 

reduced in two- center recording due to the inherent mechanisms involved in this type 

of recording. The presence of the incoherent homogeneous sensitizing (UV) beam 

during recording does not let scattering holograms buildup by erasing them. This 

can also be understood by recalling that the strength of a hologram in two-center 

recording depends on the ratio of the recording and sensitizing intensities. This 

intensity ratio is optimally chosen for the desired hologram, but it is far from the 

optimum for the scattering holograms since the recording intensity of the scattering 

hologram is much less than that of the desired hologram. Fanning occurs only in 

a short initial period during read- out of a hologram in two- center recording. This 

period consists of the time interval in which electrons are transferred from shallower 

to deeper traps. All shallower traps become empty after this initial period resulting 

in the insensitivity of the material to the reading beam. Therefore, fanning can not 

buildup after the initial period. Reducing the recording wavelength in two- center 

recording for improving the sensitivity can cause a very mild buildup of fanning due 

to the small sensitivity for recording scattering holograms from the deeper traps . 
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To compare fanning in normal and two- center recording, we performed holo

graphic recording experiments with two LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystals. The doping levels 

were 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt . % MnO in both crystals. One crystal (XTAL1) 

was annealed properly to have all Fe traps as well as a portion of the Mn traps ini

tially empty. The other crystal (XTAL2) was highly reduced to have all Mn traps 

as well as a portion of the Fe traps occupied by electrons. Therefore, XTAL1 is ap

propriate for persistent two- center recording while XTAL2 is appropriate for normal 

single wavelength recording as it acts like a reduced LiNb03:Fe crystal. 

We recorded a transmission geometry Fourier plane hologram of a two- dimensional 

data mask with 120 fJ,m x 120 fJ,m pixels in each case. Two- center recording in XTAL1 

was performed by one sensitizing beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 3 mW/cm2, 

homogeneous) and two recording beams (wavelength 514 nm, intensity of each beam 

at the crystal about 10 m W /cm2
, ordinary polarization). Recording in XTAL2 was 

performed by the same two recording beams without any sensitizing beam. The 

diffraction efficiency of the recorded holograms in both cases was about 1%. Each 

hologram was then read by the corresponding reference beam, and the reconstructed 

image was monitored during read-out by a CCD camera. The signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) of the reconstructed hologram was then computed by measuring the intensities 

of the on and off pixels in the digitized image. Each bit on the data mask, a square 

measuring 120 microns on a side, imaged to occupy a square of roughly 14 x 14 CCD 

pixels. A 20 x 20 grid of these bits, from the center of the reconstructed image, 

was used for computing the SNR. The average of the pixel values were calculated 

for each bit, and the mean and standard deviation of these average pixel values were 

computed separately for the data bits which were supposed to be "on" and "off." The 

SNR was then calculated as: 

( 4.20) 

where m1 and mo are the mean values of the "on" and "off" pixels , respectively, while 

0"1 and 0"0 are the standard deviations of the "on" and "off" pixels, respectively. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the variations of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) with time 
in normal and two- center recording. The details of the experiments are described in 
the text. 

Figure 4.9 shows the loss in normalized signal to noise ratio (SNR) during read

out for the two cases. As Figure 4.9 shows, two-center recording suffers from fanning 

during read- out only in an initial period. The loss in SNR after that initial period 

is very slow as explained before. On the other hand, SNR in normal recording drops 

much faster and finally falls below the minimum acceptable value. Note that due to 

the loss in diffraction efficiency during read- out, we need to change the gain of the 

camera at different times. This results in the increase of the calculated SNR with 

time at a few data points that is not a physical effect. 

Figure 4.10 shows a small portion of the reconstructed images at different times 

during continuous read- out in the two cases. It can be seen from Figure 4.10 that the 

quality of the reconstructed image in two-center recording after 7 hours of read- out 

is still comparable to the initial quality. However, the quality of the reconstructed 

image in normal recording is highly degraded after 80 minutes. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) (f) 

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the evolution of the qualities ofreconstructed images with 
time in normal and two- center recording. The Figures (a), (b), and (c) show a portion 
of the reconstructed image in two- center recording at the end of recording (beginning 
of the read- out) , after 40 minutes of continuous read- out, and after 420 minutes 
of continuous read- out , respectively. The Figures (d), (e), and (f) show a portion 
of the reconstructed image in normal recording at the end of recording (beginning 
of the read- out) , after 45 minutes of continuous read-out , and after 80 minutes of 
continuous read- out, respectively. The details of the experiments are described in 
the text. 
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It can be concluded from Figures 4.9 and 4.10 that two- center holographic record

ing has an advantage over normal recording by suffering much less from fanning. It 

is important to note that the effect of fanning in two-center recording with red light 

would be even less due to the smaller sensitivity of holographic recording from Fe 

traps at red light. 

4.5 Multiplexing holograms In two-center record-

. 
lng 

In multiplexing many holograms, we need a recording schedule to equalize the diffrac

tion efficiencies of all holograms. This is due to the fact that each hologram is partially 

erased during recording of the subsequent holograms. Therefore , we need to record 

the earlier holograms longer than the later ones. There is a well- known recording 

schedule for the case where recording and erasure dynamics of a single hologram can 

be represented by mono- exponential formulas [73]. In this type of dynamics, the 

hologram strength (A) can be represented by 

y'rj = Ao[l - exp( -tITr)] , (4.21) 

during recording and by 

( 4.22) 

during erasure. Here, Ao, AI, Tr , and Te are saturation hologram strength, hologram 

strength at the beginning of the erasure, recording time constant, and erasure time 

constant, respectively. Multiplexing holograms using incremental recording has also 

been investigated for mono- exponential recording and erasure dynamics [84, 85]. In 

this multiplexing scheme, holograms are recorded subsequently for the same short 

time. After recording the last hologram for this short time, we go back to the first 

hologram to start the next cycle of recording all holograms for a short time. Strong 
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holograms with equal diffraction efficiencies can be recorded using this recording 

scheme after many such cycles. 

In two- center recording, however, the erasure curves are not mono-exponential 

and therefore a modified recording schedule must be employed. In this section, we 

propose and experimentally demonstrate such a recording schedule for multiplexing 

many persistent holograms in doubly- doped LiNb03 with equal diffraction efficien

cies. All experiments reported in this section were performed with a 0.85 mm thick 

congruently melting x- cut LiNb03 crystal doped with 0.075 wt . % Fe203 and 0.01 

wt. % MnO. The crystal was oxidized so that, initially, all Fe traps are empty, and 

a portion of the Mn traps are filled. Recording was performed using one sensitizing 

beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 4 m W / cm 2) and two recording beams (wave

length 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 mW/cm2
, ordinary polarization). All 

holograms were recorded using transmission geometry. Read- out of the hologram 

was performed using one of the recording beams. The angle between each recording 

beam and the normal to crystal surface outside the crystal was 21 0, and the grat

ing vector was aligned parallel to the c axis of the sample. Figure 4.11 shows the 

recording and read-out curve for this crystal. 

4.5.1 Dynamics of recording and erasure in two-center record

mg 

When multiple holograms are recorded using two- center recording, each hologram is 

erased by both sensitizing and recording beams during the recording of subsequent 

holograms. We performed a series of recording and erasure experiments to assess the 

dynamics of the processes and to measure the time constants involved. Erasure is 

performed by the UV light and one of the red beams to get information about the 

erasure of a hologram while subsequent holograms are recorded. Experimental results 

for 4 cycles of recording and erasure are depicted in Figure 4.12. The experimental 

conditions are as described above. The first recording curve looks different than the 

rest. This is due to the UV pre- exposure of the sample before the experiment. It 
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Figure 4.11: Recording and read-out curve for a plane- wave hologram in a 0.85 
mm thick LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal. The crystal was homogeneously pre-exposed to 
UV light for at least one hour before the experiment. Then a plane- wave hologram 
was recorded using two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 
m W /cm2

) with simultaneous presence of the UV beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 
4 mW /cm2

). The hologram was then read-out by one of the recording beams. 
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results in a larger electron concentration in the Fe traps than the steady- state value 

(which is due to the simultaneous presence of UV and red, not UV only). This 

yields a faster initial recording. The recording curves can be approximated by mono

exponential formulas as 

y'ri = Ao[1 - exp(-tITr)]. ( 4.23) 

The erasure curves can be approximated by bi-exponential formulas as 

y'ri = A exp( -tITe!) + B exp( -tITe2) ' (4 .24) 

In these equations, T) is the intensity diffraction efficiency of the hologram, Tr is the 

recording time constant, and Tel and Te2 are the two erasure time constants. Typical 

mean- square errors for the recording and erasure fits are 2 x 10-8 and 4 x 10-9 , 

respectively. The bi-exponential behavior of the erasure is due to the fact that the 

overall space-charge pattern is the sum of the two space-charge patterns in Fe and IVln 

centers. The space-charge pattern in Fe centers gets erased (and transferred to Mn 

centers) faster than the portion in Mn centers due to the presence of the strong red 

light. When the whole space charge pattern settles down in Mn centers, the erasure 

is performed more slowly as only UV light can excite electrons from these centers 

to the conduction band for erasure. Figure 4.13 shows the effect of different erasure 

mechanisms. Three different erasure curves after recording a plane- wave hologram 

to saturation are depicted in Figure 4.13. These three mechanisms are erasure with 

UV and one red beam, erasure with UV only, and partial erasure by red light to a 

steady state and then final erasure by UV only. The curves are normalized to result 

in the same starting point for all three curves. As Figure 4.13 shows, for erasure 

with red light, only part of the hologram is erased due to the transfer of electrons 

from Fe to Mn centers. This partial erasure can not be represented very well by a 

mono- exponential formula due to the bleaching of Fe centers by red light. The average 

electron concentration in Fe centers becomes smaller and smaller with time during red 

illumination resulting in slower erasure with time. After all electrons are transferred 

to Mn centers, the remaining hologram can be erased with UV light only, and the 
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Figure 4.12: Diffraction efficiency TJ versus time for four cycles of recording and erasure 
with UV and red light in a LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal. 

erasure can be represented very well by a mono-exponential formula (typical mean 

square error of 2 x 10-9 ). The hologram can also be erased from the beginning with 

UV light only resulting in a bi-exponential erasure. However, the erasure behavior is 

closer to mono-exponential compared to erasure with UV and red. This is because 

the excitation rate of the electrons from Fe and Mn centers are closer to each other 

when there is no red light during the erasure. 

During hologram multiplexing, each hologram is erased by the UV and red beams 

that record the subsequent holograms. Therefore, the erasure is bi- exponential, and 

the conventional recording schedule [73] can not be used. However, the following 

observation can lead us to a similar recording schedule. When the holograms are read

out at the end of the recording sequence, the electronic charge remaining in Fe centers 

is transferred to Mn centers resulting in some partial erasure. The erasure during 

the read- out is different for different holograms in the sequence. The holograms 

that are recorded earlier have less charge in Fe centers than those recorded later in 
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Figure 4. 13: Normalized diffraction efficiency 1] versus time for different erasure mech
anisms in two-center holographic recording. 

the recording sequence, since the earlier holograms are erased longer than the later 

ones. Therefore, the later holograms suffer more from partial erasure during read

out . After sufficient read- out , this partial erasure is complete for all holograms and 

further read- out is non- destructive. If each hologram is the sum of a red- erasable part 

and a non- red-erasable part , we will have only the non-red-erasable part remaining 

after sufficient read-out . During the exposure schedule, this part is erased mainly by 

UV light (with some help from red light) and its erasure is represented by one of the 

exponentials (the one with larger time constant) in Equation (4.24). Therefore, we can 

ignore the red- erasable part , represent the effective erasure by a mono- exponential 

formula, and use the conventional recording schedule [73] to record many holograms. 

The M/# is given by 

M/# = ;5'Ao T e
2 

Tr 
(4.25) 

where ;5' represents the partial loss of the hologram due to electron transfer from Fe 
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to Mn centers. The value of ,BAa can be measured experimentally by recording a 

grating to saturation and reading it out for a long time with only red light as shown 

in Figure 4.11. The remaining persistent diffraction efficiency is (,BAa)2. 

4.5.2 Hologram multiplexing experiments 

'I\re used angle multiplexing to record many plane wave holograms in the same volume 

of the crystal. To do this, we rotated the crystal after recording each hologram and 

before recording the next one. The angular separation of the holograms in angle 

multiplexing depends on the selectivity of each hologram. Figure 4.14 shows the 

angular selectivity curve for one grating. Note that due to non-uniform intensity of 

the recording and read-out beams and the large absorption of the UV light inside 

the crystal, the selectivity curve is not a simple sinc2 (ejea) function . The average 

angle between the main lobe and the first nulls outside the crystal is 0.15°, resulting 

in an effective thickness of 0.80 mm for the hologram. This effective thickness is a 

bit smaller than the real thickness of the crystal (0.85 mm) due to the absorption of 

the UV beam. Based on Figure 4.14, we chose e = 0.4° as the angular separation 

between consecutive holograms. 

The recording and erasure time constants for our crystal can be calculated from 

Figure 4.12 as Tr = (4520 ± 270) s, Tel = (675 ± 67) s, and Te2 = (5780 ± 115) s. The 

corresponding recording and read-out intensities are given in the caption of Figure 

4.11. Note that during multiplexing, Tel and Te2 are smaller than the values given 

above since the erasure is performed by the UV light and both recording red beams. 

The recording schedule is derived by assuming an effective mono-exponential erasure 

with time constant Te2. When we multiplex J1!I holograms, the recording time of the 

n-th hologram, tn, is given by 
Te2 tn = ---''''-----

n+R-1 
( 4.26) 

where R = Te2jt l . In designing the experiment, we start with Te2 given above, and 

try to get the best multiplexing performance by fine-tuning it. The effect of the 

partial erasure (given by Tel) is shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15 (a) shows the 
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Figure 4.14: Selectivity curve (variation of the diffraction efficiency with the rota
tion angle of the crystal after recording) for a plane-wave hologram recorded in a 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal. 
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diffraction efficiency vs. angle for 50 plane- wave holograms right after recording all 

holograms, while Figure 4.15 (b) depicts the same curve after 1 hour of read-out 

with red light. Note that the partial erasure due to read- out occurs mainly for the 

last few holograms. We used Te2 = 5000 sand tl = 2500 s for this experiment. 

We also measured ,BAo = VO.07 = 0.26 from Figure 4.1l. Putting these values in 

Equation (4.25) , we get M/# = 0.29. Based on this M/#, we expect the diffraction 

efficiency of each hologram to be T/ = (lv%,#)2 = 3.2 X 10-5 , which is in good agreement 

with the experimental results. 

To confirm the improvement of the NI/ # by recording with green light as suggested 

in Section 4.2 , we multiplexed 50 plane- wave holograms using the proposed recording 

schedule. The results are shown in Figure 4.16. The intensity of each recording beam 

(wavelength 514 nm) was 17 mW/cm2, and that of the sensitizing beam (wavelength 

404 nm) was 3.8 m W /cm2 . After recording all holograms, the crystal was illuminated 

wi th one of the recording beams for 2 hours before measuring the diffraction efficiency 

of each hologram (shown in Figure 4.16). From Figure 4.16, we can calculate M/# = 
0.4. From Figure 4.2 , the diffraction efficiency of a single hologram recorded with 

UV and green after sufficient read- out is about 0.1 C::' (0.33)2. Therefore , we would 

expect an M/# of at least 0.33. The difference between this value and the measured 

value of 0.4 from Figure 4.16 is due to the asymmetry between recording and erasure 

time constants. Using extraordinary polarization for the recording beams, we obtain 

M / # C::' l.1 for a 0.85 mm thick crystal. 

4.5.3 Hologram multiplexing using incremental recording 

The incremental recording method can also be used for the doubly- doped material 

by the same observation as before, i.e., each hologram at a specific time is the sum 

of a red- erasable part (Ae) and a non- red-erasable part (Ane). For multiplexing M 

holograms, we can represent these portions of each hologram after the (n + 1 )-th 

recording cycle as 

( 4.27) 
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Figure 4.15: Diffraction efficiency rJ versus angle for 50 angle- multiplexed holograms 
(a) at the end of recording (no read-out), and (b) after 1 hour read-out (exposure by 
one red beam). Recording was performed by one UV and two red beams. The details 
of the experiment are described in the text. 
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Figure 4.16: Diffraction efficiency 'TJ versus angle for 50 angle- multiplexed holograms 
after 2 hours of continuous read-out (exposure by one green beam). Recording was 
performed by one UV and two green beams. The details of the experiment are 
described in the text. 
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Ane(n + 1) = I'Ao[ l - exp( -taiTT)] + Ane(n) exp(- MtoITe2) ( 4.28) 

where to and Ao are recording time for each hologram in one cycle and saturation 

value of y'ri, respectively. The erasable and non- erasable portions of a hologram are 

represented by fJ and 1', respectively. Since the erasable portion is erased after suffi

cient read- out, we design the incremental recording based on Equation (4.28) which is 

identical to the equation representing incremental recording in a conventional (single 

dopand) photorefractive crystal. Therefore, the conventional incremental recording 

[84] can be employed. 

4.6 Conclusions 

We showed that the sensitivity of two- center holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe:Mn 

crystals can be improved by at least one order of magnitude through using shorter 

wavelength (514 nm) for recording beams. Using 514 nm for recording causes a 

partial loss in persistence due to the small sensitivity of Mn traps at this wavelength. 

However, the remaining persistence is still acceptable for all practical purposes. 

We showed that increasing electron mobility by using either stoichiometric or Mg 

doped crystals is not a good idea for improving sensitivity. Using these crystals 

in either normal or two- center recording in transmission geometry results in a big 

loss in MI# without improving sensitivity. In addition, using stoichiometric or Mg 

doped LiNb03 crystals in two- center recording can result in a big loss in persistence 

due to the reduction in the asymmetry between recording and erasure mechanisms. 

Therefore, it is recommended to use only congruently melting crystals in both normal 

and two-center recording. 

We showed that the effect of fanning in two-center recording is much lass than 

that in normal recording. This is due to the presence of incoherent sensitizing beam 

during recording and lack of sensitivity to reading beam during read- out (except for 

the initial reading interval). 

Finally, we demonstrated that the conventional recording schedule can be used for 
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multiplexing holograms using two-center holographic recording method if the correct 

erasure time constant is used . Such a recording schedule results in holograms with 

equal diffraction efficiencies after sufficient read-out. Using the appropriate erasure 

time constant , we can also use the conventional incremental recording strategy to 

record multiple holograms with equal diffraction efficiencies in two- center recording. 
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Chapter 5 Comparison of two-step and 

two-center holographic recording methods 

5.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters we discussed two important strategies (two-step and two- center 

recording) for persistent holographic recording in LiNb03 crystals. The basic ideas 

of both strategies are the same: recording is performed by the presence of a sensi

tizing (or gating) beam and two recording beams. A strong hologram can not be 

recorded without the presence of the sensitizing beam. Therefore, we could consider 

both methods as two versions of the two- color gated recording method. To obtain 

persistence in gated recording, it is necessary to have two sets of traps. The deeper 

traps are the final storage sites for the space- charge field. The electrons that are 

initially in the deeper traps are transferred to the shallower traps by the sensitizing 

beam. The hologram is recorded by the recording light which excites the electrons in 

shallower traps to the conduction band. 

Although both the two-step and the two-center recording methods use the same 

principles for persistent holographic recording, they have different characteristics as 

they use different types of traps. Both traps in two-center recording are due to 

impurities (for example Fe and Mn traps in LiNb03), while either the shallower traps 

or both traps in two- step recording are due to intrinsic polarons or bipolarons. In 

this chapter , we discuss the major differences between the performance characteristics 

of the two methods. We first consider the qualitative theoretical differences between 

the two methods by using a general two-center model that can be applied to both 

methods with different parameters. We then compare the performance of different 

versions of the two methods published in the literature [61, 62, 64, 65, 80, 81]' and 

comment on the reasons for those differences. 
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5.2 General two-center model 

In this section, we compare the performance characteristics of two- center recording 

in a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal with those of two- step recording in a LiNb03 :Fe crystal 

(with shallower traps being due to NbLi polarons). Our goal is to find the conceptual 

differences between the methods rather than comparing the exact numbers. To eval

uate the parameters of the two methods, we use a model similar to the ones discussed 

in Chapters 2 and 3. 

The energy band diagram along with possible electron transitions III two-color 

gated recording is depicted in Figure 5.1. The main mechanisms that we should 

explain are sensitization, recording, and the dark depopulation of the shallow traps 

(electron transfer from the shallow traps to the deep ones without light intervention). 

The main goal in sensitization is electron transfer from the deep traps to the 

shallow ones. This can be done either directly (transition 1) or via the conduction 

band (transitions 2 and 7) as shown in Figure 5.1. The relative strengths of these 

sensitization paths depend on the concentrations of the deep and shallow traps, their 

relative absorption cross sections and electron recombination coefficients, and sensi

tization light intensity. For two- step recording in a congruent LiNb03 crystal doped 

with a fair amount of iron the direct pathway is more important , while for nominally 

undoped stoichiometric LiNb03 the indirect pathway might become dominant due 

to smaller polaron concentrations. On the other hand, the direct electron transition 

between the traps is negligible in two- center recording in a LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal 

due to the very small doping levels that can be practically used. 

Recording is performed from the shallow traps through electron transfer to the 

conduction band induced by the recording light. These electrons then move in the 

conduction band and they are trapped by deeper and shallower traps (transitions 

8, and to some degree 7 in Figure 5.1). The relative strengths of the holograms 

recorded in the deeper and the shallower traps depend on the properties of the traps 

as mentioned for the sensitization processes. In two- center recording, the strength of 

the hologram recorded in the shallower traps is comparable to that recorded in the 
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Figure 5.1: Energy band diagram and possible electron transitions for two-color gated 
holographic recording. Transitions 1, 2, and 3 are caused by the sensitizing beam, and 
transition 4 by the recording beams. Transition 5 is caused by thermal excitation, 
and all other transitions occur in dark without light assistance. VB, CB, D, and S 
stand for valance band, conduction band, deep trap, and shallow trap , respectively. 
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deep traps. On the other hand, the hologram is mainly recorded in the deeper traps 

in two- step holographic recording in a congruently melting LiNb03 crystal. Using 

a near stoichiometric, reduced and undoped LiNb03 crystal in two-step recording 

might result in comparable strengths of the holograms recorded in the shallower 

and deeper traps, especially when bipolarons with small concentration are used as 

deeper traps. The portion of the hologram recorded in the shallow traps is fin ally 

transferred to the deep traps and combined with the hologram already recorded there. 

This transfer is performed by the read- out beam during reading of the hologram in 

two- center recording, while it is performed by dark depopulation of the shallow traps 

(for example, by thermal excitation) in two- step recording. 

Finally, we should consider the dark mechanisms (those that are present regardless 

of the presence of light). These mechanisms are negligible in two- center recording at 

room temperature since both traps are considerably deep in the band gap of LiNb03 . 

On the other hand, the polaron levels in two- step recording are depopulated in dark 

(either by direct electron transfer between shallower and deeper traps or via the con

duction band by thermal excitation) resulting in a short lifetime for the electrons in 

these shallow polaron traps. The lifetime of the polaron states could be from mi

croseconds to milliseconds and even seconds depending on the material growth and 

temperature. The dark mechanisms could also be divided into direct (transition 6 in 

Figure 5.1) and indirect via the conduction band due to thermal excitations (tran

sitions 5 and 8 in Figure 5.1). The light-assisted depopulation of the shallow traps 

caused by the sensitizing light and the dc part of the recording light is also present 

(combination of transitions 3 or 4 with transition 8 in Figure 5.1) in both methods. 

Again, the relative strength of the different mechanisms depends on the concentrations 

and the properties of the shallow and deep traps and the light intensities involved. 

Temperature is also important for the thermal excitation mechanism (transition 5 in 

Figure 5. 1) in two-step recording. For example, the direct mechanism (t ransition 6 

in Figure 5.1) is the major cause for the dark depopulation of the shallow traps in 

two-step recording in a congruently melting LiNb03:Fe crystal, while the dark de

population mechanism via the conduction band by thermal excitation is the dominant 
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one for nominally undoped stoichiometric LiNb03 at room temperature. As we will 

see in the rest of this chapter, these difFerences between the positions of the traps 

in the band gap and the dominant mechanism for charge transfer between the traps 

(either direct or via the conduction band) result in the different characteristics of the 

two methods. 

The basic set of equations for two- color gated holographic recording can be written 

using the different transitions in Figure 5.1 as 

oN-
D -[qDSD + qDSSDS(Ns - Ns)]IsNr; 

ot 
+bsn + iSDNs)(ND - Nr; ) , (5.1) 

oN-s -[,8s + qs,sss,sIs + qS,RSS,Rla + i SD(ND - Nr;)]Ns 
ot 

+bsn + qDssDSlsNr;)(Ns - Ns ) , (5.2) 

on 
(5.3) J ef.lnE + KDNr; Is + Ks,sNs Is + KS,RNs la + ksT ox ' 

oj (oNr; oNs on) (5.4) 
ox 

-e - -+ - -+ - , 
ot ot ot 

oE -e 
(5.5) 

ox 
- (Nr; + Ns + n - NA) , 
EEO 

where sensitizing and recording intensities are represented by Is and la , respectively. 

The parameters in these equations are similar to those defined in the similar set 

of equations in Chapter 2. The definitions of the parameters can be obtained by 

replacing Fe by D, X by S, G by S, and IR by R in Table 2.1 in Chapter 2. The 

values of the parameters depend on the method. For example, direct electron transfer 

between the deeper and the shallower traps as well as thermal excitation of electrons 

from either traps can be neglected in two- center recording. This results in iSD = 0, 

qDSSDS = 0, and ,8s = 0 for two- center recording. Other parameters for two-center 

recording are the same as those in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3 (by replacing Fe with S, 

Mn with D, and UV with D). 

The recording medium in two-step recording is assumed to be a congruently melt

ing Li Nb03:Fe crystal (doped with 0.035 wt.% Fe203) with shallow traps due to in

trinsic NbLi polarons. The concentration of these shallow polaron levels is assumed 
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to be 1026 m-3 unless otherwise stated. We also assume that about 50 % of Fe traps 

as well as all shallower traps are initially empty. These material properties are very 

similar to those of the crystal we used in both theoretical simulations and experiments 

in Chapter 2. The recording medium in the simulations of two- center recording is 

assumed to be a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal (doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % 

MnO). We also assume that all Fe traps as well as 10% of Mn traps are initially empty 

unless otherwise stated. This is the crystal used in the initial experiments of two

center recording discussed in Chapter 3. In both cases, we assume that a plane- wave 

hologram is recorded with cw light with ordinary polarization for recording beams. 

Furthermore, we assume that the intensities of the two recording beams are equal 

resulting in a modulation depth of 1 for recording intensity h. Sensitization and 

recording wavelengths in two-step recording are assumed to be 532 nm and 1064 nm, 

respectively, while those in two- center recording are assumed to be 365 nm and 633 

nm, respectively. In the simulations, we assume no absorption for either the record

ing or sensitizing beam in both methods. Although this assumption might be very 

difficult to fulfill in practice, it gives us an idea about the best performance we could 

obtain in each case. 

To solve Equations (5.1)-(5.5), we assume that the intensity of the sensitizing 

beam (Is) is constant, and that of the recording beam (IR) is a sinusoidal function 

of space. Therefore, we can use Fourier development to find and solve two sets of 

equations for the zeroth and first order Fourier components of each variable as we 

discussed in previous chapters. The details of the solution are exactly the same as 

those discussed before, and thus, are not presented here. 

5.3 Theoretical comparison of two-step and two

center recording methods 

In this section, we use the general two- center model to compare the performance 

characteristics of two-step recording in a congruently melting LiNb03:Fe crystal with 
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those of two-center recording in a congruently melting LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal. In this 

comparison, we use the saturation value of the space-charge field as the measure for 

hologram strength. The saturation value of space- charge field in two- center record

ing is calculated after sufficient read- out to account for the partial erasure of the 

hologram during read- out. Note that the saturation space-charge field is linearly 

proportional to both the saturation change in the index of refraction and the dy

namic range parameter (M/#). Therefore, the conclusions about the variation of the 

saturation space- charge field can be applied to the other two parameters, too. 

Figure 5.2 shows typical recording and read-out curves for the two cases. Record

ing is performed for 100 seconds with the sensitizing and recording beams on. Then 

the grating is read-out for 200 seconds with one of the recording beams while all 

other beams are blocked. The intensity of the sensitizing beam is Is = 1 W /cm2 

and the intensity of each recording beam is 2 W / cm 2 . Excellent persistence (non

destructive read- out) in both cases along with partial erasure during read- out in 

two-center recording is evident from Figure 5.2. It can also be seen that two-center 

recording can result into much higher space- charge field , resulting in better M/#. 

This is mainly due to the lack of dark depopulation of the shallow traps in two-center 

recording. 

5.3.1 Effect of the concentrations of deeper and shallower 

traps 

To see the effect of the deeper trap concentration (which can be easily varied in 

both cases), we assume that it is varied in a long but practical range while all other 

parameters are kept constant, and calculate the final saturation space- charge field 

for both cases. 'Ne also assume that a fixed portion of the deeper traps is occupied 

by electrons initially, while all shallow traps are initially empty. The results are 

depicted in Figure 5.3. Due to large concentration of polarons assumed (1026 m-3 ), 

and the strong dark depopulation effects, the saturation field in the two- step method 

slightly increases by increasing the concentration of the deeper traps, getting close to 
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Figure 5.2: Theoretical recording and read-out curves for two-step and two-center 
methods. Recording is performed for the first 100 seconds where sensitizing and 
recording beams are all present. For the next 200 seconds, the sensitizing beam and 
one of the recording beams are blocked and read-out is performed with the other 
recording beam. The intensity of the sensitizing beam is Is = 1 W /cm2 , and the 
intensity of each recording beam is 2 W /cm2 (h = 4 W /cm2

). 
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Figure 5.3: Variation of final (persistent) saturation space- charge field with deeper 
trap concentration (ND ) for two-step and two- center recording methods. The con
centrations of shallower traps are fixed at Ns = 1026 m- 3 and Ns = 2.5 X 1025 m- 3 

for two-step and two-center recording, respectively. 

a saturation at very high doping concentrations. Therefore, adding more deep traps 

means adding more electrons for recording resulting in a stronger hologram until we 

get to saturation (although it might occur at non-practical doping levels). The reason 

for this saturation is that increasing the concentration of the deeper traps increases 

also the dark depopulation rate due to the presence of more empty deep traps (a fixed 

portion of deep traps are initially empty). 

The situation in the two-center method is different. The main competition there 

is between the two traps to capture the electrons from the conduction band. Each 

capture rate depends on the recombination coefficient of the traps involved (usually 

larger for the deeper traps), the concentration of empty traps, and the concentration 

of electrons in the conduction band. Although increasing the concentration of the 

deeper traps results in increase of the sensitization rate by sending more electrons to 

the conduction band, it also increases the probability of electron capture by the deep 

traps (since a fixed portion of the deeper traps are empty), and therefore, decreases 
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the sensitization efficiency. Due to this trade off, an optimum is expected, which 

occurs within practical doping levels. 

Figure 5.4 shows the dependence of saturation space- charge field on the concen

tration of the shallower traps. Note that the curve for two- center recording is stopped 

at Ns = 5 X 1025 m- 3 (corresponding to 0.15 wt. % Fe203 doping) that is the practical 

limit of useful Fe concentration in LiNb03. However, the concentration of polarons 

(shallower traps in two- step recording) can be easily in the order of Ns ~ 1026 m-3 

in congruently melting LiNb03 . The concentration of polarons in LiNb03 can be 

varied by changing the degree of stoichiometry of the crystal. It is evident from Fig

ure 5.4 that higher concentration of shallower traps in both two- center and two- step 

recording results in the recording of a stronger hologram. This is due to the fact 

that the electron concentration in the shallower traps increases with increasing the 

concentration of these traps. Since recording is performed by using electrons from 

shallower traps, higher concentration of the shallower traps results in the recording 

of a stronger hologram. 

5.3.2 Effect of sensitizing and recording intensities 

Figure 5.5 shows the variation of the saturation space- charge field with recording 

and sensitizing light intensities. From Figure 5.5 (c) it becomes obvious that in two

center recording, the saturation field depends only on the intensity ratio and not on 

the absolute intensities. This is due to the fact that too high recording intensities 

result in the bleaching of the shallow traps by the dc light while too high sensitizing 

beam intensities result in the strong erasure of any possible hologram. In other 

words , the electrons in the shallow traps should be used by the nonuniform part of 

the recording intensity to result in a hologram. There are three other mechanisms 

competing with this desirable mechanism, namely bleaching of the shallow traps by 

the dc part of the recording intensity pattern, depopulation of the shallow traps by 

the sensitizing beam, and erasure of the holograms in both traps by the sensitizing 

beam. The optimum intensity ratio results in the best balance between the desirable 
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and undesirable mechanisms. 

The dominant processes are totally different for two- step recording. Due to t he 

strong dark depopulation mechanisms, increasing recording and sensitizing beam in

tensities will both increase the saturation field as they both help getting more elec

trons for the desirable mechanism in competition with all undesirable mechanisms 

dominated by the dark depopulation processes. 

Besides having much higher diffraction efficiencies and therefore higher M / # , two

center recording has another major advantage over two- step recording as suggested 

by Figure 5.5(c): there is no intensity threshold for two-center recording, but there 

is always one for two- step recording. In other words, we can record strong hologram 

with very low sensitizing and recording intensities using two-center recording if we 

use the correct sensitizing to recording intensity ratio. However, it is not possible 

to record a strong hologram in two-step recording with sensitizing and recording 

intensities below some threshold. This major problem in two- step recording is due 

to the presence of the dark depopulation mechanisms in this method. It is now clear 

that the main problem of two- step recording is dark depopulation of the shallower 

traps that can be rephrased as short lifetime of the shallower traps. 

It is important to note that two-step recording can have higher saturation space

charge field (or M/#) at very high recording intensities as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). 

The strength of the dark depopulation of the shallower traps is independent of the 

recording intensity, while the strength of the electron excitation from the shallower 

traps to the conduction band (that is essential for holographic recording) is linearly 

proportional to recording intensity. Therefore, a larger portion of electrons in the 

shallower traps is used for recording at higher recording intensities resulting in higher 

saturation space- charge field. Since the concentration of the shallower traps in two

step recording can be huge compared to that in two- center recording, we can record 

stronger holograms in two-step recording if we use very high recording intensities. To 

fulfill this possible advantage of two-step recording it is necessary to use a congru

ently melting LiNb03 :Fe crystal to have both the huge concentration of the shallower 

traps (polarons) and the dominance of direct electron transfer between deeper and 
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Figure 5.5: Effect of sensitizing and recording beam intensities: (a) variation of 
final (persistent) saturation space- charge field with sensitizing intensity when each 
recording beam has a fixed intensity of 2 W /cm2 (IR = 4 W /cm2 ), (b) variation 
of final saturation space- charge field with total recording intensity when sensitizing 
beam has a fixed intensity of Is = 1 W /cm2 , and (c) variation of final saturation 
space- charge field with total recording intensity when the ratio of the total recording 
intensity to sensitizing intensity is fixed at 4. 
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shallower traps. Note that without the dominance of direct electron transfer between 

the traps, electron transfer mechanisms in two- step recording become similar to those 

in two- center recording, eliminating the increase in saturation space- charge field with 

increasing recording intensity shown in Figure 5.5 (b) for two- step recording. 

5.4 Comparison of experimental results 

In this section we compare the experimental results for the performance characteristics 

of two-color gated recording methods published to date. Since the main focus in all 

proposed methods is to develop holographic memory systems with as low intensity 

requirements as possible, we only consider the holographic recording experiments 

performed with cw light. The experiments for two- center recording are performed by 

us at Cal tech. We also report experimental results for two- step recording published by 

research groups at IBM [61], Stanford University [62]' and Stanford Research Institute 

(SRI) [63, 64]. The main properties considered in the comparison of different cases 

are dynamic range parameter (M / #) normalized to the thickness of the recording 

medium, sensitivity (S) , and persistence. All results are normalized for extraordinary 

polarization of recording and reading beams in transmission geometry. Although 

widely accepted numerical measures exist for dynamic range and sensitivity, there is 

no well- defined numerical measure for persistence. Therefore , we report this property 

by either excellent or acceptable where excellent is used for the cases with very long 

erasure time constants that allows continuous read- out of the hologram for weeks 

without considerable erasure, and acceptable is used for the cases where one hologram 

can be read at least a billion times with normal intensities in the range of 100 m W /cm2 

before its diffraction efficiency drops to 50% of its original value. In the next chapter, 

we define a numerical measure for persistence. 

The performance characteristics of different methods at low recording intensities 

are summarized in Table 5.l. The details about the recording medium, especially the 

sources of traps suggested by the authors, are also shown in Table 5.l. Numerical 

results for the values of M/# and sensitivity were not reported by the research group 
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at SRI. However, it can be inferred from the other reported results in Refs. [63 , 64] 

that the performance characteristics are not better than those reported by research 

groups at IBM [61] and Stanford University [62]. The results summarized in Table 5.1 

suggest that two- center holographic recording has at least one order of magnitude 

better sensitivity and two orders of magnitude better NI/# at low recording intensities 

with much lower sensitizing intensity. This is due to the lack of any intensity threshold 

(due to the dark depopulation of the shallower traps) in two- center recording as 

explained before. 

Research group IBM Stanford Caltech Caltech 
Recording scheme Two-Step Two-Step Two-Center Two-Center 
Recording material LiNb03 LiNb03 LiNb03:Fe:Mn LiNb03:Fe:Mn 
Stoichiometry stoichiometric stoichiometric congruent congruent 
Annealing highly reduced highly reduced oxidized oxidized 
Shallower traps Polarons Polarons Fe Fe 
Deeper traps Fe/Bipolarons Bipolarons Mn Mn 
As (nm) 488 475 404 404 
AR (nm) 852 800 633 514 
Is (W/cm2

) 1 0.1 0.004 0.004 
h (W /cm2

) 0.6 10 0.6 0.034 
M/#/L (cm 1) 0.03 N/A 2.7 4 
S (cm/J) 0.0025 0.002 0.0033 0.07 
Persistence excellent acceptable excellent acceptable 
Dark erasure slow slow very slow very slow 
Reference [61] [62] [65] [79] 

Table 5.1: Comparison of the experimental results reported by different research 
groups for two- step and two-center holographic recording methods at low intensi
ties. Here, As, AR , Is, IR, and L are sensitizing wavelength, recording wavelength, 
sensitizing intensity, recording intensity, and the crystal thickness, respectively. 

One advantage of two-step recording discussed theoretically in the last section is 

the possibility of recording strong holograms at high recording intensities. In fact, 

all good performance results reported in the literature for two-step recording were 

obtained by using high recording intensities (a few W /cm2
). Therefore, we have 

summarized the best performance characteristics reported in each case in Table 5.2. 

As Table 5.2 shows, even with a great deal of optimization of recording material and 
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Research group IBM Stanford Caltech Caltech 
Recording scheme Two-Step Two-Step Two-Center Two-Center 
Is (W /cm~) 1 0.4 0.004 0.004 
IR (W /cm~) 4 10 0.6 0.034 
M/#/L (cm 1) 0.8 0.8 7.5 10 
S (cm/J) om 0.015 0.01 0.2 

Table 5.2: Comparison of the best experimental results reported by different research 
groups for two- step and two- center holographic recording methods . Here, I s, h, and 
L are sensitizing intensity, recording intensity, and the crystal thickness, respectively. 
Other experimental conditions are the same as those shown in Table 5.1. 

recording and sensitizing intensities in different two-step recording strategies , two

center recording still has better performance characteristics with much lower intensity 

requirements. It is also important to note that there is a lot of room for improvement 

in two- center recording by using other materials and dopands as we have only tested 

one material with two dopands (LiNb03 :Fe:Mn). 

5.5 Discussion 

The impressive reduction in the intensity requirement for two-step recording in recent 

years [61, 62, 63 , 64, 86] is due to the use of reduced nominally undoped near

stoichiometric LiNb03 crystals. Using near- stoichiometric undoped crystal results 

in much lower concentrations of both the deeper traps (either Fe or bipolarons) and 

the shallower traps (polarons). Reducing the crystal decreases the concentration of 

empty deeper traps by providing more electrons in these traps . The combination 

of these effects results in a higher average distance between the shallower traps and 

empty deeper traps, and this results in longer effective lifetime of the electrons in 

the shallower traps by making depopulation of the shallower traps more difficult. 

Therefore , better M/# and sensitivity can be obtained at low intensities. However, 

this new strategy for two-step recording has some major disadvantages . First of 

all, the linearity of saturation space- charge field (or M/#) with recording intensity 

shown in Figure 5.5 (b) goes away at recording intensity of a few W /cm2 because 
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this linearity of M/# with recording intensity is mainly a result of direct electron 

transfer from the deeper traps to the shallower ones. Reducing the concentration of 

both traps increases the average distance between the deeper and the shallower traps, 

thus reducing the strength of this direct electron transfer. As a result , M / # saturates 

at lower recording intensities. Therefore, the usage of undoped near- stoichiometric 

crystals washes out the main and possibly the only advantage of two- step recording. 

The second disadvantage of using undoped near-stoichiometric crystals is the very 

low concentration of both deeper and shallower traps that limits the M / # and sensi

tivity that can be obtained as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. In fact, the concentrations 

of both traps are so low in these materials that we can not expect to obtain better 

values of M/# and sensitivity than those reported after a lot of optimization eflorts. 

Another substantial disadvantage of using stoichiometric materials is the higher 

dark conductivity of these materials due to larger electron mobility in the conduc

tion band. This reduces the dark storage time of stored holograms. Furthermore, 

using intrinsic traps like polarons and bipolarons reduces the degrees of freedom in 

optimizing the performance of the material. The concentration of these traps can 

not be varied arbitrarily and independently of each other. The energy levels of these 

traps can not be varied arbitrarily, either. Furthermore, these traps are intrinsic in 

LiNb03 . If we want to use another crystal, we need to first look for the possibility of 

having similar intrinsic traps. This reduces the generality of the method. 

It is important to note that if we try to further increase the effective lifetime 

of electrons in the shallower traps (polarons) in two- center recording by reducing 

the concentrations of the deeper and shallower traps, we will reduce the role of direct 

electron transfer between the traps to a level where it is no longer the dominant mech

anism for sensitization. In this case, the dominant mechanism for electron transfer 

between the traps is via the conduction band. This makes the dominant mechanisms 

in two- step recording exactly the same as those in two- center recording. In this case, 

there is a partial erasure of the hologram during read- out (and even in the dark 

due to thermal excitation) in two- step recording similar to what exists in two- center 

recording. Such a partial erasure has been reported in highly reduced undoped near-
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stoichiometric LiNb03 crystals [61]. The main difference remaining between the two 

methods in this case is that we have a lot of parameters to optimize in the two- center 

recording, but we do not have that many in two- step recording. Furthermore, there 

is a dark depopulation mechanism for the shallower traps (through thermal excitation 

of the electrons to the conduction band) in two- step recording that is not present in 

two- center recording. 

To summarize, it seems that despite impressing recent progress and great opti

mization efforts in two-step recording using cw light in undoped near- stoichiometric 

LiNb03 crystals, the best obtained performance characteristics in two- step recording 

are at least one order of magnitude below those in the initial results in two- center 

recording. Furthermore, there is still a lot of room for improving the performance 

of two-center recording by using other dopands and other materials while further 

optimization of two- step recording might not be possible. 

5.6 Conclusions 

We compared the performance characteristics of two- step and two- center holographic 

recording methods in LiNb03 crystals both theoretically and experimentally. The 

best performance characteristics obtained in two- step recording after a lot of efforts 

for optimization are at least one order of magnitude below those in two- center record

ing. The performance of two- step recording is limited by dark depopulation of the 

shallower traps that results in a short effective lifetime for electrons in these traps. 

Increasing this effective lifetime reduces the intensity threshold required for record

ing strong holograms in two- step recording at the expense of reducing the highest 

possible values of MI# and sensitivity that can be obtained at very high intensities. 

Moving in the direction of increasing this effective lifetime by using highly reduced 

undoped near-stoichiometric crystals will finally make two- step recording very simi

lar to two- center recording. This eliminates the only possible advantage of two-step 

recording, i.e., having better MI# at very high intensities. 

To conclude, it can be said from these comparisons that two- center holographic 
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recording is the best available method for persistent holographic recording in LiNb03 

crystals, especially at low intensities. Two- center recording is a promising method 

with still a lot of room for improvement and optimization. 
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Chapter 6 Potentials of doubly-doped 

LiNb03 crystals for holographic recording 

6.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters we showed that persistent holograms can be recorded in doubly

doped LiNb03 crystals. We also discussed the performance improvement and op

timization of two- center holographic recording in such crystals. For example, we 

showed that sensitivity can be greatly improved by sacrificing some persistence. The 

focus in all previous discussions was to keep persistence while optimizing and im

proving other holographic recording properties. Therefore, all holographic recording 

experiments were performed with one sensitizing beam and two recording beams. In 

this chapter we consider the possibility of recording with only two recording beams of 

the same wavelength (without any sensitizing beam) in doubly-doped LiNb03 crys

tals. The goal is to understand and appraise the range of performance characteristics 

that can be obtained by using doubly-doped LiNb03 crystals and compare it with 

that obtained in singly- doped crystals . We also define a quantitative measure for 

persistence to make the comparison of different cases easier. Finally, we will consider 

the trade- offs involved in holographic recording in doubly- doped LiNb03 crystals and 

show that by using these materials we can span a much larger range of performance 

characteristics than that in singly- doped LiNb03 crystals. 

6.2 Experiments 

We performed experiments with two LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals from the same boule each 

doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe203 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. Both crystals were first oxidized 

for 1 hour at 1000 °C in O2 atmosphere. The crystals were then reduced at 800°C in 
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Ar atmosphere for either one hour (XTAL1) or four hours (XTAL2). All Fe traps in 

XTAL1 are empty while more than 90% of the Mn traps in this crystal are occupied 

by electrons. On the other hand , all Mn traps as well as a portion of Fe traps are 

initially occupied by electrons in XTAL2. With this annealing treatment XTAL1 is 

appropriate for persistent holographic recording (two- center recording) while XTAL2 

is good for normal single wavelength recording with destructive read- out. 

We performed holographic recording experiments with two plane waves (wave

length 488 nm, intensity of each beam 17 m W /cm2 , ordinary polarization) in XTAL2. 

Read-out of the hologram was performed with one of the recording beams. The result 

of this experiment is shown in Figure 6.1 (a). We performed three different recording 

experiments with XTALl. First, we recorded a plane wave hologram with two plane 

waves (wavelength 514 nm, intensity of each beam 17 m W /cm2
, ordinary polariza

tion). Read-out of the hologram is performed with one of the recording beams. The 

result of this experiment is shown in Figure 6.1 (b). We also performed two differ

ent recording and read- out experiments using two-center recording. The sensitizing 

beam in both experiments was a homogeneous beam from a 100 W UV lamp (wave

length 404 nm, intensity 4 mW/cm2 ). Recording was performed with the sensitizing 

beam and two red beams (wavelength 633 nm, intensity of each beam 300 m W /cm2
, 

ordinary polarization) in one case and two green beams (wavelength 514 nm, intensity 

of each beam 17 mW/cm2 , ordinary polarization) in the other case. The results of 

these two experiments are shown in Figures 6.1 (c) and (d), respectively. 

The wide range of performance characteristics shown in Figure 6.1 is very lll

teresting. It is important to note that the crystals used in all four cases depicted 

in Figure 6.1 are essentially the same as the only difference between XTAL1 and 

XTAL2 is their oxidation / reduction state. Figure 6.1 (a) shows that recording in 

a reduced crystal is fast and strong, but read- out erases the hologram very fast. 

Strong holograms can be recorded with one wavelength (normal recording) in the 

more oxidized crystal (XTAL1), but recording is very slow. The holograms recorded 

in such a crystal have good persistence as they can be read- out for a long time be

fore their diffraction efficiency drops too much (Figure 6.1 (b)). Figures 6.1 (c) and 
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Figure 6_1: Recording and read- out curves for a plane-wave hologram in a 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal: (a) recording with two plane waves (wavelength 488 nm) in 
the highly reduced sample XTAL2, (b) recording with two plane waves (wavelength 
514 nm) in the lightly oxidized sample XTAL1, (c) recording with two plane waves 
(wavelength 633 nm) and one sensitizing beam (wavelength 404 nm) in XTAL1, and 
(d) recording with two plane waves (wavelength 514 nm) and one sensitizing beam 
(wavelength 404 nm) in XTALl. Recording and sensitizing intensities (fa and Is, 
respectively) are shown in the figures. Further details are mentioned in the text. 
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(d) show that by adding one homogeneous sensitizing beam to the recording system 

and using the more oxidized crystal (XTAL1) we can add another dimension to the 

performance characteristics. This added dimension is persistence. Recording with 

red light has better persistence than recording with green light , sensitivity is much 

better in recording with green light. This means that we can improve sensitivity by 

sacrificing some persistence. This range of performance characteristics obtained by 

using a doubly-doped LiNb03 crystal can not be obtained by using a singly- doped 

crystal by any means. For example, the range of performance in normal recording in 

a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal covers from that of a highly oxidized LiNb03 :Mn crystal to 

that of a highly reduced LiNb03:Fe crystal. Furthermore, we can add persistence by 

bringing in a sensitizing beam. The range of performance that can be obtained in 

a LiNb03 :Fe crystal covers only from that of a highly oxidized LiNb03:Fe crystal to 

that of a highly reduced LiNb03 :Fe crystal without the possibility of persistence. 

6.3 Quantitative performance measures 

In Section 6.2 we discussed qualitatively the differences among the four recording 

experiments shown in Figure 6.1 based on dynamic range (or recording strength), 

sensitivity (or recording speed) and persistence (or non- destructive read-out). It is 

important to note that hologram strength, recording sensitivity, and persistence are 

not fully independent. For example, we can read a very strong hologram with much 

lower intensity than a weak hologram to obtain the same output intensity. However, 

the erasure of the hologram depends on reading intensity. Therefore, we should 

not consider the erasure time constants obtained at the same reading intensity as a 

measure for persistence. This means that we can not compare the persistence of the 

four cases depicted in Figure 6.1 by just looking at how fast the holograms are erased 

during read-out. It is important to have good quantitative measures for different 

performance characteristics to compare the different cases and to study the trade

offs involved in holographic recording in a doubly-doped LiNb03 crystal. In this 

section, we discuss such quantitative measures for dynamic range , recording speed, 
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and persistence. 

6.3.1 Measure for dynamic range, M/# 

We have previously defined M/# [75] as the measure for dynamic range in holographic 

recording. In normal recording, M/# is typically defined as the product of initial 

recording slope and erasure time constant as 

M/# (6.1 ) 

where Ao is the saturation hologram strength, and Tr and Te are recording and erasure 

time constants, respectively. The same formula can be used in two- center holographic 

recording if Ao and Te are defined appropriately as discussed in Chapter 4. The 

importance of M/# becomes clear in multiplexing many holograms. If we multiplex 

M holograms using an appropriate recording schedule [73 , 81], all holograms will have 

the same diffraction efficiency (T)) equal to 

(6.2) 

The minimum acceptable diffraction efficiency of each hologram in a holographic 

storage system is typically dictated by the noise and crosstalk level of the system and 

the minimum acceptable signal to noise ratio (or probability of error). Therefore, we 

would like M / # to be as large as possible to be able to record more holograms with 

the pre- specified diffraction efficiency. In other words, larger M / # results in higher 

storage capacity. 

6.3.2 Measure for recording speed, sensitivity (S) 

We have previously defined sensitivity (5) as the measure for recording speed III 

holographic recording [76]. In normal recording, 5 in units of cm/] is defined as the 

initial recording slope (AO/Te) normalized to total recording intensity (h) and the 
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thickness of the recording medium (L) as 

s (6.3) 

Equation (6.3) can be easily modified for the calculation of sensitivity in two- center 

recording as explained in Chapter 4. 

Sensitivity is a very important measure as it defines the recording rate (i.e., num

ber of bits recorded in a unit of time). 

6.3.3 Measure for persistence, R/# 

Unlike sensitivity and MI# there has been no quantitative measure for persistence 

in holographic recording. To define such a measure, we first need to define a reference 

storage system. We assume that such a system is composed of M = 1000 holograms 

multiplexed in the same volume of 1 cm x 1 cm x 1 cm with the minimum acceptable 

intensity of each reconstructed plane- wave hologram being 5 x 10- 3 mW/cm2 . This 

assumption for minimum reconstructed intensity is equivalent to assuming a minimum 

acceptable diffraction efficiency of TJmin = 5 X 10-5 with standard reading intensity 

of I STD = 100 m W I cm 2. We also assume that in such a system with the specified 

minimum intensity of the reconstructed beam, we need to have Nph = 1000 photons 

for each 10 11m x 10 11m pixel at the detector to obtain an acceptable signal to noise 

ratio. The measure for persistence, RI#, is defined as the number of times we can 

read the information in the entire module (all 1000 holograms) before the intensity 

of the reconstructed beam falls below the minimum acceptable value. To derive a 

formula for RI#, we assume that the erasure of the hologram during read-out has 

monoexponential dynamics, i.e., 

ViiO exp( -tITe) , (6.4) 
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where 710 and Te are initial diffraction efficiency and erasure time constant , respec

tively. To apply Equation (6.4) to two-center recording, we assume that we read the 

hologram for sufficient time after recording to transfer all electrons in shallower traps 

to deeper traps. The initial diffraction efficiency 710 can also be represented as 

710 (
M/#) 2 

M ' 
(6.5) 

with M being the number of holograms multiplexed in the same location. \Ve can 

now calculate the maximum reading time (tmax) of a hologram before its diffraction 

efficiency falls below a pre-specified minimum value T}min as 

( .JiiO ) Te In v' . 
T}mm 

( M/# ) 
Te In M v'T}min 

(6.6) 

The erasure time constant Te in these equations is inversely proportional to the reading 

intensity hD. To calculate R/#, we need to use the erasure t ime constant of the 

standard system, Te,STD' To calculate Te,STD from an experimental measurement of 

Te,RD at reading intensity l RD , we use 

Te ,STD 
hD 

Te,RD -
l

- , 
STD 

(6.7) 

where lSTD is the average reading intensity of the standard system. Typically, lSTD 

is chosen high enough to ensure at least the minimum acceptable intensity for the 

reconstructed beam. On the other hand, we choose lSTD and as low as possible to 

minimize the erasure during read- out (maximize R/#). 

The reading time of each hologram (th) depends on the intensity of the recon

structed beam and the number of photons per pixel (Nph ) required to obtain accept

able signal to noise ratio. The formula for th can be written as 

Nphhll 

lout Apixel ' 
(6.8) 
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where lw is the energy of a single photon at the reading light frequency, and lout and 

Apixel are output (or reconstructed) intensity and the area of each pixel, respectively. 

Knowing the maximum possible reading time and the reading time for each hologram, 

we can calculate R/ # as the number of times we can read the entire information in 

the memory module (M holograms) as 

R/# 

(6.9) 

Note that if'rJo and 'rJmin are very different, we need to put an effective (or averaged) 

value for Te,SD since the reading intensity of the standard system might vary in a large 

range to guarantee the minimum acceptable output intensity. 

Equation (6.9) suggests that R/# is dependent on both M/# and the erasure time 

constant of the recorded holograms. The dependence on the erasure time constant 

is clear as the stored information can be read for a longer time (or more times) at 

longer erasure time constants. The dependence on the M/# comes from the fact 

that the diffraction efficiency of each hologram at the end of recording is larger for 

larger M / #. Therefore, we can read the holograms with lower intensities to obtain 

the same minimum acceptable intensity of the reconstructed beams. Using lower 

intensities results in lower erasure time constants and larger R/#. In a practical 

storage system, we need to have R/# in the order of a million. This allows us to read 

the entire information in a storage module (with capacity in the order of 1 Gbit) at 

least one million times before we need to refresh the stored information. 

6.3.4 Relations among the quantitative performance mea-

sures 

It is important to note that M/#, S, and R/# are not totally independent from 

each other. For example, the relation between M/# and S can be seen from Equa

tions (6.1) and (6.3). If we increase the saturation strength of the hologram (Ao) while 
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keeping the time constants fixed, we can increase both M/# and S. Increasing Ao 

will also increase R/# as R/# increases with increasing M/#. On the other hand, if 

we try to increase S by decreasing the recording time constant (Tr) as Equation (6.3) 

suggests , we typically decrease the erasure time constant (Te) and in many cases the 

saturation hologram strength (Ao), too. As a result both M/# and R/# become 

smaller in this case. 

6.4 Comparison of different recording strategies in 

doubly-doped LiNb03 

In this section, we compare the quantitative characteristics measures for the four 

different cases shown in Figure 6.1. The values for M/# , S, and R/# for these four 

cases are summarized in Table 6.1. The last column in Table 6.1 comments about 

the strength of holographic scattering and fanning as the sources for deterioration of 

the holograms especially during read-out . As Table 6.1 suggests, the numbers are 

all good for single wavelength (488 nm) recording in the reduced sample XTAL2. 

However, there exist two difficulties in using this crystal. First , the absorption of 

the recording and reading light inside the crystal goes up with crystal thickness. 

Although the absorption of the 0.85 mm thick sample of XTAL2 was not very high, it 

becomes high if we use a 1 cm thick crystal that is more practical. Secondly, fanning 

is very strong in the reduced sample XTAL2 resulting in the fast deterioration of the 

stored information. Normal recording with only one wavelength in the more oxidized 

sample XTAL1 has good M/# and R/# while the absorption of the recording and 

read- out beams is low enough for all practical applications. However, the sensitivity 

is too low in this case. Recording with red (633 nm) in the presence of a sensitizing 

UV beam (wavelength 404 nm) results in an excellent R/# and a barely acceptable 

M/# , but the sensitivity is very low. Furthermore, absorption of the recording light 

and fanning are not critical issues here. The best combination of both quantitative 

measures (M/#, S, and R/#) and qualitative measures (absorption and fanning) for 
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a practical read / write memory system is obtained by using two-center holographic 

recording in XTAL1 with green light (wavelength 514 nm) for recording and UV 

(wavelength 404 nm) for sensitization. 

Recording scheme Normal Normal Two- Center Two- Center 
Crystal XTAL2 XTAL1 XTAL1 XTAL1 
Annealing reduced oxidized oxidized oxidized 
Sensitizing wavelength (nm) - - 404 404 
Sensitizing intensity (m W /cm2

) - - 3.8 3.8 
Recording wavelength (nm) 488 514 633 514 
Recording intensity (m W /cm2

) 31 34 600 34 
( M / # ) / L (cm 1) 75 55 7.5 10 
S (cm/J) 1.2 0.G18 0.01 0.2 
R/# (106

) 0.6 4.8 100 0.3 
Fanning severe small very small small 
Absorption of recording beam high low low low 

Table 6.1: Comparison of the performance measures of different recording schemes in 
a LiNb03 :Fe:lVIn crystal. 

6.5 'frade-offs in holographic recording in doubly-

doped LiNb03 

The major challenge in designing a holographic storage system is the trade- offs among 

M/#, S, and R/# along with the qualitative measures for absorption and fanning. 

Depending on the application, the main concern might be a subset of these measures. 

For example, if we do not want to write new information frequently but we need to 

read the information a lot , we need to use a recording scheme with large R/# and 

we can even sacrifice S to obtain better R/#. In such a case, we might use two

center holographic recording with red and UV in a properly oxidized LiNb03 :Fe:lVIn 

crystal (Figure 6.1 (c)). If we need larger M / # than that obtained in two- center 

recording with red and UV, we can sacrifice some persistence (R/#) for M/# by 

using two- center holographic recording with green and UV (Figure 6.1 (d)). 
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It is evident from Table 6.1 that by adding long- term persistence through using 

two-center recording, we sacrifice both NI/ # and S. One obvious reason for this loss 

in NI/ # and S is that two- center recording has an extra step of bringing electrons 

from the deeper traps (Mn) to the shallower ones (Fe). This extra step reduces the 

recording speed compared to normal recording in singly- doped crystals where we 

directly record from the shallower traps. The presence of the sensitizing UV beam 

also decreases the modulation depth for the electron concentration in the conduction 

band resulting in a smaller M / #. There is another important reason for losing M / # 

and S in two- center holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals: to obtain the 

best persistence we need to choose recording wavelength high enough to suppress the 

erasure of the hologram recorded in the deeper traps during read-out. Therefore, we 

need to use red light for recording in LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystals. However, red light is not 

the best wavelength for recording from Fe traps in LiNb03 . The smaller absorption 

cross section of the Fe traps at 633 nm compared to that at 488 nm (that is a more 

appropriate wavelength for recording holograms from Fe traps in LiNb03 ) results 

in a big loss in S. The photovoltaic coefficient of Fe traps at 633 nm is also much 

smaller than that at 488 nm resulting in losing NI/#, too. This extra loss due to 

the inefficiency of recording wavelength is the major source of loss in NI/ # and S in 

two-center holographic recording with red and UV in LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystals. These 

extra losses can be avoided by finding better dopands or even better materials. For 

example, if we replace Fe by another trap in LiNb03 that is the most sensitive to red 

light , we can obtain excellent persistence without losing a lot in M / # and S. The 

position of such an ideal shallower trap in the band gap of LiNb03 is shown by Z in 

Figure 6.2. Finding such a trap and using it instead of Fe also allows us to replace 

Mn by copper (eu) that lies closer than Mn to the conduction band in the band 

gap of LiNb03 as shown in Figure 6.2. This allows us to use blue light (wavelength 

430 nm) for sensitization in order to avoid extra absorption of the sensitizing beam 

due to band- to-band absorption of LiNb03 . Therefore, one important challenge in 

optimizing the recording material is to find a better shallower trap than Fe. Possible 

choices for this shallower trap along with other ways for improving material properties 
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Figure 6.2: (a) Relative positions of the different traps in the band gap of LiNb03 . 

Z represents an ideal shallower trap for two- center recording. CB and VB stand for 
conduction band and valance band, respectively. 

in two-center holographic recording will be discussed in Chapter 7. 

6.6 Designing trap properties by using doubly-

doped crystals 

The number of known dopands that act as photorefractive centers in LiNb03 is very 

small. Only iron (Fe), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), and chromium (Cr) are known 

to show photorefractive behavior with acceptable strength for holographic recording 

in LiNb03 . This limits the choice of trap properties even for normal recording with 

a single wavelength to just four different sets of parameters. The performance char

acteristics highly depend on the trap's properties like absorption cross section and 

photovoltaic constant at the recording wavelength, recombination coefficient for trap

ping electrons from the conduction band, etc. As a result, we can not always have the 

material properties appropriate for a specific application. However, we can use two 
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different dopands and choose their concentrations and oxidation / reduction states 

to design an effective trap that fits better for our specific application than a single 

trap. This allows us to obtain a large range of performance characteristics even if we 

want to use normal holographic recording with a single wavelength. For example, we 

can obtain a performance range from that of a highly oxidized LiNb03 :Mn crystal 

to that of a highly reduced LiNb03 :Fe crystal by using a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal at 

different oxidation / reduction states. These two extreme cases are shown in Fig

ures 6.1 (a) and (b). We can obtain any performance between these two extremes by 

simply changing the oxidation / reduction state of the same crystal. We can also alter 

these two extremes by changing the concentrations of Fe and Mn traps. Therefore, 

we can design an effective trap (Eff) that would lie between Fe and Mn traps in the 

band gap of LiNb03 as shown in Figure 6.3. Note that such an effective center can 

be used for example as the effective deeper trap in two-center holographic recording 

utilizing another effective center for the shallower trap. Also note that this idea of 

designing an effective trap is not limited to LiNb03 crystal. This opens up the general 

idea of using multiply doped crystals for holographic recording to obtain the specific 

characteristics for a specified application. 

6.7 Conclusions 

We defined for the first time a quantitative measure for persistence (R/#) in holo

graphic recording. We also compared different strategies for holographic recording 

in a LiNb03 :Fe:l'vIn crystal based on the dynamic range parameter (AIf/#), sensitiv

ity (S) and persistence (R/ #) as well as qualitative measures of the absorption of 

the recording and reading beams, and fanning. The performance range that can be 

obtained by using a doubly- doped LiNb03 crystal is much broader than that ob

tained in a singly- doped crystal even if recording is performed by only two recording 

beams without sensitizing light (normal recording). By adding a sensitizing beam 

to the holographic recording system (two- center recording), we can add one dimen

sion for performance characteristics (persistence) that further broadens the range of 
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Figure 6.3: (a) Energy band diagram of a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal. (b) Energy band 
diagram of a LiNb03 crystal having an effective trap (Eff) that acts the same as the 
LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal whose diagram shown in part (a). The position and properties 
of the effective traps (Eff) depend on the relative concentrations of the Fe and Mn 
traps, and the oxidation / reduction state of the crystal. 

performance characteristics that can be obtained. We can dope the crystal with two 

sets of dopands'to design an effective trap with appropriate properties for a desired 

performance. 

The main challenges in holographic recording are the trade- offs among M / #, s, 
R/# and qualitative measures like fanning and absorption. The material properties 

(dopands , oxidation / reduction state, etc.) as well as the system properties (recording 

and sensitizing wavelengths and intensities, etc.) should be chosen to obtain the 

desired characteristics by possibly sacrificing some parameters that are not the main 

concern in order to improve those that are crucial. 

We showed that two- center holographic recording with green (wavelength 514 nm) 

and UV (wavelength 404 nm) in an appropriately annealed LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystal is 

the best strategy for designing a practical read / write storage module with acceptable 

persistence. Furthermore, by choosing the deeper and shallower traps appropriately 

(if practically possible) in two- center recording, we can add persistence without sac-
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rificing a lot in 1"\11/# and S. Finding the ideal traps, especially the shallower ones , 

in LiNb03 , is an important challenge in improving the performance of two- center 

holographic recording. In Chapter 7 we consider the system design and possible ways 

for further performance improvement in two- center holographic recording. 
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Chapter 7 System design 

7.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters, we discussed several issues regarding the recording material and 

some system issues in two-center holographic recording. When talking about mate

rials, we can summarize the necessary information by three important parameters. 

These material parameters are dynamic range parameter (M/#), sensitivity (S), and 

persistence measure (R/#). On the other hand, the design criteria of a storage system 

are usually expressed in terms of storage capacity (C), recording rate (RRec), access 

time (taccess), and read- out rate (RRead). Therefore, it is necessary to understand the 

relation among the material parameters and the system parameters. 

In this chapter, we first derive formulas that relate the system parameters and the 

material parameters. We then use the derived formulas to see what system charac

teristics are obtained with the existing materials. This is very important in judging 

about the practicality of holographic memory systems with current materials and 

techniques. We also discuss an outline for the design of a system using the existing 

materials and techniques. The main issues we discuss are the choice of recording ge

ometry, the choice of multiplexing scheme, and the choice of recording material. We 

will conclude this chapter with summarizing the general guidelines for designing the 

appropriate recording materials that can be used as a basis for the future research. 

7.2 System parameters 

In this section, we find the relation among the system parameters (C, Rrec ), taccesS) and 

(Rread ) and the material parameters (M/#, S). The system measure we choose for 

persistence is the same as the material parameter R/#. In the derivations described 

in this section, we assume that our storage module consists of a crystal with thickness 
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L whose area perpendicular to the thickness dimension is A. We also assume that 

we multiplex M holograms in the same volume with each hologram consisting of 

a N x N two- dimensional array of pixels. The area of each pixel is assumed to 

be Apixel ~ A/N2. Therefore, each hologram (or data page) has N 2 bits. We also 

assume that the signal beam in holographic recording is modulated by a spatial light 

modulator (SLM) with an efficiency of 100%, for simplicity. Finally, the recording 

and read- out intensities are represented by IRec and I Read , respectively. 

7.2.1 Recording rate 

From the formula for sensitivity 

S 

d,fij 
Tt lt=o 

IRec L 
(7.1) 

we can find the recording time for a weak hologram with diffraction efficiency 'f] = 

[(M/#)/M ]2 (or ,ft = (iVI/#)/M) to be 

M/# 
M 

IRecLS ' 
(7.2) 

where we assumed that the recording dynamics of the weak hologram can be ap

proximated by a linear function. The number of holograms recorded per unit time 

is simply l/tR' Since each hologram consists of N 2 bits, the recording rate (RRec) in 

units of bits/s is 

(7.3) 

7.2.2 Access time and read-out rate 

To calculate the read-out rate, we assume that by using the fast ways of addressing the 

different pages during read-out (for example, using micro-electro- mechanical systems 
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(MEMS) or vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VeSEL's)) , the access time of 

each hologram is limited by the integration time of the detector. We assume that 

we need to integrate Ne electrons per each pixel at the detector to obtain acceptable 

signal to noise ratio (SNR). If the read- out of a hologram with diffraction efficiency 

T/ = [(M/#)/ Mj2 is performed by the light of optical frequency VR and intensity head ' 

the number of photons per pixel (N P P) per unit time will be 

NPP 

(7.4) 

where h is Plank's constant. Assuming 100% quantum efficiency for the detector (i.e., 

each photon at the detector results in one electron), the access time required for the 

integration of Ne electrons (or photons) per pixel at the detector will be 

taccess 
Ne 

NPP 
(7.5) 

Since each hologram consists of N 2 bits, the read- out rate (RRead) in units of bits per 

second is 

RRead 
taccess 

(7.6) 

7.2.3 Storage capacity 

Since we multiplex M holograms each consisting in N 2 bits of data in the same volume 

of the crystal, the storage capacity (C) in units of bits is easily calculated to be 

C = MN2
, (7.7) 
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and the volume information density in units of bits/m3 is 

D (7.8) 

7.2.4 System parameters for the existing materials 

Since we are interested in having persistence along with fast recording, fast read- out , 

and large storage capacity in our memory system, we use two- center recording in a 

LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal with UV light (wavelength 404 nm) for sensitization and green 

light (wavelength 514 nm) for recording. The best material parameters for a 1 em 

thick crystal are obtained by recording in transmission geometry with extraordinary 

polarization for recording light. These parameters are (M/#)/L ~ 10 cm- l
, S ~ 0.2 

cm/J, and R/# ~ 3 x 106
. 

We assume that our memory module consists of NI = 1000 holograms in a 1 em 

x 1 cm x 1 em crystal. Since the recording material has M/# = 10, the diffraction 

efficiency of each hologram is 'f/ = 10-4 . 'vVe also assume that the dimensions of each 

pixel are 10 pm x 10 pm which is 10 times bigger in each dimension than the practical 

limit of the pixel size in holographic recording in LiNb03 [87]. Therefore, the number 

of pixels (or bits) in each hologram (page size) is 

N 
A 

Apixel 
(7.9) 

We assume that we need to integrate Ne = 1000 electrons per each pixel at the 

detector to obtain acceptable signal to noise ratio. Finally, we assume that recording 

and reading intensities are hec = h ead = 100 mW/cm2 . Putting the values of the 

different parameters in Equations (7.3) and (7.5)- (7.8) results in the following system 
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parameters: 

RRec 2 Mb/s, (7.10) 

taccess 3.9 f.LS, (7.11) 

RRead 250 Gb/s, (7.12) 

C 1 Gb, (7 .13 ) 

D 1 Gb/cm3
, (7.14) 

that are good compared to similar system parameters for a commercial hard drive. 

The impressing recording and read- out rates are the direct result of the huge paral

lelism in holographic recording, i.e. , by reading each hologram (or data page) we read 

100 Mb in parallel. We can therefore conclude that two-center holographic recording 

with UV and green with the existing materials is very promising for the realization 

of a practical holographic storage systems. Note that two-center recording is still at 

its early stages of progress with a lot of room for improvement. 

7.3 Recording geometry 

Holograms can be recorded using transmission geometry, 90° geometry, and reflection 

geometry, although the first two geometries are more appropriate for the design of 

read I write memory systems in LiNb03 crystals . 

The advantages of the 90° geometry are the good overlap of the reference and 

signal beams over a large range, very good angle (or wavelength) selectivity due to 

small grating period, good tolerance to scattering (as scattering light during read- out 

is mainly centered around the strong reference beam and does not have a large extent 

around the reconstructed beam) , and the possibility of usage in the compact lensless 

architecture [88]. However, recording with extraordinary polarization is not possible 

in 90° geometry since the polarizations of the reference and signal beams have to 

be the same. Due to the 90° angle between the directions of propagation of the two 

beams, they must have out of plane (or ordinary) polarization (or at least an ordinary 
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component). This results in a loss by a factor of 3 in both M/# and S due to smaller 

electro- optic coefficient of LiNb03 for ordinary polarization. On the other hand , we 

can use extraordinary polarization for the recording beams in transmission geometry 

to obtain a factor of 3 improvement in both M/# and S. It is important to note that 

the use of extraordinary polarization for recording beams results in stronger inter

pixel crosstalk. There are some proposed methods for reducing inter- pixel crosstalk, 

and the issue is still under research. 

It seems that at least with the existing materials, we need to use transmission 

geometry with extraordinary polarization. This is due to the fact that the existing 

system parameters calculated in Section 7.2 are barely comparable with those of the 

other memory systems (like hard drives). Therefore , we can not afford to loose both 

M/# and S by a factor of 3. However, if future research results in much bigger 

values of M /# and S, we may want to use 900 geometry to take advantage of its nice 

features. 

7.4 Choice of multiplexing method 

The best method for hologram multiplexing in a practical storage system is wave

length multiplexing as it does not need any moving parts. The use of tunable laser 

diodes as the source of the recording beams is probably the best choice. However, 

a practical holographic storage system using wavelength multiplexing requires fast 

switching from one wavelength to another wavelength. The wavelength tuning range 

needs to be large enough to accommodate the multiplexing of many holograms in the 

same volume. With the current advances in the design of tunable laser diodes, it is 

hopeful that the requirements of wavelength multiplexing for practical holographic 

storage systems can be satisfied in the near future. 

We can also use angle multiplexing in our memory module. To have fast access 

time (limited only by the detector integration time) , the use of MEMS for changing 

the angle of the reference beam is recommended. 
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7.5 Choice of recording material 

The best present method that has all the required system parameters for a practical 

read / write storage system is two-center holographic recording with UV (wavelength 

404 nm) and green (wavelength 514 nm) in doubly-doped LiNb03 crystals. The best 

existing material for this recording scheme is congruently melting LiNb03:Fe:Mn. 

The material has to be congruent, and not stoichiometric as explained in Chapter 4. 

Later in this chapter, we will discuss the possible ways of improving the material 

properties. 

7.6 A system prototype 

Figure 7.1 shows our proposed memory module using the compact lensless architecture 

[88] with phase conjugate read-out. The system incorporates two-center recording in 

a doubly- doped crystal. Two sensitizing beams sensitize the crystal from the top and 

the bottom while the recording beams record a hologram in a 90° geometry. Read- out 

of each hologram is performed by the phase conjugate of its corresponding reference 

beam. The ideal case in this system is to have a material that is best sensitized by 

blue light (wavelength 430 nm) with the most sensitive wavelength for recording in the 

red (around 670 nm). This allows us to use high power blue LED's for the sensitizing 

beam and laser diodes as the source of the recording beams. To realize such an ideal 

system, it is crucial to improve the material to have the required properties. 

7.7 Improving the recording material 

To choose the correct directions for future research in recording materials, we need to 

have a good understanding of the general criteria for designing the recording material 

and choosing the parameters (wavelength, intensity, etc.) of sensitizing and record

ing beams. Although we have mentioned most of these criteria in different places 

previously, it is helpful to summarize them here. These criteria can be used as the 
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Figure 7.1: A proposed memory module using two- center recording in compact lens
less architecture with phase conjugate read- out. 
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cookbook for designing other materials with other dopands. 

7.7.1 Material design criteria 

Choice of the photorefractive material 

1. The band gap of the recording material must be large enough to place two 

different sets of traps (shallower and deeper traps) far enough from each other 

for obtaining good persistence. 

2. The material needs to have good optical quality to ensure weak light scatter

ing. The minimum acceptable diffraction efficiency (7Jmin) of each hologram 

becomes higher at stronger scattering, and the number of holograms that can 

be multiplexed in the same volume is smaller at larger diffraction efficiencies 

(M = (M / #) / y'7Jmin)' Therefore, strong scattering results in the loss of storage 

capacity. 

3. The material must have small dark conductivity to ensure long dark storage 

time (at least 6 months). 

4. The material must be sensitive enough for holographic recording either in the 

undoped form or when doped with appropriate impurities. Furthermore, the 

wavelength that the material is most sensitive to must be practical. 

5. The material must have large electro- optic coefficients that can be used for 

holographic recording. 

6. The material must be easy to grow with good repeatability. 

The best materials that satisfy these requirements are lithium niobate (LiNb03) 

and lithium tantalate (LiTa03). Although LiNb03 has been extensively used in 

different applications, and therefore it is very easy to obtain and to work with, LiTa03 

might be advantageous in some applications due to its larger band gap. 
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Choice of the dopands (or traps) 

1. Both dopands (for shallower and deeper traps) should act as photorefractive 

centers in the crystal, i.e., they must occur with two different valance states 

inside the recording material. In other words, it must be possible to excite an 

electron to the conduction band (or a hole to the valance band) from the trap 

levels corresponding to both dopands. The traps corresponding to both dopands 

must be able to capture (or trap) electrons from the conduction band . It is 

also necessary to have control on the initial electron concentration in the traps 

corresponding to the dopands. An example of a photorefractive center is Fe in 

LiNb03 that occurs as either Fe2+ or Fe3+. The initial electron concentration 

in the Fe traps in LiNb03 can be changed by annealing. 

2. The position of each trap (or dopand) in the band gap of the recording material 

must correspond to some practical optical wavelength range for excitation. 

3. The absorption cross section and the bulk photovoltaic constant (if applicable) 

of each trap at its excitation wavelength must be large enough to result in large 

M/# and S. 

4. The deeper traps must be far enough from the top of the valance band to 

reduce the extra absorption of the sensitizing beam due to band to band electron 

excitation. 

5. The shallower traps must be far enough from the bottom of the conduction 

band to reduce the possibility of the depopulation of the these traps by thermal 

excitation. 

6. The deeper traps and the shallower traps must be far enough from each other 

to ensure good persistence. 

It is important to note that the simultaneous satisfaction of these conditions to 

the level of perfection might not be possible in many cases. In such cases, we need to 

trade-off M/#, S, and R/# to obtain the best condition for the desired application. 
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The usage of large band gap materials provides us with more room to put the traps 

far enough from each other and from the corresponding band. Therefore , the usage 

of high band gap recording material is preferable. 

Choice of the sensitizing and recording wavelengths 

l. Sensitization must be performed with the wavelength that the deeper traps are 

most sensitive to. However, if the deeper traps are close to the valance band 

of the recording material , we may need to choose the sensitizing wavelength 

longer than the best wavelength to avoid the strong band to band absorption. 

In such cases sensitizing wavelength must still be low enough to result in good 

sensitization from the deeper traps. 

2. Recording must be performed with the wavelength that the shallower traps are 

most sensitive to. However, if the shallower traps and the deeper traps are close 

to each other, we must use higher wavelengths to ensure acceptable persistence. 

Choosing the recording wavelength higher than the best wavelength results in 

some loss in Sand M/#. 

3. Both optimum sensitizing and recording wavelength must be easy to provide by 

using practical light sources. 

In many cases, we might also not be able to simultaneously satisfy all these criteria 

to the level of perfection. In such cases, we need again to trade off M/#, S, and R/# 

to obtain the best condition for the desired application. This might involve sacrificing 

one or two of the material parameters for the sake of the desired parameter. Here , 

the usage of high band gap material is also preferable as it is possible to have larger 

distance between the traps and also between each trap and its corresponding band 

(valance band or conduction band). 
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Choice of doping levels, annealing, and sensitizing and recording intensi

ties 

After choosing the recording material and the corresponding appropriate traps, we 

can use the optimization strategy described in Chapter 3 to choose the concentrations 

of the deeper and the shallower traps , the initial electron concentration in each trap, 

and the recording and sensitizing intensities. Some rules of thumb are as follows: 

1. The concentration of the shallower traps is typically chosen as high as practically 

possible. 

2. The optimum ratio of the recording and sensitizing intensities is chosen by 

keeping in mind the practicality of such intensities. 

3. The optimum concentration of the deeper traps is chosen. 

4. The crystal must be annealed properly (or put into other appropriate processes 

for changing electron concentrations in the traps) so that all the shallower traps 

as well as a portion of the deeper traps are initially empty. The optimum portion 

of the filled deeper traps must be chosen as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Note that these optimization rules (intensity ratio , concentration, annealing, etc.) 

are not totally independent. This is due to the fact that holographic recording perfor

mance is the result of the act of different excitation and recombination (or trapping) 

mechanisms. To optimize the recording performance, we need to optimize the rates 

for these mechanisms. Each excitation rate depends on the product of an electron 

concentration and an intensity causing the dependence of the optimum concentrations 

and the annealing state on the intensities and vice versa. 

Summary 

We already know how to optimize the concentrations of the different traps, the anneal

ing state, and the intensities of the sensitizing and recording beams. The optimum 

values of these parameters depend on the recording material and the dopands chosen 
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for the shallower and the deeper traps. Knowing the material and the traps, it is 

easy to find appropriate wavelengths for sensitization and recording. Therefore, fu

ture research for improving the properties of two- center recording must be focused on 

finding appropriate recording material and appropriate dopands. Due to its crucial 

importance, we consider this issue in more details next. 

7.7.2 Improving LiNb03 crystals for two- center recording 

Congruently melting LiNb03 is an excellent candidate for the recording material in 

two- center recording due to its ease of growth, excellent optical quality, very small 

dark conductivity, and strong bulk photovoltaic effect. The dopands known to act 

as photorefractive centers in LiNb03 are iron (Fe), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn) , 

and chromium (Cr). Unfortunately, the traps corresponding to these dopands are all 

fairly deep in the band gap of LiNb03 with Fe being the shallowest one. Therefore, we 

have multiple choices for the deeper traps in LiNb03 , and we need to focus our future 

research on finding other traps that are closer to the conduction band (shallower) 

than Fe traps. Possible choices for the traps are transition metals and lanthanides. 

However, heavy elements are not appropriate to use as they can not be put with 

high concentration into LiNb03 . Therefore, we should limit our search to the first 

two rows of the transition metals, and possibly lanthanides. On the other hand , all 

lanthanides tested in LiNb03 have failed to act as photorefractive centers. We did 

some characterization experiments with a LiNb03 crystal doped with Ceo The results 

of these experiments show that Ce is not a good candidate for a photorefractive trap 

in LiNb03 . 

Figure 7.2 shows the periodic table of elements with crosses on the elements that 

are proven not to act as effective photorefractive centers in LiNb03 . It is known, e.g., 

from Ti- indiffused optical waveguides, that Ti (even in very high concentrations) is 

not a photorefractive center in LiNb03 [89J. Furthermore, Au and Ag are used in inte

grated optics for indiffusion and making contacts without enhancing photorefractive 

effect [89J. Some impurities like Zn, In, and Mg, which are called damage- resistant, 
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can be added to LiNb03 to change the degree of stoichiometry of the crystal without 

acting as efficient photorefractive centers [90 , 91 , 92 , 93, 94, 95J. Some impurities 

(like Pt) do not melt at LiNb03 growth temperature and can not be put into LiNb03 

(the crucibles for the growth of LiNb03 are usually made from Pt) , while some other 

impurities (like Hg) are impossible to bring into LiNb03 due to too much difference of 

the vapor pressure. Finally, holographic recording experiments with LiNb03 crystals 

doped with Pr, Sc, Co, Ni, Rh, and Tb show that these impurities are not efficient 

photorefractive centers in LiNb03 [61, 96, 97]. We performed some experiments to 

investigate the role of Ce in LiNb03 for holographic recording [98]. The results , that 

are presented in the Section 7.7.3 , show that Ce is not a very good candidate for a 

shallower trap in LiNb03 . The remaining choices to test are vanadium (V) in the 

first row of and a few elements in the second row of the transition metals. A good 

candidate to test in the future is ruthinium (Ru) since it is below Fe in the periodic 

table. The electronic configuration in the last shell of Ru is similar to that of Fe. 

However, since the last shell of Ru is farther from the nucleus, it must be easier to 

excite one electron from Ru than from Fe in similar ionic states. Therefore, we might 

expect Ru to result in the traps in LiNb03 that are shallower than Fe. However, 

this is just a possibility. The traps corresponding to Ru might be too shallow, or 

they might not have the required absorption cross section or photovoltaic constant . 

If none of the remaining choices for the shallower traps in LiNb03 works, we need to 

use LiNb03:Fe:Mn for two- center recording, or switch to another host material. 

7.7.3 Role of cerium in LiNb03 for holographic recording 

In Section 7.7.2 we discussed the importance of finding a better red-sensitive photore

fractive center than Fe in LiNb03 . Previous experimental results suggest cerium (Ce) 

might be a good candidate. Cerium is known to be an effective trap center, which 

can provide and capture charge carriers, in different kinds of photorefractive crys

tals including strontium-barium niobate (SBN) [99] and barium titanate (BaTi03) 

[100, 101]. Ce-doped SBN has a very high sensitivity [99], and Ce-doped BaTi03 is 
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Figure 7.2: The periodic table of elements. The elements that can act as photore
fractive centers in LiNb03 as well as those that can not act effectively are marked on 
the table. 
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sensitive to both visible and near infrared light [100, 101]. Some reports on Ce and 

Fe doubly- doped LiNb03 appeared showing that this material has a wide spectral 

response and shows higher sensitivity [102, 103]. Although charge transport from 

and to Fe centers in LiNb03 is already well- known, the impact of Ce doping on 

the build- up of space-charge fields in LiNb03 is still unclear. McMillen et at. have 

reported holographic recording in specially-doped LiNb03 crystals including a Ce 

singly- doped one [97], but no systematic consideration for the role of cerium has 

been carried out. In this section, we investigate the photorefractive performance of 

Ce- doped LiNb03 crystals. Comparisons will be made among the nominally pure, 

Ce- , Fe-, and Mn- doped samples. 

Since there has been no systematic research on the role of Ce in LiNb03 , we 

performed several experiments with singly- doped (Ce, Fe, and Mn) and doubly

doped (Ce:Mn, Fe:Mn) LiNb03 samples as well as with a nominally pure one. All 

samples are y-cut and polished to optical quality. Notations, doping levels, and 

dimensions of the samples are listed in Table 7.1. All doping levels refer to the values 

introduced into the melt . It is known that even in nominally pure crystals there are 

usually some background impurities incorporated [38]. However, the concentrations of 

such background impurities are generally much smaller than the intentionally doped 

impurity levels . To change the electron concentrations in different traps, we conducted 

thermal annealing (oxidation and reduction). During oxidation, the samples are kept 

in an oven with oxygen atmosphere at 1000 °C for at least 12 h, while they are heated 

to 1000°C in argon atmosphere for 12 h during reduction. 

Sensitization experiments 

We performed sensitization experiments with three different crystals (LN:Mn:Fe, 

LN:Mn:Ce, and LN:Mn). The crystals were first oxidized to ensure that the shal

lower traps (Ce or Fe) are initially empty. During sensitization experiments, the 

crystals were illuminated by a homogeneous UV beam (wavelength 404 nm, intensity 

4 m W /cm2) while monitoring the transmission of a very weak red beam (wavelength 

633 nm, ordinary polarization). Figure 7.3 shows the variation of the normalized 
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Notation Dopand Doping Level (wt.%) Dimensions (mma) 
LN nominally pure - 5x5x7 
LN:Ce Ce 0.01-0.02 5 x 5 x 7 
LN:Fe Fe 0.01-0.02 5 x 5 x 7 
LN:Mn Mn 0.05 4 x 1 x 6 
LN:Mn:Ce Mn 0.Ql 10 x 2 x 10 

Ce 0.085 
LN:Mn:Fe Mn 0.Ql 10 x 2 x 10 

Fe 0.085 

Table 7.1: Description of the samples used in the experiments. The doping concen
trations are wt.% of the oxide (Fe203, Ce203, and MnO) in the melt , and dimensions 
are a x b(thickness) x c in mm3 

transmission with time for different samples. The relative change of transmission in 

LN:Mn:Ce is much larger than that of LN:Mn:Fe. We performed the sensitization 

experiment with the Mn singly-doped sample (LN:Mn), too. As it is seen from Fig

ure 7.3, no change in absorption can be observed in this case. This means that the 

absorption variation in LN :Mn:Ce can be attributed to the filling of Ce traps with 

the help of UV light , and not to some kinds of emptied background impurities (that 

would be present in LN:Mn, too). 

Figure 7.4 shows the transmission spectra of LN:Mn:Ce before and after UV illu

mination for 2 hours. It is seen from Figure 7.4 shows that after 2 h UV illumination, 

there is a broad induced absorption in the range from 450 nm to 650 nm. The large 

absorption caused by UV makes the material promising for two-center holographic 

recording at red. 

Holographic Recording experiments 

We first performed normal holographic recording experiments (with only two record

ing beams) with crystals LN, LN:Fe, LN:Ce, and LN:Mn:Ce. We recorded and read

out a plane wave hologram in transmission geometry by two red beams (wavelength 

633 nm, total intensity 26 m W /cm2, ordinary polarization) illuminating the crystal 

symmetrically at an incident angle (between the propagation direction of each red 
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) for variously- doped LiNb03 crystals. The samples were first 
strongly oxidized to ensure that most of the shallower centers are initially empty. 
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Figure 7.5: Recording and read-out curves for nominally pure, Ce- doped and Fe
doped LiNb03 . The three samples have the same dimensions with the thickness d = 5 
mm. Recording is performed with two red beams (Wavelength 633 nm, total intensity 
26 m W / cm2

, ordinary polarization, grating vector along c-axis, and grating period 
0.8 J.Lm), and read- out is performed with one of the recording beams. 

beam and the surface normal of the entrance face of the crystal) of 23° in air. The 

grating vector of the interference pattern was parallel to the c-axis of the crystal. 

Figure 7.5 shows the recording and read- out curves for the four crystals. All 

crystals were strongly reduced before the experiments to ensure that the shallower 

traps (that are used in holographic recording with red light) are partially populated. 

The holographic recording sensitivity for each crystal can be measures from Fig

ure 7.5. The measured sensitivity values are S(LN)=0.002 cm/J, S(LN:Ce)=0.007 

cm/J, S(LN:Mn:Ce)=0.020 cm/J , S(LN:Fe)=0.033 cm/J. Clearly, the increase of Ce 

concentration leads to an increase of recording sensitivity. Note that Mn centers 

are too deep to participate in holographic recording with red light . Therefore , the 

LiNb03:Mn:Ce crystal (LN:Mn:Ce) acts like a singly- doped one with a Ce level of 

0.085 wt%, which corresponds to a Ce concentration of Gee = 14 x 1024 m-3 . This 

is twice as large as the Fe concentration in LN :Fe (GFe ::; 7 X 1024 m -3). Despite the 
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larger doping concentration, the sensitivity in LN:Mn:Ce is still smaller than that in 

LN:Fe. Therefore, Fe is a more effective impurity than Ce for holographic recording 

in LiNb03 in transmission geometry. 

We also performed two-center holographic recording experiments with doubly

doped crystals LN:Mn:Ce and LN:Mn:Fe. The crystals were oxidized to ensure that 

the shallower traps as well as a portion of the deeper traps are initially empty. The 

crystals were first illuminated with UV light for 2 hours. Then, a plane wave holo

gram in transmission geometry was recorded for 3 hours with UV (wavelength 404 

nm, intensity 4 m W /cm2) and two recording red beams (wavelength 633 nm, total 

intensity 26 mW/cm2
). After recording, UV and one of the red beams were blocked, 

and the hologram was read- out by the other recording beam. Figure 7.6 shows the 

recording and read- out curves for LN:Mn:Ce. As Figure 7.6 shows, the maximum 

diffraction efficiency obtained in two-center recording in LN:Mn:Ce is 2.5%. We also 

performed a similar experiment with LN:Mn:Fe using the same setup and the same 

experimental conditions. We obtained a maximum diffraction efficiency of 25% for 

LN:Mn:Fe, which is approximately ten times as large as that obtained in LN:Mn:Ce. 

Explanation of the experimental results 

Although sensitization experiments suggest that Ce is more sensitive to red light than 

Fe, holographic recording experiments show the reverse. To investigate the reason for 

these two different results, we performed bulk photovoltaic current measurements on 

LN:Fe and LN:Ce. As explained in previous chapters, one advantage of LiNb03:Fe 

crystals is the large bulk photovoltaic constant (at the right wavelength). Recording 

sensitivity and saturation diffraction efficiency in holographic recording depend on 

the photovoltaic constant [13, 72], especially in transmission geometry. A small bulk 

photovoltaic constant of a trap (at recording wavelength) in LiNb03 results in small 

recording sensitivity and saturation diffraction efficiency even if the crystal has good 

absorption at the recording wavelength. 

The conventional method for measuring the bulk photovoltaic constant of a crystal 

at a specific wavelength is to illuminate the crystal with the light of that wavelength 
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UV and red in LN:Mn:Ce. During recording, a UV beam (wavelength 404 nm and 
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properties of the recording (red) beams are the same as those described in the caption 
of Figure 7.5. 
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and measure the current in the short- circuited situation. By homogeneous illumi

nation , the bulk photovoltaic current density is proportional to the absorbed power 

density, i.e., 

J = ",'ad, (7.15) 

where I is the incident intensity, 00 is the absorption coefficient, and ",' is the bulk 

photovoltaic constant depending mainly on absorption center and wavelength. For 

thick samples, light depletion due to absorption must be considered and an averaged 

light intensity 1 = I[l-exp( -ood)](ood) - l must be used. Note that Equation (7.15) for 

the bulk photovoltaic current is different from the ones we used in previous chapters, 

i.e. 

(7.16) 

for LiNb03:Fe crystals. Therefore, we used ",' instead of", for the bulk photovoltaic 

constant in Equation (7.15). The reason for using a different formula is that ",' is 

easier to measure from Equation (7.15), since 00 , I, and J are easily measured. Since 

",' and", are proportional , we can easily calculate", from ",'. 

Measurements of the photo currents were made with an electrometer having an 

input impedance much less than the crystal impedance. For illumination, we used a 

diode-pumped frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (wavelength 532 nm and power 400 

m W). We expanded the ordinarily polarized beam to illuminate the whole sample 

homogeneously. All measurements were made at room temperature (25 D C). After 

illuminating the sample for at least 10 minutes, the steady-state photo current was 

detected. The delay is required to eliminate the influence of pyroelectric currents. 

The determined photovoltaic constant for reduced LN:Fe is ",' = 1.3 x 10- 9 cmlY at 

532 nm, which is in good agreement with the results reported by Kriitzig and Kurz 

[72J. For reduced LN:Ce, we measured ",' = 0.4 x 10-9 cmlY at 532 nm. We also 

illuminated the samples with ordinarily polarized red light (633 nm) to measure ",' 
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at red wavelength. We obtained ",' = 0.8 X 10-9 cm/V for LN:Fe, while the value of 

the ",' in LN:Ce could not be determined under our experimental accuracy. 

Our results suggest that Ce acts as a photorefractive center in LiNb03 . However, 

it does not have a large photovoltaic constant, especially at red. Therefore, the role 

of diffusion in holographic recording in LiNb03 :Ce crystals becomes important. The 

diffusion field (ED) is equal to 

ED = ksT K = ksT27r 
q q A' 

(7.17) 

where K and A are the magnitude of the grating vector and grating period, respec

tively. Furthermore, ks, T, and q are the Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, 

and electronic charge, respectively. As Equation (7.17) shows, we can increase the 

diffusion field by reducing the grating period (A). This can be accomplished by in

creasing the angle between the recording beams. Therefore, the largest value of ED 

is obtained in reflection geometry. 

To compare the role of diffusion in LiNb03:Ce and LiNb03:Fe crystals , we per

formed holographic recording experiments with LN:Fe and Ln:Ce in reflection geom

etry. Both crystals were highly reduced before the experiment to ensure adequate 

electron concentration in the effective traps (Fe or Ce). In our experiment, two ordi

narily polarized beams impinge on the two opposite c-faces of the LN:Ce crystal, with 

an angle of incidence of about 5° in air. The length of the sample along the c-axis 

is 7 mm. The diffraction efficiency as a function of recording time is monitored. For 

the sake of comparison with the performance of transmission gratings, we convert the 

efficiency into modulation of refractive index by taking into account of reflection by 

using the following relations [52] 

. 2 ( 7r6nd ) 
TJ = R sm A cos Bi ' (7.18) 
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Figure 7.7: Modulation of the refractive-index as a function of recording time for a 
reflection geometry and a transmission geometry hologram in LN:Ce. Wavelength 
and total intensity ofthe recording beams are 633 nm and 26 m W / cm2, respectively. 
In transmission geometry both beams impinge on the b-face with an angle of 23° 
while in reflection geometry both beams impinge on the two opposite c - -faces with 
an angle of 5° in air. The grating vector of the interference pattern in both cases was 
parallel to the c - -axis of the crystal. 

for transmission grating and 

2 ( 7rD.nd ) 
TJ = R tanh A cos (jj (7.19) 

for reflection grating. In the above equations, R is the factor caused by reflection 

loss , OJ is the angle of incidence inside the crystal, d is the crystal thickness, and the 

absorption is not considered due to the small value at red . 

Figure 7.7 shows the recording curve for a transmission geometry and a reflection 

geometry plane- wave hologram recorded in LN:Ce. As shown in Figure 7.7, recording 

sensitivity in the reflection geometry is higher than that in the transmission geometry. 

The corresponding sensitivity in case of reflection geometry is S = 0.009 cm/ J. The 

modulation of refractive-index (D.n) in the reflection geometry is twice that in the 
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transmission geometry for LN:Ce. In LN:Fe, however, the reflection grating is only 

1.4 times stronger than the transmission grating. This shows that the role of diffusion 

in LiNb03:Ce crystals is more important than that in LiNb03:Fe crystals. This can 

also be seen from the following formula for the saturation space- charge field (Esc) 

[59] 

(7.20) 

where Ep is the photovoltaic field that is proportional to the bulk photovoltaic con

stant (/£ or /£'), and Eq and E~ are limiting space-charge fields determined by effective 

trap density and filled trap density, respectively. Since we used strongly reduced 

crystals in our experiments, no limitation of space-charge fields is present. Therefore 

we can simplify Equation (7.20) to obtain 

(7.21) 

Generally, the photovoltaic field is independent of grating period, but the diffusion 

field is larger at smaller grating periods. Therefore, the total space-charge field in 

the reflection geometry is larger than that in the transmission geometry due to the 

increase of the diffusion field . The enhancement of performance for the Fe-doped 

sample in the reflection geometry is not so large. This can be attributed to a much 

higher photovoltaic field in LiNb03:Fe crystals. However, the enhancement of per

formance in reflection geometry is significant in LiNb03:Ce crystals due to the small 

photovoltaic field. 

In conclusion, our results show that Ce is an active red-sensitive photorefractive 

center in LiNb03 and can play an important role in the charge transport during 

holographic recording. However, the photovoltaic constant in LiNb03:Ce crystals 

is smaller than that in LiNb03:Fe crystals. As a result, sensitivity and JvI/# in 

holographic recording in LiNb03:Ce crystals are smaller than those in LiNb03:Fe 

crystals. Therefore, Ce is not a good choice to replace Fe in LiNb03 in both normal 
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and two- center recording. 

7.7.4 Using LiTa03 crystals for two-center recording 

If we can not find appropriate shallower traps in LiNb03, it is highly recommended to 

test LiTa03. The properties of LiTa03 are similar to those of LiNb03. The advantage 

of LiTa03 is its wide energy gap (~ 4 eV) that opens up the possibility of finding 

more photorefractive centers that might be too shallow or too deep in LiNb03, but 

not in LiTa03' Even if we can find appropriate shallower traps in LiNb03, we still 

recommend testing LiTa03 for two-center recording. 

7.8 Conclusions 

We showed that two- center recording has promising system parameters. This in

creases the hope for the realization of practical holographic read / write memory 

systems. We also outlined the design of such a practical memory system. The main 

challenge in such a design is to use the best trade off among the dynamic range (M / # ), 

sensitivity (5), and persistence (R/#). To improve the performance of two-center 

recording, it is required to find shallower traps in LiNb03 that are most sensitive to 

red. The use of LiTa03 is also a possibility due to its wide band gap. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and future work 

8.1 Conclusions 

Our main accomplishment in this thesis is solving satisfactorily the most important 

and long lasting problem of erasure during read~out of holograms recorded in pho

torefractive crystals. This accomplishment is the result of the careful investigation 

and good understanding of the physical mechanisms responsible for the drawbacks 

of the pre~existing methods for solving the same problem. The initial performance 

measures of our proposed method (two~center recording) even at low intensities are in 

all aspects at least one order of magnitude better than those of the highly optimized 

competing methods with much higher intensity requirements. We believe that there 

is still a lot of room for improving our proposed method. The invention of two~center 

recording revitalized the hope for the realization of holographic read / write memory 

systems. The important results obtained in the individual chapters of this thesis are 

as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we proposed for the first time the most complete explanation of 

persistent two~step holographic recording in LiNb03:Fe crystals using green or blue 

light for sensitization and infrared light for recording. These explanations were based 

on the development of an analytic solution for the governing equations of two~step 

recording. The analytic solution agrees very well with both the numerical solution and 

the experimental results. It turns out that the most important drawback of two~step 

recording methods using polarons as shallow traps is the short effective lifetime of the 

electrons in these traps. This drawback results in very high intensity requirements for 

recording in congruently melting LiNb03:Fe crystals. Although the usage of undoped 

stoichiometric LiNb03 alleviates the intensity requirements to some extent, it limits 

the maximum obtainable dynamic range and sensitivity to a large extent. Therefore, 

it is preferable to replace polarons with some long lifetime traps. This can be done 
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by using doubly-doped crystals. This important conclusion was the initial gateway 

toward the invention of two- center holographic recording. 

In Chapter 3, we showed that the basic idea of using a doubly- doped LiNb03 

crystal with one sensitizing beam and two recording beams for persistent holographic 

recording works very well if the crystal is properly annealed. To understand the main 

physical mechanisms responsible for two- center holographic recording, we developed a 

theoretical model for holographic recording in LiNb03 :Fe:Mn crystals. We performed 

several experiments to obtain the necessary unknown parameters of the model that 

were not available in the literature. The model agrees very well with the experimental 

results. With the help of this model, we developed a good understanding of the 

physical processes involved in two- center recording. As an example, the presence 

of two gratings in the deeper and shallower traps and the role of sensitizing and 

recording beams were fully understood. The obvious result of this understanding 

was the successful explanation of all observed experimental results and the finding 

of possible ways to solve the remaining problems of the method. Furthermore, we 

proposed and demonstrated an optimization scheme with the help of the model for 

optimizing the performance of two- center recording. 

In Chapter 4, we covered some of the remaining system issues in two-center record

ing. We showed that the sensitivity of the method can be highly improved by using 

green light instead of red light for recording. Using green light for recording results 

in a partial loss in persistence, but the remaining persistence is acceptable for most 

practical purposes. We also showed that we can not improve the sensitivity of either 

normal recording or two-center recording by increasing electron mobility through 

using stoichiometric or Mg doped crystals. Furthermore, we showed that the con

ventional recording schedule for hologram multiplexing can be used in two-center 

recording if we use appropriate values for saturation hologram strength and erasure 

time constant. Finally, we showed that the effect of fanning in two- center recording 

is much less than that in normal recording. 

In Chapter 5, we compared two- center and two- step recording methods. We 

showed that two- step recording using polarons always suffers from the existence of 
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an intensity threshold for recording and sensitizing beams, although there is no in

tensity threshold in two- center recording. The only possible advantage of two-step 

recording is the possibility of obtaining higher dynamic range at huge intensities. The 

performance of two- center recording depends mainly on the ratio of the intensities of 

recording and sensitizing beams and not on the absolute intensities. This results in 

the lack of both an intensity threshold and high dynamic range at huge intensities. 

By comparing the existing experimental results, we showed that the initial perfor

mance measures of two- center recording at low intensities are already better than 

the best values obtained in highly optimized two- step recording at high intensity by 

at least one order of magnitude. The difference between the performance measures of 

the two systems is very large at low intensities due to the existence of the intensity 

threshold in two-step recording. All these advantages of two- center recording over 

two- step recording are due to the very long lifetime of the shallower traps (as well as 

the deeper traps) in this recording scheme. 

In Chapter 6 we showed that the range of performance characteristics obtained by 

using doubly-doped LiNb03 crystals is much larger than that obtained by using single 

doped crystals even in normal recording (recording with only two recording beams). 

We can even design some effective traps by using doubly-doped crystals. Using two

center recording in doubly- doped crystals results in having persistence as another 

degree of freedom in the design of holographic storage systems. We defined for the first 

time a measure for persistence (R/ #) as the number of times the entire information in 

a standard memory module can be read before the diffraction efficiency drops below 

some standard value. The main challenge in designing holographic storage system 

is the wise trade off among dynamic range (M/#), sensitivity (S), and persistence 

(R/ #) to obtain the appropriate performance for the desired application. 

In Chapter 7, we derived the relationship among the material parameters (M/# , 

S, and R/#) and the system parameters like recording and read-out rates, access 

time, and storage capacity. We also presented an outline for the design of a practical 

compact memory module along with possible ways for improving the performance of 

two- center recording. 
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8.2 Future work 

The aim of this thesis is to cover all the details that need to be understood in two

center recording. Although most of the basic features of the method have been 

addressed in this work, the novel nature of the method opens up many doors for future 

research in theory, material improvement, and system design and demonstration. 

8.2.1 Theory 

Although the model we developed explains all the experimental results , it is useful to 

find approximate analytic solutions for the governing equations of two-center record

ing. Such an analytic solution might have an impact on the directions for future 

research. Note that the analytic solution we developed for two- step recording lead us 

to a very good understanding of the method and the problems involved, and finally 

resulted in the invention of two- center method. Therefore , finding analytic formulas 

for the important performance parameters of two- center recording is important. For 

example, we mentioned in the optimization of two- center recording that the opti

mization procedures for the different design parameters (concentrations, intensities, 

etc.) are not independent from each other. The analytic formulas for the impor

tant parameters of two- center recording uncover these dependences and make a more 

complete and global optimization possible. 

8.2.2 Improving material properties 

This part of the research has the highest priority as the design of successful practical 

storage systems depends on the material properties we can obtain. As explained in 

Chapter 7, two parallel directions must be taken for improving material properties . 

The first one is the trial of the possible candidates for the shallower traps that are 

most sensitive to red light. These candidates include vanadium (V) from the first 

row and a few other elements from the second row of transition metals, especially 

ruthinium (Ru). 
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The second research direction involves the detailed investigation of LiTa03 as a 

possible substitute for LiNb03. The photorefractive centers that work in LiNb03 

must be put into LiTa03 as dopands and their relative positions in the band gap of 

LiTa03 must be understood. Other dopands that do not work in LiNb03 but are 

known to have different valance states must be tested in LiTa03 as they might be 

too shallow or too deep for LiNb03 and not for LiTa03. Furthermore, the important 

properties (absorption cross section, photovoltaic coefficient, etc.) of the different 

working traps in LiTa03 must be measured by performing appropriate experiments. 

Normal recording as well as two-center recording experiments must be performed 

using LiTa03 crystals doped with different dopands, and the obtained performance 

parameters (NI/#, S, and R/#) must be compared with those obtained by using 

LiNb03 · 

Another direction for future research in recording materials is to develop a model 

that can at least approximately predict the properties of the different traps in LiNb03 . 

Even first order approximations might be helpful in assigning the priorities for testing 

different candidates for the shallower traps. 

8.2.3 System design 

Several projects can be defined for the future work in two- center recording systems. 

One interesting possibility is the demonstration of a simple prototype of a memory 

module consisting of 1000 multiplexed holograms in a LiNb03:Fe:Mn crystal using 

two- center recording. Sensitization and recording in such a memory module must 

be performed with UV (wavelength 404 nm) and green (wavelength 514 nm) light, 

respectively. If better materials are developed, they must be used in such modules. 

Careful experiments for multiplexing many data holograms using both angle mul

tiplexing and wavelength multiplexing and comparing the performance of the two 

multiplexing schemes is another interesting task to do. Careful evaluation of signal to 

noise ratio in all cases and understanding the dominant noise sources are necessary in 

designing practical memory modules. Finally, a careful experimental comparison of 
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transmission and 900 recording geometries and finding the ways to solve the problem 

of each geometry is also important in the design of the memory module. 

8.2.4 Localized holographic recording 

Two-center holographic recording enables us to record holograms in slices or even 

small spots of the material. Multiplexing holograms by recording them in different 

slices of the recording material can be performed by sensitizing only one slice at a 

time. These slices can be non- overlapping. Therefore, a recorded hologram is not 

erased during the recording of the subsequent holograms, and we can record multiple 

strong holograms. The investigation of the different properties of these multiplexed 

holograms is a very interesting project. A complete work in this direction must include 

the variation of the diffraction efficiency of each hologram with the total number of 

holograms, possible redefinition of the M /# for this case, finding the limitations on 

the maximum number of holograms we can record, investigating the effect of noise 

and crosstalk in localized recording, and comparison of the performances of normal 

and localized two- center recording. vVe can also try to record holograms in small 

spots of the material by focusing the sensitizing beam to a small spot. 

Another interesting project in this direction is to record a specified pattern of 

permittivity (E(x, y, z)) by recording several holograms in the slices of the material. 

Calculation of the minimum feature size we can record, and comparing it to that 

obtained by normal two-center recording is very interesting. Experimental demon

stration of the theoretical findings would also be challenging and interesting. 
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